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ABSIRAOr

PACIJICnr OF ARTS 

TRENCH

Master of Philosophy ^
THE DRAMATIST, JEAN RCTROU 
■fay Shirley Susan Wright

Erevious studies of the work of Jean Rotrou hare oftm shown that a 
specific preconceived framework of interpretation - Classicism, for 
exanple - can successfully he applied to a limited number of his plays. 
This thesis, however, is intended to show that certain fundamental 
principles identify Rotrou’s entire dramatic output as a unified canon#

Such principles can only he discovered from the plays themselves, 

viewed primarily as effective pieces of drama* From a detailed 
analysis of the individual plays, three basic principles emerge: - 
the interweaving of folk motifs, creative exploitation of the visual 

medium and structural unity from the interplay of contrasts.

These three principles underlie all Rotrou’s drama, and point us 

towards an understanding of the artistic and philosophic precepts 
informing the canon. Rotrou’s dram embodies a different conception 
of 16n and The Universe from that capable of being conveyed by the 
Classical ethos of Reason; he argues for moderation and humility; and 
his faith-oriented dram evokes an aura of primitive group ritual, 
Rotrou*s seventeenth-century success and subsequent neglect may be 
explained by the fact that his drama represents one of the last 
protests of the im^Uaeval spirit, unhampered by a surfeit of reasoning.



1, INTROmCTIOIT.

1,1 APPROACH.

Of the drama of Jean Rotrou, we poseeae today thirty-five extant plays
covering a period of rou^ly twenty years. This impressive out^Rit is
perhaps even more ranarkahle if one takes into account the preface to
Cleag&ior et Doristee, (for us, the second of Rotrou's plays to he
published), where the author comments that this is "la cadette de trente

soeurs". Although futile to speculate on the nature, emd even existence,
of these other early plays, the comment does encourage us to regard

Rotrou as a prolific writer with periods of intensive dramatic
productivity. In addition to this, there is reason to believe that
Rotrou was a very successful dramatist in his own time - despite later
neglect by classical theorists. Succeeding Hardy as writer for the Hotel
de Bourgogne in 1632, there is evidence^ that at least thirteen of his

plays were staged by I634, He became one of Richelieu's "cinq auteurs"
2in 1635, and according to Chapelain his career reached a point of 

triumph when les Sosies rivalled Be Old for public acclaim in 1637«

In contrast to this is the relative paucity of biographical information 
about Rotrou^ and the scarcity of seventeenth-century or subsequent 

reference to him as a literary figure. Thus, in retrospect, he seems a 

somewhat unsubstantial presence in a century of dramatic renown, 
remaining strangely silent throughout the controversial disputes over

*dramatic theory and practice which his oontmnporaries found so engaging,*

* for the complete works of Rotrou, see Oeuvres de Jean Rotrqu, 
edited Viollet le Due, Slatkine Reprints, Geneva, 19w«

* however there is evidence to suggest that Rotrou was possibly the
* author of a pamphlet in defence of Corneille at the time of the 

quarrel over Be Old - see Caste, Ba Querelle du Cld,



and. leaving belilnd no real indication as to his thou^ts on questions 

of the theatre - with which he was so much Involved - other than the 
plays thana elves.

Consequently, any attempt to acclaim Rotrou a dramatist worthy of 

serious attention - perhaps for original artlstlo senslhlllty, 
aesthetic awareness, or even competent dramatic technique - must 
rest finally upon firm supporting evidence from within the terts.
Because so little is known about the man's life, and more particularly, 
thou^t, it would seem somewhat perverse to approach his plays from 
the stand-point of external cirlterla - for example, the author's 
religious or philosophical beliefs, or the literary trends or prevailing 

theories which marked the Intellectual climate of the seventeenth 
century. To undertake a critical appraisal of Rotrou's work by 
superimposing upon it dramatic or philosophic assumptions which may 

well have been alien to Rotrou's vision of art and its function, does 
not encourage a true appreciation of that work and may account for 
some of the vague and uncertain conclusions that have been drawn 

about it.

Looking at some of the major studies of Rotrou, it becomes clear that 
very little attention has in fact been paid to evaluating the plays 
"per se", as working dramatic units Intended for stage performance and 
the entertainment of an audience, Nelson, in Immanence and Transcendence^ 

is more concerned with establishing Rotrou'a place on the theological 

axis between Jansenist and Jesuit interpretations of the nature of God,
Van Baelen's study of Rotrou^ consists of judicious sampling in order 

to fit a few of the plays into a framework of twentieth-century 
existentialism; Duffum^ uses the plays as further evidence to support



hl8 ideas on Baroque literature; Jarry'a Eeeai eur Lee Oeuvrea de Rotrou^

erinces a strong nineteenth-century preoccupation with realism and
8rules; Hubert sees the plays as typical of the seventeenth-century 

intellectual climate. While we may mention some partial exceptions (in
QMorel/ there is some consideration of dramatic structure and functioning, 

although this is not central and merely adds to his conclusion that the 
plays are illustrations of "des aperies", and Knutson^^ unfortunately 

looks only at the comedies, and these only with regard to the use of 
irony), it nevertheless becomes clear that much of the research on 

Rotrou has proceeded along almost every other line than that of 
investigating the plays themselves as meaningful drama. Thus there 
emerges from the literature the paradox of, on the one hand, an almost 

total absence of information about Rotrou as a thinker and a dramatist 
apart from what the plays themselves might tell us, and on the other 
hand, a plethora of studies into Rotrou that largely disregard the 
"dramatic" and "theatrical" in his work to the extent of leaving us in 

doubt as to whether he wrote plays or novels.

With no other source of Information about Rotrou's attitude towards 

drama thah the plays themselves, and knowing only that they were popular 

in the seventeenth century, it is suggested that the most logical way 
to approach a study of Rotrou as playwright and artist is to begin with 

a detailed study of the individual plays - as plays - and to attempt to 
discover if, and how, they work as drama Intended for performance on 
stage. If we can arrive at a satisfactory answer to this question^ then 

there la a claim to be made for the plays as successful drama, needing 
to be performed, or at least considered from a dynamic viewpoint, in 

order to be appreciated for what they are. Furthermore, from an analysis
of the individual plays as dramatic units, we are then in a position to 
proceed to an evaluation of any recurrent patterns and styllstio



consist end 88 which emerge, so moving towards an overall view of the 
plays as "oeuvres complies". Thus working as it were from the "inside 

out", it may he hoped that detailed teitual observations would form a 
firm basis for more generalised remarks about the plays as a whole, and 

that they would point us towards seeing some sort of coherent attitude 
on the part of the author, informing the plays and shaping them as 

works of art. We may then be in a position to derive from the plays 

themselves an understanding of the metaphysic underlying them and the 
assumptions about man and life which help to shape the drama.

It is certain that an understanding of Rotrou's alms in drama and of any 
view of the human condition he may be deemed to have, will only be 
reached throu^ close study of his plays. Thus our approach to researoh 

on Rotrou has been conducted along the following lines:
(I) detailed study of the individual plays as dramatlo 

constructs intended for performanoe upon the stage;
(II) an overall appreciation of the plays as a canon;
(ill) a statement based on (i) and (li) of the metaphysio

underlying the plays, 1,8, the assumptions about 

- the buman condition which inform the drama,

1,2 PROGRESS,

With the foregoing terms of reference in mind, the research was begun 
by looking closely at Rotrou's early plays (those plays contained in 
o, Volz I, II & III of the Oeuvres de Jean Rotrou), From a detailed 
analysis of the individual plays, we were able to establish certain 
reourring techniques and dramatic features which emerged as fundamental 

to Rotrou's approach to drama as a dynamlo, social erperience. These



were: the repeated use of symholio folk motifs as the basic building 
blocks of the drama, a highly functional but imaginative attitude 

towards the visual medium as an integral part of the dramatic experience, 
and structural coherence from the dynamic Interplay of contrasts#

Saving discovered specific dramatic techniques in Rotrou's early work, 
we then turned to the later plays (those contained in o.Vols IV & V of 
the Oeuvres). Sere we found, underlying the more regular "classical" 

structure, the continued use of the same three basic features lAich 
characterised the earlier work#

Thus, the research breaks down into three areas: establishing Rotrou's 

dramatic teohniqu^i, verifying their continued use and importance 
throughout all the plays, and examining the developments and modifications 
that occur as Rotrou becomes a more experienced dramatist, and as 
French drama moves towards the maturity of olassloal form. It may be 

noted that the structure of this thesis reflects the chronological 
progress of the research#

1#3 FIRDIRGS#

Of the three techniques discovered in the early plays, perhaia the most 
Important is the repeated use of folk motifs - devices, themes and 

figures found to occur throughout the world in oythology and legend, and 
creating a spirit of magic and wonder# Folk motifs are concerned with 

the area of popular conventions, those elmnents of a play which the 
audience might look forward to seeing, and which are almost guaranteed 

to evoke an instant and "programmed" emotional response# Many such 
conventions are temporally and socially circumscribed, but others seam



to span timo and. are ae valid in the theatre today as they were in the 

seventeenth oentury and before; for example, the childlike and universal 

features of magloal power, identical twins, country girls who are 
really princesses, cruel tyrants and damsels in distress. Rotrou makes 

extensive use of such conventional features, and in providing his 
audience with so many recognisable "old favorites", helps them to feel 

more at home in the world of the play, and thus more involved. In 
Chapter 2 we discuss the "participatory" aspsot of folk motifs and the 

magical, ritualistic atmosphere that they lend to the drama.

Chapter 3 considers Rotirou's awareness of the visual dimension of the 
theatre, aad the particular creative ways in which he uses it to add 
depth and significance to his drama, in addition to the more obvious 
entertainment value which it may be said to have, Rotrou exploits the 
visual dimension to a considerable degree, often putting so much weight 

on movement and gesture that words become unnecessary omama:it8 in terms 

of actually understanding the significance of a scene. Thus, as we 
shall show, he creates a kind of mimed ritual on stage througi the 
universal language of gesture.

The third factor to emerge from a study of the early plays is Rotrou's 
approach to dramatic structure, and this is examined in Chapter 4* 
Althou^ more classically Influenced critics have claimed to find no 
coherent structure in Rotrou's work (apart from, possibly, the last 

few plays), and have Instead bemoaned the absence of any organising 

principle behind his drama, we shall argue that structural coherence is 
provided by a complex pattern of dynamio contrasts, operative at every 
level of the drama, and creating the tight internal infrastructure which 
moulds every play into an almost geometrically shaped and integrated unit,



Thus, having established Rotrou's fundamental dramatic tec^inlques 
(chapters 2,3 & 4)» we proceed In Chapter $ to ezamlne the later plays 

for signs of continuity of approach. This would enable us then to 
consider the plays as a whole, manifesting - despite their Individual 
differences of plot, genre and theme - a coherent attitude on the part 

of Rotrou towards the place and function of drama In society. In fact, 
as we shall show In Chapter 5, there is a considerable and surprising 
degree of oonsistency throu^out the whole of Rotrou's work which 
enables us to draw important conclusions about his attitude towards his 

art and towards the human condition which that art, to some eoctent, 

attempts to portray. Such consistency is deemed to be surprising in 

view of the many changes that classical theories were imposing upon French 

drama of the mid-seventeenth century emd which can be seen, to a 

certain degree, in Rotrou'a later plays. The influence of Clzisslolsm 
over Rotrou'8 later work is discussed in Chapter 6,

Raving considered both the consistencies and the modifications in 

Rotrou'8 dramatic technique. Chapter 7 looks at the plays as a whole. 
From the use of the folk motifs and the visual medium, we are able to 

derive a statement about Rotrou's artistic vision of drama as a ritual 
erperience, embodying a mystic view of the world quite at odds with 
the growing rational ethic of Post-Renaissance France, From the 
structural use of contrasts we discover an attitude towards human 

behaviour which recommends avoidance of extremes in favour of a 
judicious moderation that involves both responsibility for self and 

humility before Gcd, Here again Rotrou seems to be at odds with his 
time - a time which, in drama, vaunted the merits of the egocentric, 

rational hero, capable of everything throu^ the exerolse of will. Thus 
it seans that, throu^ his drama, Rotrou was giving life to a totally 
different oonoeptlon of the world than that oapable of being conveyed



throu^ the prinoiples of Olaselclem, Rotrou's "medlaevaliam" *111 he 

diaouesed. in Chapter 7.

Rotrou'a approach to drama and to queationa of Ethlca heara a oloae 

reaemhlance to Ariatoteli&n thou^t, and hla Providential view of %e 

nniverae refleota Thomiatlo doctrine, itaelf Ariatotellan in easenoe. 

We are therefore led to gneation the poaaihle influence of Arlatotle 
upon Rotrou, and althougii auch a atudy la outaide the aoope of thla 
reaearoh, it la outlined briefly and auggeated aa a future line of 
enquiry, Thla, and brief oonoluaiona to the theaia, foirm the contenta 
of Chapter 8,

A detailed bibliography la to be found at the end of the theaia, and 

notea are located at the end of each chapter.
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2. POLK MOmS.

jkn, initial reading of Botrou's early plays leaves one with the 
impression of having wandered into the magical realms of fairy 

story. The plays abound in such devices as women disguised as 
men, "happy-ever-after" endibgs and marriages, magicians, magic 

rings and magic potions. Kings who are tyrants and humble maidens 

who are really princesses. These are the universal motifs of 
folklore, and they are to be found, again and again, throughout 
the early work of Eotrou. It is the purpose of this chapter to 
examine the major folk imottfs that Eotrou employs and to explain 
the significance of their appearance in his drama.

2.1 THE MOTIPS AND THEIR DISTRIBUTION.

Seme of the major and most frequently used motifs (with the plays 
in ivhich thny occur,) are as follows;

(a) Woman disguised as a man.
L'Eyr^condriaque; Cl^g6iar et Doristee; la Diane;
La G61im^e; L'Heureux Naufrage; La C6liane;
La Belle Alphr6de; Laure Pers6cute@,
It may be added here that disguise in general appears 
in one form or another in virtually every play hy 
Botrou - sometimes a man disguised as another man 
(Alphonse in Les Occasions Indues.) or a woman 
disguised as another woman (Ang61ique in the play 
La P^lerina Amoureuse.)

(b) Magicians, maglo and "le merveilleux."

L'Hypocondriaque; le. Hague de I'Oubll;
Les Occasions Perdues; Heroule Mourant;L'lnnocente InfidSllti".

In the above plays, magic is predominant, but some 
reference to magical and supernatural happenings is 
to be found in most of Botroifs other plays also.
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(o) l&dness.

L' Iji Ikifnje dA ].'ChibljL; Les M^eohmes:
liklearine JlnKxiixyuEW); Les Sosies.

{Tlw) mmdman, tlie dTool, (%r sii^pljr tlie (dbamc'kei' mlio jus 
confused to the point of doubting his own identity - 
iilJL t]aese cxzcizr, jLP (xcJjr dun ai VYury minor
in many other plays also.

(d) Happy endings with one or more marriages.

* Rypc^ondriaque; la Hague de I'Oubll; l^^enor et Dorist^; La Diane; Lesllccasions Perdues; 
L'Heureuse Constance; Les M^neohmes; Eercule Mourant; eto.

In fact, marriage is used to conclude nearly every one 
of Rotrou's early plays.

(e) The dominant heroine.

L'Hypocondriaque; La Diane; La Celimene;
L'Heureux Naufrage; La C^liane; La BeUe Alphr&de;
La Pelerine Amoureuse; Laure Pers^cut^e.

These are the women with seemingly super-human powers, 
who guide and control the destinies of all the other 
characters by means of an intuitive understanding of 
what is required, what is right, and what is ordained. 
Woman, generally, has a special role in Rotrou.

(f) Discovered Parentage.
La Diane; Laure Pers&nit^e; La P&lerine Amoureuse; 
La Belle Alphr&de.
The character who during the course of the play 
discovers his true birthri^t and the identity of 
his true parents.

(g) Doubles.

Les Menechmes; L' Hypocondriaque; La Soeur; Les Sosles; 
La Bague de I'Oubli; Les Deuz Pucelles.
The "doubles" theme may occur in the form of identical 
twins, mistaken identity between similar people, or 
"le personnage double" - the character with two 
alternative personalities.

(h) Corrupt Sovereignty.

L'Heureuse Constance; La Bague de I'Oubli; 
Lea Occasions Perdues; inure Pers&mtde,
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The theme of corrupt Sovereignty is generally 
accompanied ty the sister theme of "the curing of 
the king" - returning the king, and thus Implicitly, 
the society of which be is head, to a healthy state 
of body and mind.

This list of the thematic motifs employed byjRotrou shows not only 
their repeated use throughout a number of plays, but also the large 
number and variety chosen to occur in aqy one play. They often 
accompanied by the following additional motifs or devices:

The agency of Time in the affairs of Man,
Nature as a living, sentient force.
Dreams, premonitions and portents.
Tempests at sea,
Cosmic eymbology embodied in the Images of light and dark, 
Ereocoupation with the inevitability of death.
The woman whose virtue is under attack from a dishonourable man. 
Journeying abroad to seek a lost love or relation etc........

The ubiquity of these motifs indicates that Rotrou was using a group 
of popular and traditional folk themes as the basio building blocks 

withlahich to construct him drama. Their repeated use imposes a 
certain "likeness" on all the plays; that is, from the point of 

view of this self-contained and highly stylised technique, all the 
play* &re representative of a special attitude towards drama - that 

it is essentially a ritual ezperlenoe.

In order to explain this more fully, we shall oonsider each of the 
listed devices in turn to era mine the dramatic significance with 

which it is used in individual play^*

2.2 DRAMATIC SHIKEIBCDCULNCE CBP imiE MOTICF!!.

(a) Tfcwmeui <ii;3g%ii5M9dl as la loaii.

When a woman disguises herself as a man it is important to note 
tlaal: IkotarcMi'i: audience JLs taken dUniko bhMe woman* a oonfldence luadl
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made a party to the trlok. In this aay Eotrou ensures an intimate 
oomplioity between actress and audience. The farmer reveals her 

disguise and true identity in private asides and manologues during 

which the audience alone shares her secret. The dramatic irony is 
reinforced by deliberate double-edged remarks made before other 
characters on stage who grssp only & small fraction of the meaning, 
compared with the privileged audience (e.g. Cl^agehor et Doristee. 

jiot II 801.) Thus the audience is at one and the same time drawn 
into and distanced from the stage fiction.

Inmost oases, the process of successful disguise is totally 
invraisemblable. It is unlikely that Doristee would carry off her 
disguise so successfully as to cause Theandre's wife and servant 
to fall in love with her, in her guise as Phil6mond. It is even 

more unlikely that Perside's father would fail to recognise his 

own daughter when disguised as the family friend, Aliaste. 

iBcwever, such is the case, and Eotrcu gives us a full two scenes 
of the confusion during which this invraisemblable situation is 
stretched to the limits (L'gypocondriaque. .Act 17 sc3 & so4^)

In terms of Unity of Action, these two soenes form a quite irrelevant 

episode and interfere with the progress of the play. In terms of 
audience participation, they are more significant. By exaggeratedly 
ernphamjsing the unlikelihood of all the disguise situations, Rotrou 
foroes his audience, already becoming involved in the stage action 
through the disguise oomplioity, to enter fully into the world of 
the play and to accept its reality without question. (For further 
examples, see Laure Fersecutde, .Act I scS; la Diane, .Act 17 so)*)

Disguise is also used as a source of humour, sometimes full of ironic 
significance (la Diane. Act TTI solO) and sometimes frankly sexual
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(Olaa^enor et Doriatee. Act III 8c6.) The dramatic ironies and 

multiple ambiguities it produces ensure a wealth of meanings to 
be found in the slightest word or gesture. Eotrou's extensive 

and varied use of disguise turns this simple physical device into 
a concrete dramatisation of the verbal "^^uivoque." As well as 

having equivocal speeches to utter, a character's appearance is 
also a dramatic equivocation.

In addition to exploiting the audience's capacity for becoming 
involved in the stage action, disguise always has a functional 

purpose within the context of the play. Ehyslcsl disguise is the 

deliberate creation of an Illusion, the adopting of a mask so that 

one's external appearance belles the reality of one's identity^

The problem of illusion and reality, external appearances and 
inner truth, are themes which recur throughout the whole of 
Rotrou's work, and disguise is one of the principal ways by which 
they are given dramatio expression. Disguise is seen as a useful 
tool in the arduous process of revealing the truths Act 17 8c9 

of la pimnm, for example, shows us the heroine using her disguise 
as C6liree in order to force lysimant (unfaithful to her and 
confused as to his feelings for any woman) to reveal his true 

feelings about her. Disguised as someone else, she la able to 
adopt any false attitude, constantly challenge lysimant, and help 
him discover and reveal his true feelings, as much for his own 
benefit as for hers.

Thus disguise has a two-fold importance. Punotlonally, it is a 

device used to draw the spectator into the fictional world of the 
play and ensure his committed acceptance of the laws of that 
fictional world, however unlikely th^y :may seem to be. .At the same

time, it is an artlstio dramatisation of the llluslon/reallty theme
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80 basic to Rotrou's theatre,^ The spectator, from his comfortable 

position of omniscience, is made to see the dangers and possible 
uses of illusion in life.

(lO Magicians. maAic and "la merveilleui". ^

Scherer puts particular emphasis on the seventeenth—century 

fascination for all things spectacular and marvellous on stage.
The desire to be visually dazzled by spectacular happenings ^as a 

major contributory factor in the temporary flourishing of "pl&ces 
a machines." Many authors, of course, even if they *ere writing 
for theatres which could technically satisfy the demand, did not 

succumb to it to the eztent of littering the stage with amazing 

mechanical artefacts, but most felt the need to incorporate 

something marvellous and magloal in their plays, in order to satisfy 
public taste.

It is not sufficient, however, to describe this Interest in magio 

as merely "fashion". There la considerable evidence to suggest that 

the belief of Pre-Renaissance man in magio, a belief stretching back 
into history and embodied in myth, folklore and legend throughout the 
world^ survived well into the seventeenth centuryT Rotrou seems to have 

been particularly sensitive to this underourrent of popular folk belief, 
and far from simply having occasional recourse to magio to appease the 
public, exploited fully the deeply-rooted belief in the supernatural in 

order to add depth and immediacy to his drama.

It is generally recognised^ that early seventeenth-century dramatists 

tried to avoid "le merveilleui chretien" for fear of Incurring 
ecclesiastical wrath and charges of heresy, "le merveilleui palen"

*of, the hesitations of Sir Thomas Browne in seventeenth- 
century England,
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was a much safer subject. Certainly, it is ^ot until St.Genest that 
Rotrou uses Christian marvels overtly, althou^ it is possible to 

ascribe to many earlier plays a Christian Interpretation. The 
apparently pagan myth and. figure of Hercules is seen in this ll^t by 
D, A.Watt8%

"Hotre auteur a voulu fairs d'Eercule le symbols 
du pebheur endurol que la ^aoe divine appellera 
naanmoins a la saintete," (6)

Althou^ it is undoubtedly possible to interpret the play thus, such 

a view advances our understanding of Rotrou* s drama very little. It 

ignores the fact that Hercule Mourant is one of a number of plays 

written by Rotrou around the early I63O8, Considering that little 
is known about Rotrou's religious habits at the tlme,^ and that his 

plays of the period evince a hi^ content of pagan magic and fairytale 

wonders, it is probably more useful to look at Hercule Mourant in its 
historical oontezt as one of the many early plays by Rotrou, and to 

see what overall comments can be made about these as drama. It is 
suggested in this chapter that in his early work, Rotrou was drawing 
heavily on elements of ancient folk culture as the basic building blocks 

of his drama, and that the deep-rooted themes of folklore afforded him 
the means of creating a very direct and powerful dramatic eocperience 

for his audience. Magic rings and potions (in Hercule Mourant. magic 
monster's blood), Gods in dally commerce with mankind, and all the stuff 

of fairytale abound in the early plays, Rotrou seems to have been 

exploiting something of world-wide appeal and interest, something 

which would ensure the captive attention of his audience and their 

Immediate active interest in the story being unfolded before than. In 
this respect, then, Hercule Mourant is of a kind with those plays 
immediately preceeding and succeeding it. The protagonist is a 
Man/God, half human and half divine, a corrupt ruler using his strength 

to persecute lole cruelly; lole is the virtuous maiden lAiose honour la
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threatened hy male luet# Dejanlre, Eeroule'e wife, usee the magio 

hlood of a monster, on a symbolic level to "cure the king", to restore 

Eercule to the ri^t path, and on a personal level to win back her 

husband* Clearly, many of the dramatic devices discussed In this 

chapter are to be found in the play, and if it is successful drama,
"une piece d'une reelle valeur",^ this is rather the result of the 

harmonious blending of folk themes with perceptive dramatic artistry, 

than the transmutation of Seneoan mythology into a disguised Christian 
eiemplum*

"le merveilleui" is diversely represented in Rotrou* I'Eypocondrlacue 

features palmistry and prediction (Act III 804); Les Occasions Perdues 
opens with Queen Eelene resembling Diana the Euntress - "en habit de 
chasse" - capturing the heart of Clorimond, to whom she is an angel 
from heaven, a divine being, "la celeste beaute," (Act I 8c2); in the 

final scene of Eercule Mourant. Eercule, now fully divinised, returns 

to earth to counsel the mortals he has left behind; magic potions are 

used and, more commonly, a magic ring with special powers over its 
wearer (La Baaue de I'Oubli and L'lnnocente Infidellte); and countless 

plays are filled with omens and premonitions which always come true in 

some sense* Rotrou's use of magic and illusion has been variously 
described and justified according to fashionable theory, but essentially 
- regardless of all topical interpretations - it is the age old appeal 

of fairytale.
"C'est le mervellleuz des contes de f^s auzquels les 
enfants ajoutent si sincerement foi, auiquels les hommes, 
a 1"occasion, prennent un plalsir extreme, et crolent 
encore pour un moment oomme au temps de I'enfanoe*" ($)

As in fairytale, Rotrou never naively presents us with magical 

happenings as pure entertainment alone, but adds some kind of moral 
consideration at the human level, generally Involving the concept
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of responsibility. For Dejanire, the deoision to use the monster's 

hlood carries with it the responsibility for Eercule's safety, and, 

in Act III, the gnilt of having unwittingly caused his death,
Hermante uses a magic ring in I'Innocente Infidelite to recover the 

love of Feillsmond, without realising that it has the power to turn 

him into a murderer. In every case there is seen to be an intimate 
relationship between the supernatural and mortal man, so that the 
effects of magic cannot be imputed solely to some external force. 
Whether these effects be good or bad, man is always seen as having 
played a significant part in the process and must accept some 
responsibility. Possibly this particular emphasis superimposed on the 

fairytale material is a reflection of Rotrou's Jesuit preference for a 

limited free will, that man is not totally doomed, but has some power 
to Influenoe his own destiny. Free will brings with it the idea of 

responsibility*

The audience is very much involved in all the marvels and is given 

ample opportunity to watch their effect. In La Bague de I'Oubll, the 

magic ring works only when worn on^ someone's finger, and then its 

effect is quite startling. Its power to change the king/s personality 

is emphasised by his behaviour, language and attitude, and could 
presumably be further underlined in performance by a change of gesture 
and facial expression. The audience is permitted to watch magic at 
work, and to see the king's Illusory state of mind gradually becoming 
a reality. Thus the audience sees dramatically represented the notion 
that illusion can lead to reality and become truth. Similarly in 

L'Hvpooondriaciue, the audience is enabled to see that reality is a 
subjective concept, and that deliberate Indulgenoe in illusion can lead 
to positive good (Act V 8c6),
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As with disguise, the audlenoe is given some warning that an unlikely 

situation is about to develop which must be aooepted for what it is.

The basic fairytale atmosphere is established in Act I 80$ of La Baaue 
de I'Oubll with the introduction of the magician, Els presence prepares 
the audience for the type of play they are about to see and gives them 

an advanoed warning of the conventions that are likely to follow which 

they must accept fully in order to enter into the spirit oflhe 

entertainment; the levels of reality become confused from Act II 8c6 
onwards. As with the device of disguise, magic and the marvellous 

foroe from the audlenoe a deliberate abandonment of reason and "cause 
and effect" logio for a return to the simpllstlo themes of childhood, 

when all things are possible,

"Le mervellleui" has the same two-fold function as disguise. On one 

level, it is a device to draw the audienoe into the world of the play 
by eliciting from them a tacit acceptance of the stage reality. Once 
this boundary to credibility is removed, the audienoe is free to 
become so involved in the marvellous happenings on stage as to forget 
that it is only a play after all, and that such things do not normally 

happen. But, in addition to this, "le merveilleui" is important at the 

thematic level, for it is, in itself. Illusion, the non-real, and is 
thus the most direct dramatio expression of the illusion/reality theme 

that Rotrou could use. The art of the theatre is by definition the 

creation of Illusion, therefore what better way to explore this topic 
than by using illusion to Investigate illusion?

(c) Madness,

Phrases like "Je m'lgnore moi-m@me" and "Je doute si je vis" recur 

throughout much of Rotrou's early work. They are indicative of the 

character who has become confused to the point of doubting his own sanity.
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Equally, to his friend^ he appears to he going mad. Such is the case 
with Alphonse in la Bawe de I'Ouhli, whose ever-changing personality 

causes mystified reactions from all at court. Being quite unaware of 
his own changeable personality, he feels that the odd reactions he 

provokes in others are a sure sign that either they or he must be going 
mad (see especially Act III),

The treatment of madness in terms of confused Identity rather than 
violent histirlonlos accomplishes two aims. Firstly, Rotrou is able to 
tone down the subject matter to a level of polite bewilderment 
acceptable to the proponents of bienseanoe. This la particularly 

evident if one compares Rotrou's treatment of the madness episode in 

Les Mmechmes, Act TV 8o2, with the original scene in Plautus, In 
contrast with the original, uninhibited and quite violent displays of 

madness, Rotrou substitutes a much calmer scene, relying solely upon 
llnguistlo aberrations - biens&moe, after all, demands that even 

madness be reasonable on stage. Secondly, Rotrou is able to adapt the 
subject of lunacy to his own thematio purpose, the eocploratlon of 
illusion.

Madness in Rotrou is always seen as a further dimension of Illusion,
The universe of the madman is as real and valid to him as our own is to 
us, and it is this alternative reality, this illusion of reality, which 

Rotrou presents to the audience. The dramatic function of madness is 
thus to eipand the audience's awareness of the subjective nature of both 
illusion and reality by presenting their imagination with both. They 
become involved with Perside's efforts to restore Cloridan to danity, 
(L'Hvpocondrlaque). thus implioitly judging her world to be the real 

one and his to be the world of illusion, but all the while they are 

watching a play, lAere all is illusion;
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"De I'auteur au lecteur, lea chim^res se tranamettent, 
mala ce qul etait fantaiaie d'un cSte^ de I'autre 
deviant fantaame; la ruae de I'ecrlvain eat regue en 
tonte nalvet^ comme figure du reel, En apparence, 11 
n'y a la gue la critique aiaee dea romana d'lnventlon; 
mala, un peu au-deaaoua, toute une Inquietude aur lea 
rapporta, dana 1'oeuvre d'art, du reel et de I'lmaglnaire, 
et peut etre auaai aur la trouble communication entre 
I'invention fantaatique et lea faacinationa du delire," (lO)

Thus the dramatic fooua la upon the error, the illusion within which
the victim is trapped, rather than the individual himself, and there la

no need for violent, physical displays of insanity. Furthermore, by
involving the audience as he does, Eotrou can make use of an additional
level of reality, that of the external observer. In this way he can
manipulate a multi-level reality, and Involve the audience in a

meaningful way, using their presence aa an added dimension in the drama.

The manipulation of various levels of reality can moat readily be seen 

in St.Genest, where the author has the problem of interweaving four 
different levels at once. In the early plays, L'Hypocondriague la a 
leas dramatically successful example of manipulating three levels, 
using madness aa the dramatic Impetus for the action. Before Act III 

8c2, there exist the two basic dimensions of drama, the audience and 
the dramatic fiction on stage. But from Act III 8c2 onwards there is a 

major change, Cloridan in his madness begins to exist on a different 
plane from everyone else and to experience a different kind of reality. 
Sis madness introduces a third level, which coexists with the others, 
without any point of contact, until the final scene, (In Act V 8c6, 
with the intervention of Peraide, stage reality becomes unitary again). 

So for the duration of half the play, there is a total breakdown of 
communication between Cloridan and all other characters, during which 
they think he is mad, and he thinks essentially the same of them. The 

two stage worlds are mutually exclusive. It is this long period of 

insanity which tests the play's dramatic credibility. It takes two acts
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to persuade Cloridan that he is still alive, and the suocess of the 
denouement depends entirely upon Cloridan remaining mad until the very 
last scene. This, coupled with many lengthy monologues, makes the 

central portion of the play somewhat tedious.

The lengthy monologues and r^olts are, however, important (Act III 8c2, 
Aot IV 8cl& 2, Act V sol eto). They provide the audience with an 

Inside picture of what it is like to he mad, and of what the universe 
of the madman looks like to him. Thus equipped, the audience is able 
to move, albeit in imagination only, between the various levels of 
reality depioted in the play. Placed in this godlike position, they 

can see how subjeotive and narrowing is our appreolation of what we 

call reality. Looking through Cloridan's eyes, it becomes possible to 

appreciate why his world is as real to him as everyone else's is to them. 
Only the gods, it seems, have all the necessary information to make 
absolute judgements about truth, because only they can see all sides of 
an issue. Mortals must stumble along as best they can, always coming 

to imperfect conclusions as to the nature of reality. The audience, by 
being the only point of contact between the various levels in a play 
(and this is especially so in St.Genest), is led to an understanding 

that "one man's reality is another man's Illusion," Oloridan's madness, 

and the confusion which ensues for all other characters, is a direct 
dramatisation of this theme. The apparently Irrelevant episode of 

Aot IV 8o3 & 4 can be seen as a short comic restatement of the same 

principle.

Whereas Cloridan moves from one kind of reality to another and back 

again, in la Bague de I'Oubli, we see Alphonse moving continually 
backwards and forwards through two different types of personality, 

acoordlng to whether or not he wears the maglo ring^ The audience.
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also why everyone else thinks the king is going mad. Again, from their 
godlike position of omniscience, they see that the other characters are 

not in possession of sufficient Information and therefore come to 
imperfect and ill-formed conclusions, Alphonse's madness is caused 

through being two different people, both quite real when in erlstence, 
and unlmaglneahle otherwise. In modem terms this is the dramatic 
enactment of schizophrenia* for Alphonse it is the paradoi of being two 

alternative but equally real people. Again reality is shown as 
subjective and relative.
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The paradoxes embodied in illusion are dramatised by Rotrou in many 

ways, madness being one. The madman or fool is very often presented 
in a sympathetic light, characterised by a fool's wisdom which eludes 
the other, more apparently sane members of society. In la Bague de 
I'Oubli, Pabrlce is used to contrast with the king. He is portrayed 
as a rather foolish mercenaiy who can think or speak of little other than 
his purse, and he provides much of the comic content of the play. But 
as the fool, he displays typical fool's wisdom and insist, and sees the 

king as ha really is. His witty quips barely disguise an accurate 
observation about the king which the latter is Incapable of seeing for 
himself (eg. Act I so6 & 7), Foucault^ discusses the way in which the 

role of madman has gradually changed over the years, from a strai^t 

representation of insanity in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, to 
a paradoxical representation of truth in the early seventeenth century:

"Bans les Farces et les sotles, le personnage du Fou prend 
de plus en plus d'Importance, II n'est plus simplement dans 
lea marges, la silhouette ridicule et famlll^re: il prend 
place au centre du th%tre, comme le detenteur de la v&lte,"

This observation is applicable to all the master/valet pairs in Rotrou,

Hot only is the valet a oomio extreme of his master (eg, Mmechme and
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Brgaate), he is also lucidly aware of hie folly - in the case of 

Ergaete, hie subjugation to hie stomach - and more importantly, of the 
folly of hie master. To this extent, then, the fool is very often the 
"realist" of the play, (eg, Les Menechmes. Act I scS),

12Madness has been deeoribed as the most total form of "qul pro quo", 

that which takes the false for the true, death for life, man for woman. 

The dramatisation of madness is thus another very direct way of 
expressing the appearances and reality theme forcefully on stage, Fot 
only is it the ideal vehicle for Rotrou's thematic preoccupations, but 

also, coupled with his extensive exploitation of dramatlo irony, it 

draws the audience into the drama as an extra level of awareness, or an 
additional dimension of reality through which to direct the theme. The 

audience is, in a sense, used as additional material for the play.

(d) EaPPV endings with one or more marriages.
Without entering into a lengthy dlscus&lon as to the exact classification 

of Rotrou's early plays into tragedies, comedies, pastorals and tragi
comedies,^^ it is possible to state that, whatever the nature of the 

"intrigue", the "denouement" is always happy, hopeful, and often 

blessed with marriage.

It is known that Rotrou was significantly Influenced by the Spanish 
dramatists, lope de Vega and Rojas,^ and it seems likely that the 

convention of the happy ending with marriage was one of the Spanish 
principles that he decided to adopt and employ extensively. There are 
two probabl? reasons for this. Firstly, the popularity of this type of 

ending, even for tragedy, was becoming well-established. Although it 
was normal for comedy and pastoral to end happily, such an ending was 
not possible in French tragedy before the beginning of the seventeenth
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oentury, and. by I64O-5O It was losing Its popularity again. During 
tbs intervening years, however, when the happy ending was very 
fashionable, it beoame a major feature and aocounted to some extent 
for the flourishing of tragi-comedy during the same period, Scherer'" 

explains how dramatists would experiment with a variety of different 

endings, and that by "public request" the most popular format was the 

"noeud" full of potentially traglo events, followed by a last minute 
change to good fortune to contrast with this. The biggest impact on 
an audience was made by having them think the protagonist dead, and 
then miraculously bringing him back to life in the last scene (see, for 

example, Cl&g^or et Doristee), Eotrou explores a variety of different 

methods for creating this suspence and tension throu^out the main 

body of the play, and equally a variety of different ways of releasing 

the tension in the dmouement. The second reason for adopting the 
happy ending is that the stark contrasts enbodled in tragic threat 
and happy outcome are directly in line with Rotrou's over-riding 

principle of using contrast whenever possible, for maximum effect - 
whether this be dramatic, aesthetic or thematic, (see Chapter 4)#
Thus as well as satisfying public demand, Rotrou is creating a certain 

aesthetic balance and symmetry in his work. The scale pan weired 

down with tragic crises throu^out so much of the play is finally 

counterbalanoed by another filled with good fortune and hope.

It is not enou^howei^er, to describe the d&iouements as just happy 

endings. It is important to include the idea of marriage, Nearly 
every play ends with one, two or more marriages which help to create 
an air of general festivity as well as good fortune. A,A,Parker draws 

attention to this nuptial oomiNilsion in Spanish Golden Age drama, and 
claims that its importance 11^ in the symbolising of social order and 
stability,That the oharacterm, dogged by 111-fortune and beset by
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obstacles to their love, should, finally be united, in marriage, marks a 
return to the social norm and a reaffirmation of all the old social 
values which had become confused and questioned during the course of 

the play. Similarly in Rotrou, the return to order, security emd 
happiness which is marked by the d^ouement, is symbolised by marriage - 

and sometimes by "mass marriage", (I* Diane ends with four prospective 
weddings, L'Eeureuse Constance with three,) It could be supposed that 

underlying Christian values account for the symbolic nature of such 
d^ouements - the Christian sanctity of marriage Itself symbolising a 

holy and blessed union in the perfect society of Christ - and that Rotrou 
saw in this device a means of expressing a fundamental religious tenet 
(see Nelson^^ on "chaste d&iir"). Whether or not Rotrou intended 

specifically Christian overtones to be found in his daiouements is a 

matter for conjecture. What is certain is that they all belong to the 
readily identifiable tradition of "once upon a time" which ends 
predictably with a "happy ever after", where boy marries girl or 
prince marries princess (always notably after a catastrophic series of 
events which threaten the romance). Once again we see Rotrou adhering 
to the age old traditions of falrystory, and dramatising a basic format 

which would appeal directly to the imagination and the heart of his 

audience.

The convention of the happy ending seems to have been accompanied by a 

tendency to collect together the entire cast during the course of the
final act for a last-scene gathering of all characters (possibly excepting

l8minor, non-speaking parts such as servants and guards), Scherer (and 
long before him Corneille in the third Discours.^^) comment on the 

popularity of this relatively new dramatic feature, and we see Rotrou 
exploiting the several variations which developed. Often in the final 

scene, most of the oast will exit at the end, leaving one or two
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oharacters on stage for the last word, This generally signifies a 

moment of reflectiveness or sadness, the lonely character being the only 
one not to have been blessed in the general good foirtune. In la Diane, 
Sylvian decides to drown his sorrows in wine (Act V solO); in 

ClSagenor et Doristes, Diana is left alone at the end, the only person 
not to have been blessed by love (Act V sc?); at the end of L'Eeureuse 

Constance. Act V 8o4, Argant an! Ogler reflect on the unfairness of life 
which seams to favour the highborn and omit the lowly fro# the pleasures 
of life:

"Mon trSne est a has, et je ne suis plus rien."

While acknowledging publio enthusiasm for this particular form of 

ending^ Rotrou introduces a note of true-to-life observation into the 

fairytale happiness by occasionally closing his plays with examples of 
sadness, loneliness or unjustifiable exclusion from the bounties of 
Providence, Possibly this would bring the audience back sharply to 
"reality" and the med&^crity of life to which they must return after 

their brief sojourn in the land of make-believe.

(e) The dominant heroine,

Perslde id L'Hvpocondrlaaue dresses up as a man and sets off to find 

Clorldan, She is not the typical shy, retiring maiden, tut a dominant 
and purposeful figure, the meems by which Clorldan recovers his sanity 
and the other characters recover their happiness, Dorlstee (Cleagaior 
et Doristee) and Diane (La Diane) are similarly purposeful females, 

instigating and directing the main action of their plays, manipulating 

the other characters, dealing out happiness and reprimand, and generally 
dominating all things. Interestingly, it often happens that the title 
of a play bears the name of its ruling female (the two mentioned above,
and also: leure Pers&mtee. La Belle Alphr^e, La Pelerine Amoureuse etc),

20The figure olearly has its origins in Gamier's Bradamante. the first
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warrior-heroine who set the stage for Rotrou'e many females disguised, 

as males, willing to abandon their feminine role and fl^t for their 
love, (Rotrou acknowledges Gamier in Aot IV so8 of Les Deuz Pucelles).

Rotrou's dominant hemlne asks no-one's permission for ruling the lives 

and destinies of her fellows and makes no apology for doing so,
Eg^lly, no-one ever oomplalns about it, Eer natural supremacy is 

tacitly accepted, and althou^ her male victim may do his best to thwart 

her schemes^ he never questions her self-appointed "sovereignty". Even 
"sovereignty" is an Inadequate term, laure (laure Persecutes) is 

referred to as "ce chef d'oeuvre immortel"; Helene (les Occasions Perdues) 

is described as "la celeste beaute"; Dorlstee (Cleagenor et Dorlstee) 

is "ce jeune astre" - and so forth. The divination of the beloved may 

seem a natural lover's tendency or a typical poetic epithet, but in 
these plays It is Important to notice that the divine, or other-woaily|^ 
or supernatural essence of the heroine is markedly stressed, Laure is 
always no less than "oe jeune solell", "I'ach^ement de toutes les 

merveilles", "cet astre d'amour ", Evan when scorned by the king, she 

becomes not simply an evil woman but other-wordly, a siren who lures 
man's soul to perdition (Act I 80$), The supernatural attributes are 

continually repeated, encouraging in us the idea that perhaps there is 
something special about laure. They serve to reinforce her words and 
deeds, and help build up a figure who is truly larger-than-life.

In accordance with the divination of these women by their male 

admirers, it is significant that, while asking no human's permission 
for their actions, they do appeal to the gods for both help and sanction. 

Since their schemes always enicceed, we are left very much with the 
impression that their prayers were heard and answered. In this sense, 

than, they seem to be in league with cosmic forces directing mortal
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affaire. They are the earthly minietere of the divine powers that he. 

From this it may be oonoluded that the larger-than-life heroine is a 

female oonnterpart of the male magician, eo popular a feature in Pre- 
Classlcal drama and ocoaelonally used by Rotrou (Alcandre in la Bawe 
de I'Oubli, for eocample). To the audienoe her magical powers to direct 

the action and cause all to end happily make her a kind of "fairy god
mother", a readily identifiable symbol of the power of good. She is 
thus an alternative memifestation of magic and the marvellous, 

intervening in human affairs in a way analogous to Alphonse's magic 

ring or the blood of the monster Ressus - l,e, as a vehicle for the 

revelation of truth and the furtherance of some divine plan.

Described in this way, the fairytale heroine does not seem in the 
least human. There is no three-dimensional characterisation imbued with 
psychological reality, no study of oompleoc inner motivation. Also the 
events with which she is associated are often invraisemblable. To
some eitent these factors encourage us to see Rotrou as a "dramaturge

21baroque" who sacrifices psychological reality for the demands of plot

and action. Indeed, these larger-than-life females are mainly

responsible for the action of their plays, and are associated with

bizarre and fascinating plots, Many of the definitions offered for
Baroque drama seem to apply to Rotrou: the use of disguise, masks,

22madness, illusion eto, and the magical female seems to correspond 
directly with Rousset's ideas on Circe, the goddess of metamorphosis and 

change, who features in late sixteenth and early seventeenth-century 

drama and ballet.

On closer eocamination, however, the Baroque jaolutton-becomes increasingly 
less Euiequate, especially in the case of the central females. Although 

in some ways these women do seem to be symbolic, and more like emblematic
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constructs than fle8h-and.-hlood. females, there are other ways in which 

they are shown to he as human and. as flawed with human faults as their 

associates. On one level of interpretation they are special and set 
apart, seeming to exist on a different plane, hut on another level they 

are like everyone else, suffering the same miseries, frustrations and 
joys. Thus in the former context, the audience is unahle to identify 

with a character like Diane, for she is emhlematically significant 
rather than realistically credible. Her first appearance on stage sets 
her apart. Act I scl of la Diane sees her invoking the god of love to 

sanction her schemes*
"Divertissons, Amour, ce fatal hymenee*
Aocorde ta favour au dessein que je fais,
Et ne t'offense pas de tes propres effets".

The entire opening monologue elevates sexual jealousy to the level of 

divine retribution for a cosmic crime, and Diane speaks as if in 
intimate league with the gods. However, in contrast to this, she also 
operates on a completely human level, closely Involved with the action 
on stage and making her fair share of human errors. At this level the 

audience can more readily understand her, and Rotrou encourages in 
them a sympathetic identification with Diane through extensive use of 
dramatic irony whereby they are her sole confident and "accomplice".

Use of the verbal "equivoque", multiple ironies, quiet asides, short 

but frequent monologues all foster a special relationship between 
Diane and the audience which apparently belles her aloof, symbolic 

value as divine Instrument, A similar paradox may be seen in the case 
of Dorlstee, Laure, Alphrede, and all these larger-than-life heroines.

In Rotrou we see the use of a multi-purpose, multi-functional character, 

generally female, who is all things to all people, and who is capable 
of being interpreted with whatever degree of subtlety is desired. Thus 

Laure can, at one and the same time, be the divine being who sets all
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things right, an unhappy woman, an object of the king's lust, a male 
courtier, etc. It may not be too imaginative to suggest here that in 

this respect Rotrou shows a very modem approach to drama, conceptually 

ahead of his time. The multi-purpose figure is reminiscent of some 
twentieth-century approaches to character - or rather the dissolution 
of character - which permit the spectator (or reader, in the case of 
novels), to make what he will of the creation presented, freed from the 

restraints of precise delineation. The dame ambiguous delineation is 
given to Rotrou's multi-purpose characters. The audience see each of 
Doristee's associates reacting to her as a different person, and are to 
a certain eztent free themselves to interpret her in the lig^t of their 

own understanding.

Nevertheless, whatever subtleties of interpretation are involved, the 
basic issue comes down to the paradoiioal split between human and divine. 
On the one hand laure is an ephemeral fairytale being, and on the other 
a flesh and blood woman. Here again we have another example of Rotrou 

taking a simple and ever-popular folk image and adding to it an extra 
dimension of moral awareness which produces a didactic effect. The 

folk Ima^a Is the young woman with magic powers, the fairy who waves 

her magic wand and all is well. Moral awareness, however, is seated 
firmly in the realm of mortal activity, and it is therefore necessary 
to ensure that the larger-than-life female is also a human being who may 
be seen to undergo some morally educative process, Diane directs and 
corrects in a magploal way, but is a flesh and blood human to the extent 

of having to undergo the same learning process as her fellows in 
order to humble her pride and teach her true self-knowledge. In Act V 

so8 we see her in tears, repentant and humbled and made small before 
those she loves. By Act V solO she has risen again to the level of 

the fairy queen who metes out to each person their share of happiness.
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In the section on magic (2.2h), responslhility was the important moral 

consideration concomitant with the use of supernatural powers for 

personal gain. The dominant heroine, however divinely inspired, could 

he seen as the emhodlment of supreme egoism, hut Rotrou accompanies 

the use of this device with the notion of Christian humility and 
lowliness. The egoists, whether male or female, are always seen to 

undergo a painful learning process which humhles their pride. The 
fairytale material is used as a direct means of stimulating the audience's 
Interest, and thereby, their willing imaginative involvement. The 
moral dimension la incorporated to add depth and significance at the 

human level,

(f) Discovered Parentage,

Although the use of this particular device is not so widespread as some 
others, it may he seen as another example of Rotrou's preference for 
building his drama from fairytale elements, Diane, the simple country 
girl, suddenly discovers (Act V solO) that she is of noble birth, but 

was secreted away as a baby to be reared in safety by an oDi cottager. 
Similarly, in laure Persecutes, Act V sc9, the secret is revealed that 

laure is really a high born princess and not a humble country girl.

Discovered parentage may readily be seen to fulfill the same dramatlo 
functions as the other devices so far examined. As well as appealing 

directly to the audience, it is a major element in any "happy ever 

after" ending, as it assures not merely a happy but an ideal outcome. 
It is the ultimate in happy endings, with the most lowly charaoter 
suddenly promoted to the top of the social hieraroy, and transformed 

from peasant to princess in a flash. Also, on the thematic level, 
the sudden discovery that one is not the person one had believed 
oneself to be for a lifetime, shows Providence Itself to be capable of
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manufacturing Illusions which are accepted ae truths. Individual 

characters may consciously adopt a disguise - Gl%ganor dresses up as 

a rohber - and succeed in fooling a limited number of people for a short 

time only. Providence, however, is capable of deluding a person 

without his knowing it and capable of maintaining the Illusion before 
everyone until such time as it is expedient for truth to be revealed. 
This forms an exaggerated example of the simpler workings of illusion 
embodied in temporal disguise and, furthermore, is one ocoaslon when 
the audience is not made a party to the trick. By fooling the audience 

as well as the ohairacters on stage, it emphasises the need for caution 
in life when making absolute judgements. The surprise Impact on an 

audience of such an unexpected "coup de th%tre" shocks them into an 
awareness that nothing need necessarily be the way it seems, and extends 

the dramatic fiction into everyday life. As always, the fairytale 
romance is moulded to illustrate the paradoxes and problems of the 
here and now.

The revelation of someone's true birthri^t is not always left to the 
last moment (althou^ this has the greatest dramatic Impact), In 

la Belle Alphr^e. for example, the discovery of Alphrede's true father 

is made as early as Act II. Obviously this cannot be said to add to the 
effect of the d&iouement in any way. Like the other "peripeties" in 

this play, discovered parentage is a concrete dramatisation of the 
paradoxes of Providence, On the one hand Providence smiles on Alphr^e 

and restores to her a lost father and brother, and on the other hand it 

leaves her pregnant and unmarried, deserted by her unfaithful lover.
It seems impossible for Alphr^e to reconcile the contradictions of this 

simultaneous benevolence and cruelty. The fact that all ends happily, 
and that AliAir^e la eventually reconciled to her lover, is an 

indication that the paradoxes were only apparent paradoxes, or, in other
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words, illusions oreated by her imperfect understanding of the workings 

of fate,
"Que les deorets des dieui passent de loin nos sens^
Et qu'a les pmetrer nos yeui sent Impuissants,"

(laure. Act V 80$)
Here, as well as at the end of a play, discovered parentage is closely 
related to thematlo eiposition and, on a more superfioial level, with 

the eioiting and evmtful development of the action.

(g) Doubles.

In L'Eypocondriague and La Bague de I'Oubll, a man in a state of 

confusion is shown as having two mutually ezoluslve personalities: in 
the case of Cloridan, madness and sanity; in the case of Alphonse, 
benevolence and tyranny. In Les M^eohmes the ertreme attributes of 

virtue and lust, instead of conflicting in the one person, are divided 

between the twin brothers. However, their identical physical appearance 
underlines the fact that this is just a variation of the above 
situation - one physical appearance masking two inner states. The same 

problem is also found in Les Sosles, presented by means of yet another 

dramatic formula, the use of mistaken identity. To a lesser eoctent, 
and occupying a less prominent position, Rotrou uses these three 

variations of the doubles motifs very often. Many plays feature a 

character, confused and unsure of himself, reaching a crisis of Identity 
where the one body seems to house two minds.

Preoccupation with the idea of a double, an "other" self, may be 
symptomatic of the times, with sensitive artists like Rotrou reacting 
against the reasoned self-sufficiency of Renaissance Man by emphasising 

humanity's dual nature, the body and the soul, and by giving eraggerated 

artistic expression to those vague and confused impressions of there 

being more to life than reason can explain. However appropriate the
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motif may have "been for the seventeenth oentnry and. its philosophical 

trends, man's dual nature has long been a source of wonder, and 
anthropological studies have revealed a world-wide tradition where the 

double features in myth, legend and religious taboos in both primitive 
and modem cultures, Otto Rank has written a number of interesting 
studies which survey the occurrence and significance of the double In 
primitive anthropology, and trace its development in the literature of 
modem civilisations. He explains how, in the most i)rlmitlve tribal 

communities, the idea of man as body and soul is very real. Far from 

being an abstract religious concept, primitive man believed that his 

other self was a ooeodstent being revealed as a shadow or image likeness, 
(as in water reflection eto). This separation of the spiritual side of 

man into a separate entity with the same physical appearance is the 
earllestand most basio manifestation of the doubles motif, and is 
common to primitive belief throu^out the world. It is easy to see 
how various taboos which have persisted into modem times have their 

roots in this ancient folk belief. Breaking a mirror, for example, is 

believed to bring seven years bad luck, sinoe it means in effect 

destroying one's own image, one's other self.

Althou^ originally and in its purest form, the double was an identical 
self, a shadow or a reflection which signified man's spiritual and 
Immortal being, eventually, throu^ its migration into liteirary 
symbology, the double came to be an opposing self. The dichotomy 

generally conveyed the idea of good and evil, with the evil being 
somehow associated with mortal, animal man, and the good being man's 
hl^er, spiritual nature. The most direct lltezrary expression of this 

is in the motif of twins, with one person being the opposite of the other, 
Menechme Ravi in the play by Rotrou is characterised by a distinct lack 

of moral principles, Ee lusts after a virtuous widow, lies to his wife.
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twin, Men^ohme Soeicle, ie the very paragon of virtue. He has spent 
selfless years devotedly seeking out his lost brother, is full of high- 

minded principles, and when in love is filled only with honourable 
thoughts and "chaste desir". The animal passions of the former are 

emphasised as much as is the spiritual devotion of the latter.

Rank discovers^^ three principle interpretations of the double# theme 

in literature, and these are*
(i) two figures who confront each other as real and 

physloal persons of unusual eiternal similarity, 
usually twins (eg, Les M&iechmea).

(ll) representation, by one and the same person, of
two distinct beings separated by amnesia (eg, Alphonse 
in La Bague de I'Oubll). and

(ill) an Independent and secondary form of the ego, generally 

as a shadow or other unsubstantial entity (eg, the 
divine incarnations in Les Sosies),

These are found to be the three most common literary eipresslons of the 

idea of man's dual nature, no matter to what century one may turn. As 
may be seen from the suggested examples above In brackets, Rotrou makes 
use of all three. Equally, the characteristic treatments of this motif 
which Rank outlines are to be found in Rotrou, The double resembles 
the main character down to the smallest detail - a likeness "stolen 

from the mirror" - and always works at cross purpose# with its prototype 
(Alphonse in la Bague de I'Oubli), Generally the catastrophe occurs in 
the relationship with a woman (Lea Sosles) and sometimes this situation 

is combined with a thorough-going persecutory delusion, (It may be 

seen from these remarks that in many respects the doubles theme links 
up neatly with madness and the llluslon/reallty theme. It becomes very
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difficult at times to separate many of these dramatic devices into 

discrete elements because they overlap so much, Rotrou seems to have 

chosen particularly those motifs which would blend together and act as 
alternative but closely related manifestations of his central thematic 
interests).

The doubles motif, in presenting an alternative self, is dealing with 

polarisations of character, and thus lends itself to exaggeration and 

consequently to humour^ Rotrou exploits the polarisation of character 

as a source of ironic humour, and it is through ironic parallels and 
contrasts that he manipulates his presentation of the M&hechme twins.

One of the major changes in Rotrou's version of the play is in the 
character of M6hechme Soslole, The changes were probably instigated 
by the demands of bienseanoe (in order to refine this somewhat lusty 

character), but Rotrou turns this to his advantage and not only refines 

Mehechme Sosiole but pushes the character to the extremes of noble 

behaviour, making him utterly virtuous and thereby the complete opposite 

of his brother. It seems therefore as if bienseanoe, a temporal 

phenomenon, was instrumental in permitting Rotrou to incorporate 
another a^temporal folk motif into his drama, while at the same time 

observing the tastes and inclinations of his public to the full. The 
fashion for propriety does force a fundamental change in the nature of 
the comedy, from the frank, uninhibited bawdiness of the original to the 
quieter, more intellectual humour of ironic observation in Rotrou, It 
may be argued that the play loses something from such changes (which 

is probably a very twentieth-century notion), but nevertheless they are 

indicative of a similar change in French public taste in the seventeenth

century which Rotrou was careful to observe. 25

Temporal interpretations can be found to account for the appearance of
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the d-ouhlea motif at any one particular time. In modem terms it is the 

dramatio enactment of schizophrenia; in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries it underlined, Freudian theories of the alter ego; 
perhaps in the seventeenth century, as we have suggested, it was 

symptomatic of a reaction against the newly emerging scientific man.
But at root, the doubles motif is the continuing presence in literature 
of a symbol found in folk belief and legend everywhere, acknowledging 

the coeilstenoe and interdependence of the physical and spiritual 

worlds. Considering Rotrou's eztenslve draoatlo use of many other 

folklore motifs, we must conclude that his use of the double is in 
accordance with his general principle of using folk material as the 

building blocks of his drama, and that it should be seen in this light, 

rather than as an isolated vehicle for a specifically seventeenth- 
century protest. All the folk devices that Rdbrou uses link his drama to 

a timeless and universalising tradition which has its roots in the 

attempts of primitive man to come to terms with himself and his 

relationship to the Cosmos,

(h) Corrupt Sovereignty,

The tendency of power to corrupt those individuals in positions of 

influence and authority is a problem diversely represented in the works 
of Rotrou, In later plays like Cosroes it is handled directly and 
explicitly (see Chapter $), but in the earlier ones it is veiled in 

heavy symbolism and exposed as a problem only in terms of love or 

sexual attraction. The corruption, the abuse of power, is translated 
into sexual obsession (la Bague de I'Oubli) which causes the sufferer 

to act solely according to selfish motives and to pursue, regardless of 

moral considerations; any course of action which will lead to the 
furtherance of his sexual eunbitlon. Certainly, the ideas of sovereignty^ 
power and social justice are of topical interest in any century, and
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Rotrou can be seen making contemporary allusions to the problem. In 

les Occasions Perdues. Act I 8o2, Clorimand scorns the Influence 

wieliei by hypocrites ani flatterers at court who always misrepresent 
the truth*

"Mille jalouz ont lu dans nos intentions,
Et de fausses couleurs ont point nos passions,
Cette peste de gens toutes les oours Infects,"

However, these are minor comments in the context of the play es a
whole. In general in the early plays Rotrou avoids making topical

issues the centre of interest, but confines them to the level of

occasional observation. In this way they satisfy a certain public

curiosity to have current concerns aired on stage, but in no way

intrude upon the main issues of the play, whose focus is away ftom the

topical and temporal towards the timeless and universal.

It is through dealing with the problem of abuse of power in terms of 
sexual obsession that Rotrou achieves this timeless quality. Although 
the love-lorn character is generally someone in a position of power 
(a king), and thus evokes strongly the idea of absolute power corrupting 

absolutely, Rotrou elevates the problem from the specific issue of how 

to govern"a country to the universal one of how to govern oneself, Hot 
many people become kings, with power over the destiny of a nation, but 
most people experience love and are entrusted with the welfare of the 
loved one. The responsibilities implicit In this situation can be 
usefully highlighted by making the lover a king as well. Sovereignty 

is the ultimate symbol of power and responsibility. Corrupt sovereignty 

is the specific motif which concentrates the question of power over 
others and lends it dramatic impact; sexual desire for the opposite sex 
is the human truth which unlversalises it.

!Oie image of the king in society gains dramatic impact not only from
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oontanporary observation of royalty, but more Importantly, beoause it 

is evlclenoe of the survival in literature of an ancient and. wide

spread belief that the king, or ruler, held a speolal place in the 
great bond of nature. Being divinely and naturally appointed, he had 
a special relationship with the Cosmos, was endowed with mysterious 
powers of healing and was linked to everything in nature that kept its 

rightful place and order. Should the leader misuse his privlledged 
gift, not only would his people suffer, but it would be taken as a sign 

that nature herself was in chaos. The cosmlo disorder could be 

remedied only by purifying its human representative. Thus from 
mythology we see that the king was not merely the arbitrary guardian 
of his people's welfare, he was their link with the forces of the universe, 

divinely appointed aocordlng to natural laws to act as their intercessor 
for peace and order in life. Although it is likely that such an idea 
originated amongst peoples whose leader was a specifically religious 

figure, it has been crystallised for centuries in myths and legends 
featuring a king (whether secular or religious) straying from the path, 

often where love is concerned, and needing the help of outside forces 

tc restore his sense of what is right, both for his own sake and that of 
his people, (Prye^^ quotes the legend of Sakuntala from fifth-oentury 

India. Its kinship with la Bague de I'Oubll is evident). Again we see 

Rotrou choosing an ancient folk image as the most powerful vehicle for 
conveying his meaning simply and directly to the audience.

Assoolated with the image of the corrupt king is that of the ritual 

healing of the king. Because of the cosmlo slgnlfloanoe of such an 
act, it comes as no surprise to discover that it is generally performed 

by some supernatural agency. In la Bamue de I'Oubll. the king is 
cured through the gradual effect of the magic ring; the king in laure 

Persecutes is healed by the spiritual enlightenment and grace bestowed
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ty laure in her capaolty as divine instrument. Again we see that it 

is difficult, if not undesirable, to separate out the individual 

motifs which Rotrou employs. The appearance of any one particular 

motif can imply a number of others intrinsically Interlinked with it.
It is from a oomplez of such interwoven images that Rotrou builds up 

his drama,

2.3 C0RCIU8I0RS.

In this chapter we have attempted to establish that, throughout his 

early plays, Rotrou repeatedly used a number of simple folk motifs as 

the basic bullding^blocks of his drama. This conclusion has been 

reached by looking at a large number of plays belonging to the period 

0,1630-40 and regarding them collectively as representative of Rotrou's 
early dramatio technique. This approach shows conclusively not only the 
repeated use of such folk motifs throughout the early plays, but also 
the number and variety ohosen to make up any one pl^y.

We have further argued that Rotrou's seemingly deliberate and 

undeniably wide-spread use of folk images suggests a particular 

attitude towards drama: that it is essentially a ritual ezperience 

which Involves the spectator in the stage action. The motifs, being 
thoroughly Invralsemblable, act as a set of highly stylised and 

artificial conventions which force the spectator to abandon his 
reasoned sense of what is possible and to substitute for the logic of 
eiternal reality the self-consistent universe being unfolded on stage. 
This Involves more than the passive "suspension of disbelief". It 

requires active imaginative Involvement in the dramatio fiction, and 
spontaneous aooeptanoe of whatever rationally unlikely things may 

happen. To this extant, then, the spectator is involved in the play.
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The motifs Rotrou uses undermine the spectator's critical faculties 
and encourage willing imaginative participation in the oreatiomof a 

world of fantasy and make-believe.

That the motifs should have this effect is ezplained by the existence 

of basic beliefs in mythology and folklore which, with the passage of 

time, have been perpetuated in the themes of fairytale and legend told 
to children the world over, Rotrou is exploiting this popular 
tradition by using the same motifs in his drama, Eis device of 
discovered parentage, for example, would be familiar to the audience 

as an echo from childhood, and would thereby encourage in the sophisticated 
adult spectator the same unquestioning delight and enthusiasm as are 

found in the responses of a child. One of the Important functions of 
the folk motifs is thus to reawaken the spirit of childhood and 
regenerate the uncomplicated imaginative faith associated with it.

Whilst it must be remembered that most of these early plays were 
written when Rotrou was a "poete k gages", responsible for entertaining 

Paris and keeping an acting troupe in work, it should not be assumed as 

a result that he merely wrote anything that would "do the job", 
without having some kind of underlying concept of the function and 
purpose of drama. These two aspects of the dramatist, one might call 
them "public" and "private", must to some extent be reflected in his 

work. Understanding the oentral importance of Rotrou's use of folk 
motifs is the key to this. The devices are the means by which Rotrou 

can satisfy the public without sacrificing his alms as a dramatist.
We hava pointed out several times in section 2,2 that a particular 

device has two functions: to involve the audience in the playy and to 

serve the play itself. Thus at the entertainment level, the motifs 
seek to draw the spectator into the fictional world enacted on stage wiii
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enoourage him to join in with the spirit of the play. But on the level 
of Rotrou'e approach to his art, the devices are just as Important.
They link his drama to an ancient tradition which has timeless appeal 

and significance. With this in mind, it becomes clear why the unities 
of action, time and place are so rarely, if ever, observed in Rotrou's 

early work. One seldom gets the impression that he was just carelessly 

disinterested.. On the contrary, the impression is one of deliberate 

avoidance of the unities in favour of exaggerated time and space. Thus 

the canvas represents anywhere, anytime, and the themes are universal. 
Rotrou draws away from everything that is local or specialised in the 
drama of his day, and works towards uncovering a primeval dramatic 
structure that practically any human audience could respond to. The 

motifs are the language of this primitive drama. Simple and direct, 
they crystallise basic problems of "la condition humalne" in powerful 
Images buried deep into the subconscious of all peoples.

Raving looked at Rotrou's overall attitude towards drama and the 

dramatic experience as exemplified in the use of folk images, it is 
logical to consider next his approach to the technical problems of the 

stage. In speaking of Rotrou's "dramatic technique", the implication 

is that there la something about drama which requires special 
techniques and which sets it apart from other literary forms. In 

essence, this is the addition of a dynamic visual dimension which 
permits the spectator to watch apparently Independent characters on 
stage, moving about, acting and reacting in a three-dimensional, self- 
consistent world. The next chapter will examine Rotrou's awareness of 
the visual dimension and assess his creative use of it.
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NOTES.

1, Possible ezceptions to this are Florimon&e (identity of Tirsis) 
and La Diane (identity of Damon), Here Rotrou chooses to "turn

. the tables" on his audience by fooling them with an illusion of 
which they have had no warning, (cf. Corneille's technique in 
L'lllusion Comigue) thus extending the dramatic technique of 
illusion beyond the play to embrace the audience as well,

2, See for example J.D.Hubert, 'Le reel at I'lllusoire dans le theatre 
de Corneille et dans oelul de Rotrou' (Revue dee Sciences Humaines, 
XCV 1958, Pages 333-350) where Rotrou's preoccupation with the 
themes of Illusion and reality is discussed,

3, Jacques Scherer, La Dramaturgie Classlgue en France, Llbralrle 
Nizet, Paris 1951* pages 160-I65,

4, See for example Raymond Lebegue, 'Le mervellleux maglque en Prance 
dans le theStre baroque' (Revue d'Histoire du Theatre, Vol,15, 19^3)* 
and Bronislaw Malinowski, Magic, Science and Religion, Anchor 
Books, 1954* - the significance of belief in the supernatural and 
the survival of this belief into modern cultures are discussed,

5, Scherer, ibid,, page I63,
6, D.A.Watts, in the introduction to his "edition critique" of 

Rotrou's Eercule Mourant, Univ, of Exeter, 1971* page XVII,
7, Both Henri Chardon (la Vie de Rotrcu mleux connue, Slatklne Reprints, Geneva, 1970) and Leonce Curnler (Etude sur Jean^Rotrou, Slatklne 

Reprints, Geneva, 1971) make it clear that very little is known about 
Rotrou's religious beliefs or habits, apart from the fact that he 
seemed to become very devcut towards the end of his life, praying 
for long periods each day.

8, Watts, ibid,, page XXII,

9« Jules Jarry, Essai sur Les Oeuvres Dramatlques'de Jean Rotrou., 
Slatkine Reprints, Geneva, 1970* page 49#

10, Michel Foucault, Folie et DAraison, Libralrle Plon, Paris 19^1, 
page 45.

11, Foucault, ibid,, page 17,
12, Foucault, ibid,, page 49*
13, Opinions on this subject seem to differ considerably, H.C.Knutson 

(The Ironic Game: A Study of Rotrou's Comic Theatre, Unlv, of 
California Press, I966) succeeds in classifying about twenty of the 
plays (over half the total dramatic output) as comedies, - see page 
19, Jacques Morel, in Jean Rotrou* Dramaturge de I'Ambiguite 
(Librairie Armand Colin, I968), disagrees with Rotrou's grouping of 
the plays and devises his own, laying stress on the pastoral genre - 
see page 137*
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14# The study by Valleabad into the influence of Rojas and Lope de
Vega upon the theatre of Rotrou, traces in great detail the extent 
to which Rotrou "borrowed" from the two Spanish dramatists - cf. 
P«del Valleabad, Influencia Espanola en la Literature Prancesa. Juan 
Rotrou, Avila, 1946,

15# Scherer, ibid,, page 139,
16, A.A.Parker, Approach to the Spanish Drama of the Golden Age, The 

Hispanic and Luso-Brazilian Councils (Diamante VI) i957» page 14,

17, R,J,Nelson, Immanence and Transcendence: The Theatre of Jean Rotrou, Ohio State Univ, Press, 19^9* pagea 47-52,

18, Scherer, ibid,, page I4I,
19, Pierre Corneille, Oeuvree Completes, (Lebegue) editions da Seuil, 

196^, page 843,
20, Garnier's Bradamante, I582, taken from Ariosto's Orlando Purioso, 

has often been called the first Prench tragl-comedy. The heroine
is a redoubtable swordswoman who is expected to fight for a husband. 
The masculinity implicit in sword-fighting introduced, in the 
person of Bradamante, a new kind of dramatic heroine who displayed 
both male and female characteristics,

21, Raymond Lebegue, 'Rotrou, Dramaturge Baroque' (Revue d'Eistoire 
Litteraire en Prance, 1950; pages 379-384),

22, Jean Rousset, La Litterature de I'Age Baroque en Prance, Librairie 
Jose Corti, 1954* pages I8I-I83.

23, See for example, Otto Rank, The Double: A Psychoanalytical Study, 
Univ, of North Carolina Press, 1971* and Don Juan: Une Etude sur le 
Double, Paris 1932, and the article 'The Double as Immortal Self' in 
Beyond Psychology, Dover Publications, pages 62-101,

24, Rank, The Double: A Psychoanalytical Study, passim,
25, Corneille for example speaks of "la nouveaute de ce genre de comedie" 

(in the 'Examen de Melite', Oeuvres Completes, page 28) and Knutson, 
in The Ironic Game, page 7, statee that "a halo of courtly dignity 
now surrounds the principals of literary comedy",

26, Northrop Prye, A Natural Perspective, Columbia Univ, Press, 1965, 
pages 58-59,
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3. VISUAL TBCHNiaiES.

At the risk of stating the obvious, we must emphasise here the 

signifioanoe for the theatre of the dynamic visual dimension which 

eipresses human nature in terms of movement, gesture etnd eocpression# 
The power of the theatre lies predominantly in its ability to 

communicate silently by means cf all that may appeal to the eye,

By striking the rigdit aesthetic balance between aural and visual 
techniques, the dramatist has fine control over his inteirpretatlve 
presentation of humanity, Eipansive physical movements and violent 
gesticulation may tend towards farce and comedy; Inhibited movement, 

on the other hand, coupled with monologue or lengthy dialogue may 

suggest seriousness and thought; sudden sharp movements and inhibited 

dialogue create an atmosphere of tension. Manipulating the 
relationship between the aural and visual dimensions in this way 

is an essential aspect of dramatic technique, and requires a con
siderable creative theatrical imagination.

This chapter is concerned with discovering, from the early plays, 

Eotrou's awareness of the visual medium in drama. In the dramatic 

tradition of which he was the immediate inheritor, one finds an 

excess of monologues, lyricism and repetitions, but very little 
meaningful action. On stage, the plays of "la dramaturgie aroha!tque" 

were largely static aind simplistic, lacking in sustained dramatic 
Interest, They were clearly "poanes dramatlques" in the primitive 
acceptation of the term, rather than plays written with the stage in 
mind. Where action did occur, it was likely to be vulgar and only 

loosely related to the play on stage, Lebegue quotes an example of a 

sixteenth century play durixig the course of which:

"un aotenr en costume du diable se preolplta ear one femme
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qui lul devait de I'argent"#^

Rotrou inherited a fundamentally literary dramatlo legacy, with 

notion, gesture and visual interpretation ocourlng sporadically and 
without systematio purpose in the content of the play. As Scherer 
r marks*

"la dramaturgie arohalque est plus lltteralre que theStrale".^ 

Rotrou, however, as we hope to show, did possess the much needed 

stage awareness and practical approach, writing even his very earliest 
work with the visual potential of the stage in mind. He shows in a 
number of plays a very clear appreciation of the power of symbolic 

gesture to affect the audience and create an atmosphere conducive to 
acceptance of the imagined situation.

Being historically in the position of a theatrical innovator, Rotrou 
could choose to experiment with the visual scope of a play, and almost 

through a process of trial and error could expand and develop his 

visual technique. As a result, two plays written probably in the same 

year show quite different approaches to the stage. Por example,
L'Hypooondrlaque and la Bague de I'Oubll. o.l628, are the first two 

to show the contrast between aural and visual. I'Hvoocondrlaaue is 
full of lengthy monologues and recite, and could be very dull in 
performance with little to keep the play alive. La Baeue de I'Oubll. 
on the other hand, makes extensive use of the visual dimension, so much 

so that much of the signlfloanoe of the play is interpreted visually 
and the words are not alwaye neoessary. There le always plenty of 

action on stage to hold the audlenoe'e attention, and the use of 
gesture is deliberate and systematio so as to enhance the overall 
effect of the play. The contrast between these two is characteristic 
of all the early plays, and is suggestive of the young artist striving 

towards greater perfection by means of experimenting with teohnlquem
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and formal relationehlpa. This In itself euggeats that Rotrou was 

very conscious of dramatic technique and the special potmtlalities 
of the theatrical medium*

Throughout the early plays, there emerges a pattern In Rotrou's use 
of the visual medium which serves as a basis both for further 

understanding his approach to drama, and for understanding the 
particular creative way In which he was employing visual effects. 
There are four ways In which the plays appeal to the eye:

1, through d^or,

2, through gesture and movement,

3, throu^ ai)pearanoe and expression, and
4, through the spectacular and the "merveilleur".

We shall look at each of these In turn to see what use Rotrou makes of 

them Individually, and then consider all four together as indicative 

cf the author's overall approach,

3.1 DECOR.

Prom the Wenoires of Mahelot'' we know that Rotrou Insisted upon a 

magnificent decor against which to unfold his drama, Mahelot kept 

extensive notes of the sets he arranged at the Hotel de Bourgogne, 
and those for plays by Rotrou were among the most elaborate and eye- 

catching. The set for Hercule Mourant was one of the most visually 

Impressive that he ever had to design. We read In his notes for the 
play: "le theatre dolt estre superbe",^ Clearly Rotrou Intended the 

stage decor to be a major attraction for his theatre-going public, 
and used it to attract and hold their attention. Even if the play 
flagged momentarily, there would always be something Interesting on 

the stage to look at.
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Rotrou 300111$ to b$v@ had a hl^ly ooordinatod and integrat@d approach 

to his work. We have already aem in Chapter 2 how the dramatio 

devloes serve two fnnotiona; they are directly related to the internal 

structure of a play, and to the external effect of that play on the 
audience. Similarly Eotrou uaea visual techniques in this two-fold 
manner, including the inanimate decor. As a result he achieves a 

certain dramatic economy, and, more importantly, he creates with each 
play an organic whole which Includes the audience and audlenoe reaction 

as an essential part of the total dramatio eiperlenoe. The two 
functions of Rotrou's deoor may he described as aesthetic (external) 
and dramatic (internal). Aesthetically the sets were decorative, 

imaginative and elaborate, constructed to catch the eye of the 

speotator and to conceal the bleakness of the stage. Their purpose 

was to make it easier to forget the oonflnes of the stage and become 
more completely Inmeraed in the dramatio universe,^ As with the folk 

motifs, the dwor aimed at capturing the audience's imagination, 
making them temporarily forget the real world for a brief excursion 

into a world of make-believe.

As regards the internal structure of a play, the decor is geneirally 

used symbolically to aid In the evocation of a mood or atmosphere* 
Often the mood is gloomy and suggestive of tragedy and pathos. In 
the Pre-Olassical period there sprang up among the public a fashion 

for "le spectacle pathetlque", a sort of morbid fascination with the 

blacker side of life as gruesomely depicted on stage - while the 
audience sat back in comfort and watched. Scherer quotes many 
instances of dramatists responding to the mood of the times and 
filling their drama with scenes of life in prison, death, mxrder and 

human suffering.

"Pour satisfalre oe sentiment et oe precepts, la miss m
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aome va foumlr plualeura el went# de apeotaole path^lque",^ 

Rotrou #ae no exception, ae may be eem especially in the very early 

plays# In L'Hypocondrlaaue. Act V 8c6, Mahelot notes the need, for* 
"une chambre funebre aveo trois tombeaui et quantity de lumlwe#
ardentes".^ Similarly in la Raeue de l*Onbll there is "un eohafaud

8tendu de nolr" * In Act III scl of la Belle Alnhr&ie *e see "nne 
prison" with Rodolphe and Cleandre "les fare anz mains". Thus the 

somery and properties are visual aids to the creation of the mood of 
the scene in progress, Rodolphe's misery is accentuated for the 
audience by letting them see his manacled hands amd the enclosing 

walls of a prison.

Rotrou's scenery is not only used to enhance a mood. Often it is used 

to suggest something other than is directly apparent. In this role, 
it is capable of generating an Interplay of subtleties which enrich 
the meaning of the scene and ultimately of te play. Rodolphe's 
prison Is a symbol of justice and a just society which punishes its 
criminal offenders. But in this symbollo place of justice, Rodolphe 
bemoans the oruelty and injustice of fate. Thus the soenery Is an 

ideal!stlo backcloth against which are set in play the ironies of 

reality. The symbolic role of the scenery in Rotrou's plays is often 
highly ironic, Nature and natural scenes carry veiled Implications 
whilst superflolally evoking a pleasant pastoral atmosphere. The 
forest is widely used in Rotrou - Cleagehor et Dorlstee. La Belle 
Alphreie. Les Occasions Perdues. La Cellm&ie. La Cellane. etc. In 

addition to its direct representational function, it conjures up 

images of secrecy, ambiguity, darkness and falsehood. Although the 

symbolism may seem naive in twentlethmcentury terms, it does denote a 

positive attempt on Rotrou's behalf to use scenery constructively and 

dramatically to create shades of meaning. The symbolic significance
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of the scenery would, he received mainly subliminally by the audience 
and would to some ecctent affect their interpretation of the scene and 
colour their understanding of the play.

It is interesting to note the wide variety of scenic effects likely 

to occur in any one play. The early works show little evidence of 

any of the three unities, but unity of place is the most conspicuously 
absent. In L'Eeureuse Constance we are informed* "la seme se passe 
tantot en Songrie, taotSt en ])almatle", and in la Belle Alphr^e there 

are at least three different locations* "une prison", "un bois prm 
de Icndres" and "sur le bord de la mer". Very often no speolflo 
locations are mentioned at all. Bather, a variety of undefined places 

conveys an impression of anywhere, anytime. The changes of scenery 
needed to accommodate more than one locality were handled, when Rotrou 
was at the HStel de Bourgogne, by using "d&;or slmultane". This was 

a kind of multi-purpose scenery, the use of which lasted well into the 

seventeenth century, with several locations represented by different 

ommpartments on stage, each covered ly a small curtain which could be 
drawn back when the location was needed.

The major theoretical objection to "decor slmultane" was that It was 

blatantly incompatible with the classical principle of rational 
vraisemblance, and "mettalt Paris, Rome et Constantinople sur le m&ne 
theatre",^ In terms of strict logic, of course, the objection is 

well founded. Unfortunately, it carries with it the implicit assumption 
that the theatre should imitate strict causal reality as veristically 
as possible, Rot only should one action occur fizedly in one place, 

but its duration should also be equal to real time. Such was the 

unimaginative attitude of d'Aubignac, for ezample. However, it is 

clear that very few writers put theory into praotioe, especially in
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the first half of the seventemith century, with unity of place being 
the last theatrical doctrine to be observed, even partially. It seems 

that neither the public nor the playvrlgiita were totally convinced of 
its value or necessity. It certainly did result in town, country, 
prison and palace all being found within a few feet of each other on 

one small stage. This was clearly unrealistic, But, far from 
disturbing the audience*s innate sense of logic, "deoor eimultane" 

was so blatantly invralsemblable that it delighted the audience's 

imagination and, tacitly accepted as a convention, encouraged them to 
Indulge even more whole-heartedly in fantasy. That d'Aublgnace may 
have lacked imagination does not mean that all his contemporaries were 
equally debilitated. The concept of "decor slmultane" was rooted in 
the assumption that spectators were endowed with vigorous imaginative 

powers, and it was these that Eotrou was especially concerned to 
stimulate. In this respect, "decor slmultane" was more of a help than 

a hindrance to Eotrou's overall dramatlo alms.

If a criticism is to be levelled against the wide variety of localities 
found in Eotrou's plays, it cannot therefore be on the grounds of 

vralsemhlance. But it could be on the grounds of over-crowding,
^Ihye with "dualite de lleux" oould presumably be quite easily 

accommodated in "decor slmultane", with only two different compartments 

on stage, whereas for plays with three, four or more different 
localities, the stage would have to be divided up into a larger number 
of smaller oompartments all jostling each other. As a result, the 
acting area being used at any one time mlgjit be very small, cramping 
the actors' movements, making action very restricted, and leaving 
large portions of the stage unused. Perhaps for such practical reasons 

Eotrou gradually used less diversified localities, and in his later 
plays (of. Chapter 6) he adopted the same kind of modified approach as
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Corneille*

"J'accorderale tree volontlare que ce qu'on ferait paeeer 
m une eeule villa aurait l*tmite de lieu".

A generalieed large set would repreemt, for eocample, part of a
palaoa (eg* Don Bernard de Cabrera) with oompartmente repreeenting

varloua rooms of the same palaoe where different scenes would take

place.

In the early plays, however, diversity of location is the rule.

Despite the practical difficulties this presented on stage, it la

possible to see why Eotrou favoured such a large number of widely
diverse localities in one play. In Chapter 2 we have argued that
Rotrou seems to have deliberately avoided specific times and places

in order to give a sense of timelessness to his drama. The multlpliolty

of localities that he uses also achieves this unlversallslng effect,
Sarrasin, in his Dlscours de la Tragedle. sums this up exactly when
speaking of certain early seventeenth-century writers*^^

"lenrs lyres, aussl bien que celles d'Orphee et d'Amphlon, 
eurent le privilege de batir des villes et de faire sulvre 
des rochers et des for§ts, et leur theatre fut comme ces 
cartes de gwgraphle qui dans leur petltesse reprwentent 
n&nmoins toute I'etendue de la terra",

Eotrou's decor evokes a sense of infinite space - "toute I'^endue

de la terra" - against which are enacted the timeless themes of life,
ardietypal human situations crystallised in universal folk motifs.

3,2 GESTURE ARP mvaiENT.

The most significant evidence that Rotrou wrote with the stage in 

mind is to be found in his systematic use of gesture and movement. He 

attempts to coordinate actions with words, and uses the former as an 
eztra dimension throu^ which to express his meaning. In keeping with 

the concept of drama as an artificial, symbolic medium where fantasy
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and Imagination reign supreme, movement and gesture in the early 
plays are always used in a highly stylised and eocaggerated fashion, 
and are not what today we would recognise as realistic. Gestures tend 

to he very basic and symbolic - kneeling to beg for mercy, crying, 

praying, embracing - and action too is often of an e(iually fundamental 

nature, like fitting for self-preservation and dancing to empress 

happiness. With these exaggerated, larger-thazMlife movements, it 

becomes possible to empress human feelings and situations in a very 

powerful way*

Since this section of Chapter 3 covers a number of ideas which could 
all be contained under the general heeullng of "movement", we shall 

break it down into three principle sub-sections* Gesture, Properties, 

and Activity, each of whl^ will be examined in detail*

(l) Gesture.

gesture is meant a small Ixit significant movement made by a part 
of the body in a fairly confined apace. There are many examples of 

Eotrou's use of stylised gesture. He develops a "set piece", perhaps 
for as long as an entire scene, and loads the symbolic gestures 

with so much significance that they, rather than the spoken word, 
bear the full weight of the scene. In addition, this shift from 

words to gestures is paralleled by a shift in the dramatio focus, 
from the particular happenings of X and T to a generalised view of 
X and T as two pieces in a human jigsaw of meaning which the play is 
attempting, at one level, to explore* The two examples we shall oonslder 
hare in detail are from la Bague de I'Oubll. Aot II 8c6, and 

Sercule Mourant. Aot V 8o3, They show a cultivation of the art of the 

visual which is close to mime, and are strong evidence that Botrou's
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playg* from the very earliest onwards, were dramatloally and 
dynamloally oonoelved.

Leandre in le Bague de I'Oubll wishes to marry Leonor, sister to 

King Alphonse, a harsh and hypooritioal monarch. He refuses to 
allow his sister to marry a commoner like L&indre whilst having 

indiscriminate affairs himself. His current passion for Idliane 

drives him to corruption and injustice and nearly to murder. In 
desperation, L^dre goes to seek the aid of a magician who gives him 

a magic ring with special powers over its wearer, promising that this 
should help the situation, Leandre must substitute this ring for Ihe 
one which the king normally wears, and the time to do so is when the 
king washes and naturally removes his jewellry. Act II so6 is the 

substitution scene. The shift from verbal to visual mentioned above 

is very marked hare. The first half of the scene is completely static, 

with Alphonse revealing his harshness again in a brief conversation 
with Fabrics, The dialogue conveys a certain ammount of factual 

information and provides further confirmation of the king's tyranny.
The dramatic focus is at its most superficial level, directed at the 
specific political manoeuvres of Alphonse to seoure his liaison with 

Lillane, and all the information content of this half of the scene is 
conveyed solely throu^ the spoken word.

At the wnd of his conversation with Fabrioe, the King commands* "Qu'on 
apporte a laver". This marks the transition into the second half of 

the scene. There is a sudden proliferation of stage directions in the 
teoct giving precise details of the movements Rotrou desired. The king 
removes his ring and begins washing; "lavant, ayant mis I'anneau sur 
le bassln", L^ndre takes the ring ani substitutes the magic one which 

the king replaces on his finger; "Lgandre, prenant I'anneau; L6sndre,
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lui ayant rendu I'anneau enchantS", Within seconds the magic begins 

to work and the king is seen, head in hands, suffering its effects;

"Le roi, s'appuyant sur Is bras". Symbolically, the movements are 
the mime of a religious ceremony - the relinquishing of old ways, 
ritual cleansing, the putting on of fresh hope, and baptism into a 
new life. One imagines that the definitive gestures would be performed 

very slowly and deliberately to emphasise the ritualistic mood of the 

scene, and to transpose the action from the level of every day life to 

a higher level of nystlc significance, B&ch individual action is 
aocompeualed by a short four-lined stanza of octosyllabics which breaks 
up the gestures and creates a time-span between them. This time-span 
allows for the movements to be slow and ceremonious, «md the quatrains 
serve as intoned background Inoantations which enrich the mystical 
atmosphere.

Words like "nystloal" and "ritual slgnlfloanoe" are used here deliberately, 

since we wish to avoid any specifically Christian overtones. The 
atmosphere evoked in this scene is the primal religious eocperienoe, the 

attuning of the human spirit to the rgystlo workings of the Wumen*
There ib no exclusively Catholic or even Christian doctrine being 

propounded, Eotrou is again avoiding the speolfio and localised in an 
attempt to dramatise the universally significant. The supernatural 
experience which Alphonse undergoes is close to primitive tribal magic 
which uses ritual acts to "tune in" to unseen oosmlo forces. The use 
of the quatrain gives us a clue to this, L^ndre picks up and repeats 

the king's words, changing them only slightly to refer to the ring, so 
that the almost word for word repetition increases the Inoantatory 
effect and acts as a verbal "doppelganger", with the sli^t differences 
sounding ominous and magloal. It is as if Leandre is infusing 

Alphonse's symbolic acts with the power of a maglo spell!
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LeRol
"Je tlens oet objet pr&)leui,
Je ne repandrai plus de lames, 
Bt, malgr^ tous mes envleui,
Je serai mattre de sea ohames",

L&indre

"II tient oet anneau preoieuz,
Je ne repandrai plus de lames, 
Bt, malgre tous mes mvleui,
Je serai mattre par ses (diames".

"oet objet" and "ses 
ohames" here refer to 
Lilians, but ironioally 
suggest the ring.

"ses ohames" here 
refers speoifloally to 
the ring.

Althou^ the quatrains are important to the soeme, its meaning is 

oonveyed quite olearly throu^ the stylised gestures, and the words 

are of seoondary and background interest. The seoond half of this eoene 
is primarily a mime, with the words intoning behind the aotlon to 

oreate an atmosphere. The dramatlo focus is on the human problem of 
Interaotlng with the supernatural, in oontraet with the very speolflo 
focus in the first half of the scene, on the problems of one man.

Act II 806 of La Bafue de l*Oubll is an ezoellent early example of the 
deliberate and systematio use of visual techniques not only to express 
but to add to the meaning of a play by introducing a new level of 

significance on which to interpret it, Soene 6 is also very Important 
in the-oontext of the whole play, sinoe from that soene onwards the 

presence or absence of the ring on Alphonse's finger signifies his old 
or new self, Throu^out the play, Rotrou maintains the strong visual 
importance of the ring, using it as a dreunatio key to signify change.

The seoond detailed example is from Heroule Mourant. Aot V 8o3. 
Eeroule has died from the poison Inadvertently administered Tqr 
Dejanire, tut his cruel orders against lole and her lover Areas must 

still be carried out. Areas must be executed with lole present to 
watch his suffering, Soene 3 opens with Aroas being tied to his tomb 
("on lie Arose au tombeau") and lole pleading for meroy, Phlloot^e
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prepares to cariy out the execution ("a genoux et pret a tirer") 

but is prevented hy lole throwing herself upon him ("se jetant sur 
lui"), Ih her desiKLir she tries to conmit sulolde ("tirant un poignard 

de son sein"), but the tragedies are averted by the return of the 
divinised Heroule to administer meroy and forgiveness, (sc4). Here 

again we have an example of the humemly significant acts in this scene 
being expressed throu^ unmlstakeable gestures, with the words filling 
in the background detail. For Phlloct^e, it is a ritual saoriflce to 

the orders of a dead ruler, and the nature and number of the stage 

directions make it clear that Rotrou wished to stress the idea of 

ritual sacrifloe. Again Rotrou deplots a number of pecg.e going througgi 
humanly meaningful aots of universal signlfloanoe, oonneoted with life, 
death, murder, fear — and translates them into a kind of deliberate, 
stylised mime. The gestures, being so basic, would be easily 
understandable to the audience who would react more strongly to them 
than to the words, the latter being simply a repetition of previous 
sentiments and attitudes already amply expressed in earlier scenes.

Thus the dramatlo power of the scene* for the audienoe, lies in the 
creative use of visual techniques to express, silently, the human anguish.

Other examples could be quoted - eg, Hercule Mourant. Act II sol & 2, 
where scene 2 is a visual confirmation of scene 1; la Diane, Act IV sc9 
emd Act V 8o9 - symbolic gestures of repentance; Les Occasions Perdues,

Act IV 80$, especially the use of dramatic silences, etc. They are all 

examples of Rotrou*s skilful visual stage craft.

(2) Properties,

Here we shall be looking at the ways in whldi Rotrou*s characters make 
use of a number of stage properties and the actions assodated with the
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(eg, doors and. knocking on doors) to oreats an exaggerated and 

visually extended gesture, linked In some way to the play's thematlo 

oontent. The overall effect is often ironic, and the irony springs 

essentially from a visual rather than aural base. The irony Itself 

enriches the audience's appreciation of the play, and can be a source 

of wry humour, RotMu uses the "prop" as a means of keying in to this. 

The most popular device seems to be the letter, used in a great many 
plays, sometimes as a central visual motif (Les Occasions Perdues) and 
at other times occupying a less prominent position (L'Seureuse 
Constance). Other "props" used are, for example* doors in la Diane 

and la Cellane; a bouquet of flowers in Ag^sllan de Colchos* a ring 
in la Bague da I'Oubli and 1'Innocents Inf Id Alts.

letters play a significant part in les Occasions Perdues, letter 
scenes occur only three times, Act II so3. Act IV sod and Act V sc3# 

but these are all Important scenes which instigate the confusion and 
misunderstandings at the heart of the action. In Act II 8c3, Eotrou 

exploits dramatic irony to the extent of poking fun at himself and 
his emphasis on the visual dimension. The audience knows (from Act II 

so2) that Helene intends to woo Clorimand through her companion 

Isabelle, using the latter as a disguise to conceal her own identity.
In scene 3 a letter arrives for Clorimand, signed "Isabelle", suggesting 

a rendezvous for that nl^t, Clorimand is delighted, since he is 
attracted to Isabelle and knows that his friend Cleonte, idio is 
passionately in levs with Helene, would not think twice about 

eradicating any potential rival. The letter is very much the centre 
of attention from the moment it is brou^t to Cloidmand, who makes a 

great show of reading it out loud while Cleonte grows more and more 
suspicious of its contents and authorship. He accuses Clorimand of 

substituting the name of Isabelle to oover up the fact that it is
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really from Helwe, and Clorlmand 1$ forced to show him the letter in 
order to oonvinoe him of the truth. Cleonte eaya euaploiouely* "Je 
ne pule oroire iol que mee yea% eeulememt", eo Clorimand paeeee him 
the letter with the advioe:

"Jugeg done par voe yeuz ei je euie vwitable,
81 de oes trahieone mon esprit est oapahle**.

Eotrou's emphasis on eyes and seeing as a souroe of truth appears to
lend support to his omi prlnolple of developing the visual dimension

of drama as a means of ezpresslon. The letter, however, represents
the potential illusions In life which oan fool any of our senses.
Reality and understanding need not neoessarlly reside in what the eye

oan see, any more than they reside in what the ear can hear. Unbeknown
to either man, the letter is of oourse from E6l^e, In this soene

Rotrou introduces the letter as a dramatlo property intimately linked
to the themes of the play, and aooustom^ his audlenoe to assoolate
its appearance with oonfuslon, misunderstanding and the workings of
illusion. It is a visual key used to evoke a speclflo thematlo idea.
In Aot IV 8c4 and iot V sc3, Rotrou returns to letters as the symbols

of confusion, and uses this visual motif to crystallise his ideas on
the paradoxes of illusion. In Act V 8o3 the ambiguities in the letter's

reference to "Char Espagnol" cause the Spanish king tc believe its

contents to be addressed to himself, whereas Belwe Intended them for
the Spaniard Clorimand. However, in the denouement, soene 9, E^ene

agrees to marry the king, so that soene 3 comes to be seen as
paradoiioally predictive of the future.

Doubt and oonfuslon are thrown into the mind of Grante (La Diane.
Aot I 8c3) hy a number of letters which cause her to change her plans 

of marriage and so set in motion a new train of events upon which the 
play itself is based. Letters in this play are continually being passed 

to and fro, and each time their appearance heralds a dramatic peripeteia
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giving ne# impetus to the play. But more important, visually, to 
la Diane ie the role played hy doors. The oharaoters are always 

ooming and going throu^ doors for all manner of reasons. Sometimes 
the stage dlreotions merely indioate an erlt or mtranoe (eg. Act I 

so2i "sortant de la maison"), whereas at other times particular 

attention is drawn to the door itself (eg. Aot I sc4* "H frappe a 

la ports de lyslnant"). The contrast is stressed, in nearly every 

scene, between indoors and outdoors, between the private world of 

the house to which one may retreat, and the public world outside 
where one is forced into an encounter with others. The door acts as 
a symbolic barrier between these two worlds - a barrier it is necessary 
to negooiate in order to pass from one to the other. The negoclatlon 
is conducted visually: "II frappe a la porte"; "Elle frappe a la ported* 

eto., with indications from other oharaoters that the action was 
fairly energetic and determined: "Vous frappez hardiment". Bo-one is 

allowed to retreat behind a closed door but is forced to open up and 

confront life. As an ertenslon of this idea, the door comes to be 
seen as symbolic of that idiich is hidden and secretive, masking the 
truth (eg. la Celiane. Aot V sc8).

Rotrou uses properties in a deliberate and stylised way to create a 
kind of eoctended gesture. In other words, a character manipulates an 
inanimate stage property (a door or a letter) In such a way as to 

Invest it with human significance. This idiysloal interaction with 
elements of the d6cor helps to combine all aspects of the drama into 

an organic whole, with all the pairta interacting and interdependent.

(3) Activity,

ly "activity" is meant eipanslve physical movement, such as would be
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ezpeotei from fIgniting or dancing on atage, aa oppoaad to the confined 

movemmt aaaociated with amall individual geaturea. In contraat with 
relatively atatic playa like L'Evnooondriacue. aome of the early playa 
are full of action lAioh could cover all the available atage. It ia 
not until later in hla career that Rotrou fully developa the technique 

of erpoaitlon In terma of action - the ewlieat eiiamplea being 

AfTMllan de Colchoa and laure Peraecutee - but nonetheleaa hi a opening 

acta are generally lively with plenty of variety In tempo,

Clea^renor et Pori at ee opena with a monologue (aol) and proceeds to a 
dialogue (aoR), theae two acenea really conatitutlng the eocpoaltion, 

Soene 3, in oontraat, movea along dynamically with the emphaaia on 

action to convey meaning, Doriatee ia nearly raped but la rescued Ty 

Cleagmor who flgiita her attacker and kllla him. They enjoy a brief 
but happy reunion until, when Cleagenor goes off to get water, a band 
of robbers appear who march Doriatee off with them.

A similarly "busy" act la found at the beginning of la Belle Alnhrede* 

AlphrSde herself is diaguised "en cavalier" aM engages in a number 
of aword fl^ta against the attacking Arabs, only to be finally 
captured and dragged off ly them. The act la full of references to 

fitting and equally full of stage directions choreographing the 
fights and the movements of the sworda* "ae battant"; "tombemt mort"; 

"I'^ee nue a la main"; "11 jette son epee"; "lalasant tomber son 
epee" etc. This la evidently a very boisterous, fast moving act, 

designed to open the play with a bang. It la vivid and full of 

movement and moat appropriate for the play aa a whole, which maintains 
this fast pace of events and high degree of activity throughout. In 
Act III 8c5 & 6 there is ancther sword fight, really another version 
of Act I, and Act V 8c$ is taken up by a dance depicting In Its 
movements yet another fight. The mock heroics of this play, stylised
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to the point of forming a hallet sequence in Aot V, may be seen as 

the first step along the path leading eventually to figures like 
Matamore and Eosaron, in whom the chlvalric oode of heroism is 

reduced to the noley bragging of a ooward (eg. Act II 8c2 of A^esilan 
de Colchos). Althougii fighting and even drawn swords on stage 

disappear later in the oentury under the influence of biens&noe, 

their frequent inclusion in Eotrou's early drama attests to the 
enduring popularity of this eioltlng and visually dynamic form of 

entertainment well into the seventeenth oentury, Althou^ the noble 

bhivalrio image tended to be reduced to amatory squabbles and male 
jealous (eg. la Cellane. Aot I 8c2 and Aot IH so]), the intereet, 
for the audience, lay in the action, and in the fact that, visually, 
there was never a dull moment.

Interestingly enou^, the plays which rely on stylised gestures 
(like la Bague de I'Oubli) make no use at all of more expansive 

movements, and vioe versa, there is so much happening in a play like 

La Belle Alphr6de that there is no time for the small condensed 
movements of gesture. They would never be noticed. Visually, 
la Belle Alphr^e is like the wide-soreen epics of modem cinema, 

whereas la Bague de I'Oubli concentrates on detailed olose-ups.
There is another difference in the use of gesture which reveals the 
experimental nature of Rotrou's dramatic technique in the early plays. 
Both types of action are expressive of fundamental human feelings aid 

attitudes: fighting la, in essenoe, the instinct for self-preservation 
and therefore extremely basio to the human animal; similarly, 
embraolng, praying and even washing are basic human actions. However, 
with the latter, Rotrou concentrates on the humeinly significant 
meaning lying behind the gesture, and uses the visible act of washing 

or kneeling as a symbol for the underlying oonoept. In this way, the
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gesture becomes a visual key for the audlenoe to anticipate certain 
associated events or attitudes. Activity, however, is not used in 

such a symbolic way, but rather for its own sake. The important thing 

is that the play be lively, action-packed and entertaining^ and that 

the audience be, from the vary beginning, visually and dynamically 
"in mediae res". The two different approaches Indicate an arperlmental 

attitude towards the visual medium in the early plays, and perhaps 

an uncertainty and hesitation in Rotrou as to the role of the visual 
elements in drama,

3.3 APPEARANCE AlfD 2XFRESSI0R.

As a result of the popular device of disguise, it frequently happens 
that a character appears, for a few scenes or acts, dressed as someone 
else. When this involves a change from female to male (Ploronde in 
L'Henreui Naufrafre disguises herself as lysanor) or from male to 
female (Agesllan in his play dresses as Daralde), a considerable 

dlfferenoe in appearance must ccour. The character must look as well 
as claim tc be different. In this respect clothes will be seen to 

"make the man" and the visual key to identity will be the attire of 

the moment. As we noted with the use of lettere, stress is placed on 
that which oan be seen, the outward appaaranoe, and this is offered as 
a sign of reality, whilst, throu^ dramatio irony, the audience 
understands that the visible is an illusion masking truth. It is 
appropriate for such a theme that Rotrou develop and szaggerate the 
visual effeots in order to multiply the inherent ironies.

There are very many ezamples of disguise (see Chapter 2) calling for 

a variety of effeots, C6liana in her play dresses up as a gardener 
carrying a basket of flowers, Act IV 8o3$ Angelique has to dlegulse
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herself as a holy pilgrim in la Pelerine Amonreuse* Diane in her play 

disguises hereof tvioe, firstly as another female, Cellree, and then 
as her own brother, lysandre; AgMilan successfully poses as a woman; 

roles are reversed, the social hierarchy is Inverted, and everything 

presents its opposite - always with the emphasis on appearance and 

dress. The extent to which disguise is used testifies to its 
popularity and also to the degree of manipulation of visual effects 
which Rotrou wrote into each play.

A more subtle version of disguise is change of expression. In a play 
like la Bague de I'Oubll. Rotrou specifically indicates in the text 

that a change of expression occurs when the king, or anyone else, 
puts on the magic ring. In accordance with the klng*s general 

temperament, he would presumably wear a sour and grim expression at 
the beginning of the play, changing to serenity and calm on wearing 
the ring. Certainly the other characters notice the change which 
comes over Alphonse, leandre, Act III so7, remarks* "Voyez quel prompt 

effet a change son visage", and the stage directions indicate this each 
time the ring is worn (eg, "aveo de oontenanoee toutes changees" etc.) 

These are further aspects of the functional dramatic role of the visual 

medium, and, being spatially confined to areas of the body, are closely 
allied to gesture. Stress on facial expressions tends to occur only 
in plays which equally stress specific gestures. Both, of course, have 
a predominantly dramatic zrole in the context of the play, rather than 
just serving as peripheral stage adornments to make the play more 

interesting to watch,

3.4 THE SPBCTACUIAR ARP THE imVEIILEDX.

We have already referred in the preceedlng chapter to the Immense
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popularity of etage epeotaole in the early aevemteanth century, 
Rotrou'a plays in performance were likely to go a long way towards 
satisfying this "passion pour le spectacle" ty virtue of their hi()i 
visual content. However, Rotrou avoids as much as possible the 

mechanically dazzling effects associated with "pl^ee a machines" in 
favour of a less teohnologioal drama, where magicians walk on stage 

:md the marvels arrive in a human rather than medhanical way. An 
erceptlon to this rule is the daiouement of Hercule Mourant where the 
divinised Heroule descends from Heaven to his people beneath, "Oie 
actor playing this part presumably had to be lowered down onto the 
stage by means of some mechanical device, and then hauled up again at 
the end of his speech - "Hercule, descendant du del" and "II remonte 
au del", are the stage directions from the text, Scherer remarks'^ 

that this was one of the most popular plays of its time from the point 
of view of visual spectacle*

"Rotrou donne aveo son Eercule Mourant un des spectacles 
merveilleuz les plus appredSTdeTson temps".

Such enthusiaem as clearly existed in the early seventeenth century

for this type of visual spectacular is suggestive of a somew^t
unsubtle popular taste in drama, and ei^ually of a naive understanding
of the dramatic potential to be found in visual techniques*

Rotrou*s preference for less ostentatious and more discriminating 
techniques (especially the development of gesture and condensed 
movements) may have played an important part in preparing the public 

for the concentrated effects of the classical theatre, where the 
activities of the "wide screen" were reported, not seen, and the drama 
depicted human feelings and tensions such as could be convQred in a 

sudden despairing gesture or a look of contempt, Althou^ Rotrou does 

make some concessions to his audience, and has, for eocample, "trols 
tombeauz" on stage in l*Hypooondrlaaue and "un %hafaud tendu de nolr"
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in la Ba^ue de I'Oubll. such apeotaoular effects by no means 
predominate in his theatre. If one looks at a cross-section of the 

early plays, the major emphasis is on the small gesture or movement 

which is invested with a high degree of symbolio eignlfioanoe^

3,5 COFCIUSIOITS.

In this chapter we have attempted, with reference to the early works, 
to assess Rotrou's awareness of the visual medium of the stage. To 

what extent do the plays indicate that Rotrou wrote with the stage in 
mind, and that his drama was visually and dynamically conceived?

Firstly, it is obvious from the magnificent decor required, that Rotrou 
intended to make the stage as colourful and interesting as possible to 

look at. Eis aim was to transform the bare stage into an aesthetically 
pleasing dramatic medium, Se demanded rich and imaginative sets which 
would encourage the audience into imaginative flights of fantasy and 

help them beoome more readily engroeeed in the drama. Against these 
rich backgrounds was set the action of the play* with the actors 

oontributing to the overall eys-appeal of the stage. Disguises wars 

frequent, fights and struggles animated the stage* a multiplicity of 
events ensured oonstant variety and changes of tempo, maglo and super
natural marvels were seen to occur. Visual techniques of all kinds 

were employed in an attempt to capture and hold the audience's 
attention. The eye as well as the ear must he kept amused. In this 
respect, Rotrou was writing with the audlencs in mind, and using 
visual techniques to Increase the entertainment value of hie drama.

As the regular playwright for the E8tel de Bourgogne over a number of 
years, he would be very oonsolous of his responsibility, not only to 

the acting troupe, hut also to the audiences coming to ha entertained.
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For this reason he was to a oertaln eitmt oompelled, to satisfy publio 

demand and provide what his andienoe wanted. In response to the demand 

for speotaole, he exploited the visual scope of the stage extensively 

and imaginatively to provide some of the most visually speotaoular plays 
of hie time.

However, Rotrou did not OMupromise totally with his publlo. He shows 

signs of having bean aware, even as a very inerperlenoed dramatist, of 

the dramatic possibilities to be gained from creative and eystematlo use 
of visual techniques. In this chapter we have stressed the predominantly 

creative and dramatic ways in which gesture, expression and even inanimate 

scenery are used. As well as entertaining the public eye with aesthetics 
and action, Rotrou attempts a systematio visual drama, skilfully 
ooordiiMited with the spoken word. The eye is used to reoeive and decode 
information, it is encouraged to be an aotive participator instead of 

a passive receptor of pleasurable Impressions, As an alternative 
channel of information, it la open to contradictions, and Rotrou uses 
the visual to conflict with the aural in order to dramatise his ideas 

on the paradoxes of Illusion, The main dramatic function performed is 

symbolic,- The decisive gestures and xpressions are symbols of some 

underlying concept which recurs throughout the play, always heralded by 

the appearance of the appropriate symbol which acts as a visual 
leitmotif. In this way Rotrou introduces shades of meaning and 

ambiguities which enrich the texture of the play, and is able to develop 
a counter-theme or idea which runs parallel to the expressed idea and 
is conveyed only throu^ the visual medium. Thus aurally we appear to 
be concerned, for example, with the sexual ambitions of Alphonse and 
his unpredictable temperament, whilst, visually, the focus changes to 
show us Man being slowly influenced by beneficent cosmic forces to become 

a spiritually regenerate creature. Mime is used to embody the general
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and significant, leaving to diction the task of u]^olding the speclfio 
atory line. The two are oomhined so as to create a harmonious awd self— 

consistent whole.

The only playwright previous to Eotrou to display what one might call 
"theatrical professionalism" was llezandre Hardy, Rotrou's predecessor 

at the Hotel de Bourgogne, His legacy to French drama has been 
acknowledged by Corneille and in recent times ty Brereton in his 
French Tragic Drama in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

Brereton considers that: 15

"More than anyone else in Prance, Hardy established the 
conception of a play as the representation of a story 
which unfolds before one's eyes and whose end is not 
known before one reaches it",

Hardy's plays are characterised by action, but an action which lacks 
the multi—level significance of Rotrou's drama and the symbolic 
complexity of aural/visual interplay which we find there, Hy 

experimenting and developing visual techniques as he does, Rotrou 
is making a significant contribution to the role of visual art in drama, 

lifting it from the relatively arbitrary place it occupied in "la 
dramaturgie aroha^que" to a new level of integrated dramatic purpose.

The dramatic experience as such is expanded and enriched, Rotrou shows 
himself to have bean a practical man of the theatre, seeing in his mind's 
eye the visual scope of the stage and writing plays to be acted, not 
read. Through a controlled mixture of mime and diction, Rotrou helps 
define drama as an Independent art form quite different from literature 
and needing its own techniques. In appreciating this fact so thoroughly, 
Rotrou is re-establishing a link with the past when drama was a thing 

of the people who would engage, through words and significant gestures, 

in a spontaneous enactment of some religiously or humanly meaningful 
ceremcny. In this "natural" drama the mime, the sequenos of significant 

aots, was as important as the spoken word* the drama was a dynamic.
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living thing; not an intellectual creation; the theatre wae the universe# 
ITorthrop Frye, in A Natural Persoectlve^^ attempts to eocplaln the 

nature of this original primitive drama*
"Ritual acts based on what is loosely called sympathetic magic, 
such as pouring water on the ground as a rain charm, resAemhle 
drama in being a sequence of significant acts. Such acts are 
normally accompanied by a story or myth which establishes an 
inter-related significance among them. Literature, in the 
form of drama, appears when the myth encloses and contains the 
ritual. This changes the agents of ritual into the actors of 
a myth. The myth seta up a powerful pull away from the magic* 
the ritual aots are now performed for the sake of presenting 
the myth rather than altering the course of nature,"

Rotrou's overall approach tc visual art in the theatre links his drama
to this age-old experience. His plays, in spirit and technique, are
very close to the unsophisticated but direct traditions of folk drams,
and are an attempt to recover that original spontaneity and reintroduo*
it to the Parisian stage.

At the same time, one oannot forget that Rotrou's early plays immediately 
preceeded the beginnings of Classlolsm in France, It seems not 
unlikely, therefore^ that thqy may have played some part in the 

maturing of French drama from its unformed youth in the fifteenth and 

eizteenth oenturles to the olassioal mastery of form that we assooiate 

with writers like Corneille, Moli&re and Racine, It is our contention 

that Rotrou's particular emphasis away from the unsubtle, ostentatious 
visual panorama of effects, so popular at the time, towards small, 

significant, spatially confined movements, served to aocustom the public 
to the concentrated effects of Olasslolsm. The way in which Rotrou 
uses definitive gestures to create an atmosphere or mood, or to reveal 
some highly meaningful human trait, is very muoh akin to the process 
of exposing tensions and psyohologloal facet# of personality under the 
"close-up" scrutiny of classical form.

Thus far, two major aspects of Rotrou's dramatic technique have been
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revealed.. Firstly, he always writes or translates plays whose basio 
elements of composition are popular folk motifs, drawn ultimately from 

folk belief or mythology. Secondly, he makes extensive creative use 
of the visual dimension of the stage, both aesthetically and dramatically, 
so that the folk devices are presented with great immediacy. It is 

now appropriate to consider the internal structure of Rotrou's plays, 
to try and establish: a) if there is a oonsistent structure, and 

b) the typical characteristics of that structure. This will form the 

contents of Chapter Four.

ROTES.

1. Raymond Lebegue, La Tragedle Rellgleuse en France, Ldbrairle 
Honore Champion, Paris, 192$, gives some amusing examples of the 
sixteenth-century "ad hnc" attitude towards drama. This particular 
Incident is given as evidence of the gradual decline of mystery 
plays in the sixteenth century due, in part, to the introduction of 
an unprecedented element of vulgarity: "I'attitude des acteurs et du 
public etalt souvent une occasion de scandals. La conduits de 
certains acteurs contrastait grandement aveo cells des saints dont 
ils tenalent le r8le." (page $3)

2. Jacques Scherer, La Dramaturgie Classigue en France. Libralrle 
Rizet, Paris 1951, page 427.

3. H«Carrington Lancaster, Le Memoire de Mahelot. Laurent et autres 
decorateurs de I'Hotel de Bourgogne et de la Comedle Franpalse au
XVII® Sldcle. Paris. 19^%

4. Carrington Lancaster, ibid., pag^ 102.
5. The Abbed'Aubignac, in La Pratique du The&tre, (Edition Pierre 

Martino, 1927, page XVTI) complained of "ce cadre etrolt qui enserre 
le tableau et qui emp@che tout depassement." He apparently could 
never forget th# confines of the st^ge and the consequent artificiality 
of the world it enclosed.

6. Scherer, ibid., page I67.

7. Carrington Lancaster, ibid., page 82.
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8, Carrington lancastGr^ ibid.#, page 69#
9# Pierre Corneille, Oeuvres Completes, (Lebegue) ^itlons dn Seull, 

1963# The quotation comes from the 'Eiamen de Mellte', page 28,
10, Corneille, ibid,, 'Lee Trols Discours' page 845,
11, Sarrasin, Disoours de la Tragedle (in Oeuvres. Paris, I698), pages 

327-328,

12, Scherer, ibid,, page I63,

13, In his Ehamen de Meiite,
14« Geoffrey Brereton, French Tragjo Drama in the Sixteenth and 

Seventeenth Centuries, Methuen, Icndon, 1973,

15, Brereton, ibid,, page 88.

16, Bbrthrop Frye, A Natural Perspective. Columbia Unlv^ Press 196$, 
page 59,
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4. STRUCTURAL UNITY.

Classical drama, In seeking to reveal feelings and. delineate motives, 

achieves a remarkable degree of perceptive Inslgdit Into human psychology, 
due In part to the nature of classical form Itself. With the aid of 

certain highly restricting rules, especially the three unities, 
classical writers were able to concentrate upon an emotionally charged 

moment In time, and create an atmosphere of tension which would expose 
the humanly significant act, (For example, the Horatlan "In mediae res" 

combined with unity of time to present, not a panorama as In Rotrou, 
but a critical moment, a few hours of dramatic tension.) The classical 

approach used a hi^ly concentrated dramatic focus directed at a few 
specific Individuals Imbued with a high degree of psychological realism 
and individuality. The restrictive nature of classical structure 
facilitated this "spotlighting" technique.

In contrast to the close-up focus of Classiclan, Rotrou's drama stands 

back and looks at man generally and symbolically, as but one meaningful 

piece in a wider mosaic of existence. Rather than focusing on the 

psychologically slgpiiflcant, Rotrou looks at the cosmic pattern of life 

and picks out the symbolically significant. Hence, for his approach to 
drama, the tightly-knit structures of Classicism would not only be 
inappropriate but deleterious, Rotrou's plays need a form which 
incorporates within its structure a sense of freedom, space and movement. 
In order to enhance the timeless quality of the drama as well as to 

allow the Providential pattern to emerge. Also, In order not to mar in 

any way its basically simplistic spirit, the structure must be as 

unobtrusive as possible. We have already argued (chapters 2 & 3) that 
Rotrou attempts to recapture the natural spirit of primitive drama, with 
emphasis on spontaneity, Imaginative faith and active participation from
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the auiienoe, elmplioity and direotneea, and above all, a totality of 
erperienoe, Strnoture must not he allowed to eiert too oonfining an 
influenoe over this, hut must work unohtrualvely to unify the play. 
Whereae olaaaloal etruoture tende to he oppreaeively apparent and, aa 

auoh, adds to the dramatid effect, Rotrou'a skill Ilea in knowing how 

to auhordinate atruoture to oreate a greater aenae of freedom and 

spontaneity#

Unfortunately structure where the French theatre la concerned has 
tended for many oritios to heoome aynonymoua with classical structure. 
Historically this has affected Rotrou adversely, and has tended to 

preclude any unprejudiced attempt to find a more auhtle unifying 

prinoiple in his work. Recently, however, the futility of trying to 

apply olaaaical standards where no audh standards were intended has 

become more accepted, and attempts have been made to justify Rotrou's 

dramatic structure along other lines. One of the more interesting 
approaches has come from Rousset^^ who sees in some of Rotrou*s plays 

eiamples of the cult of the Baroque, While we are not at all sure that 
"Baroque^ can he accepted as an explanation of all the oharacteristlo 

aspects of Rotrou's work, the central idea of movement, stressed ty 

Rousset, warrantgconslderatlon.

The baroque concept of terrestrial instability, affecting every aspect 

of life both practically and intellectually, is one which suggests the 
idea of movement, and Rousset looks to some of Rotrou'e plays for 

further evidence to support hie contention that oreatlve representation 
of movement was the predominant artistic feature of the baroque 
era (o,1580-l670). He also points to the apparent paradox underlying 

the idea of a formal artistlo structure expressing movement, since 

structure suggests stability and rigidity while movement involves
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flexibility and. change* Roueset overcome# this prohlan with the
2curiouely enigmatic pronouncement that:

"une oeuvre baroque eat a la foia I'oeuvre et la creation 
de cette oeuvre",

and that,.therefore, the structure may be described as:^

"l^unlte mouvante d'un ensemble multiforme em vole de 
metamorphos e*"

Sis idea becomes more reeidlly comprehensible when one oonslders music* 

Music is a moving, flowing artistic medium where structural form grows 

and becomes apparent only as the notes unfold to the ear. It is the 

process of movement, from one note to another, and from one melody to 
another, which defines the form and reveals the meaning* This is a 
dynamic, organic process, emd one to which we shall refer In talking 

about the structure of Rotiou's plays*

In this chapter we hope to i^ow that structural unity in the early 

plays of Eotrou is aohleved through a complex interweaving of contrasts. 
Every aspect of the drama is presented along with its opposite -imagery, 

pace of scene, character-type, attitude, theme, language - with a 

resultant structural symmetry which is at times almost geometric and 

which provides the overall unifying inTluenoe, bringing together all 

the disparate and apparently unrelated elements of the play into one 
conceptual but essentially dynamic framework* The dynamism results 
directly from the juxtaposition of opposites. A static dialogue scene 
will be followed Immediately by one full of action, to be followed again 
by a period of reflective seriousness. This jerky stop-go-stop 
procedure applies to every aspect of a play and creates an impression 
of movement akin to rhythm. Each play seems to have its own underlying 

rhythmic beat, A virtuous character always confronts a reprobate, the 
image of light is Always contrasted with that of darkness, beauty is 

coupled with ugliness, constancy with inconstancy, illusion with reality.
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action with passivity, so that A always prsdiots the necessary 

appearance of B and. the audience can virtually learn the "melodies".
Into this imsical struoture contrastive harmonies and fugue variations 

are introduced, A haslo thane, like the pairadoies of illusion ani 
reality, will modulate into variations such as oonstancqr and inconstanqy, 
or kindness and cruelty, and these will he explored - again always 
through juxtaposition of contrasts - as fugal variations of the main 

melody. While not in any way trying to suggest that Rotrou was a 

frustrated musician, we would suggest that the struoture of his plays 
may he more readily appreciated with referenoe to musical oomposltion 

than to the strictly oausal logic of olassloal dramaturgy.

Just as, in music, form and structure are so suhordinated as to leave 
us with the impression that the music can wander wherever the melodies 
take it, and can have imaginative freedom in space and time, so the 

structure of Rotrou's plays is a oomplei interweaving of melodies which 
create a sense of space (of panorama rather than of a critical moment 

in time) and movement* Such unobtrusive structure is ideally suited to 

Rotrou's ritual drama. The rigidity of classical rules provides just 

as confining a "oadre etrolt" as the actual dimensions of the stage 
(which d'Auhignac found so difficult to forget), with the overall result 

of intensifying for the audience the claustrophohlc effect of tension 
and crisis, Rotrou's structural principle of dynamlo contrasts, on the 
other hand, increases the imaginative freedom of the audience hy 
leaving them consciously unaware of any structural limitations Imposed 
upon the drama.

In order to appreciate the unifying effect of Rotrou's structural 
principle of dynamic contrasts, it is necessary to look at the variety 

of types of contrast found in the plays, and the ways in which they
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interweave to create a unifying pattern within the body of the drama. 
Understanding this major structural principle tells us something more 

about Rotrou's approach to drama and the way his plays work on stage,

4.1 TYPES OP Dimmc CONTRAST.

a. Contrastive scenes.

Either within a scene or between scenes, the predominant contrast is 

between action and absence of action, the former being either a sudden 
series of dramatio peripeteias or a higgi degree of movement about the 
stage (fighting, for eiample). The latter, absence of such action, 

produces contrastive periods of calm idiere the emphasis is on serious 
thought (monologues or philosophically inclined dialogues) or at least 

general conversation requiring no movement. As may be Imagined, the 
action phases are often directly related to extensive use of visual 

techniques, whereas the passive phases rely solely upon monologue or 

dialogue. This particular type of contrast may be described as the 
movement from dynamic to refleotlve to dynamic (aotlve/passlve/active), 

or vice versa, the sense of movement coming from the Immediate 
juxtaposition of opposites, creating a stop-go rhythm which is 
maintained throu^out the five aots. Thus the juxtaposition of 

oontirasting scenes is the major feature responsible for setting the 
underlying "pace" of a play.

There are many examples of this actlve/passlve juxtaposition, and in 

addition to creating pace or tempo, they manifest a number of different 

dramatio effects. Act II 8c2 of L'Rvpooondriacue uses a preponderance 
of words and a minimum of action to increase the tension of the situation, 

Idsldor vainly tries to conquer the affections of Cleonloe, and in a
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volley of t«0"llne atlohonythlo responses, he usee rhetorlo and 
euphemism to threaten her with physioal vlolenoe# She In turn pays 
him haok with an equally rhetorical outburst in a verbal attempt to 
sard off any physioal assault. The purely verbal situation creates 

a heavy atmosphere of suspense and tension shich is suddenly relieved 
by the timely arrival of Cloridan, who immediately fights and kills 

Llsldor, The movement from static to active affords an effect of 

release.

In la BsAue de I'Oubll. Act I 8c6 & 7, contrast is used to reveal a 
specific trait in the king's diaracter which is nowhere erplicltly 
stated. The movement from static to active is this time found in the 

structure of the aleocandrlne. In scene 6 Alphonse speaks in a 
suitably regal and ponderous tone about his sister's royal duty to 

preserve her dignity and marry only a man of rank:
"Je vous al toujours crue,et plus noble et mleuz nee 
Que d'asplrer au joug d'un honteuz hymmee".

Here, Alphonse presents himself as king, noble, authoritative and with

a sense of the fitness of things. In scene 7, Pabrioe arrives to tell
the king that his mistress awaits him. Under the emotional reaction

to this news, Alphonse abandons his pose of regal solemnity and reveals

his more basic, lustful character. The movement from regal mask to inner
reality is achieved throu^ altering the structure of the alexandrine.

The regular, continuous lines of scene 6 are expressive of dignity,
whereas in scene 7 we find broken lines conveying excitement and
Impetuosity:

"Agr&ible transpoirtl"
"0 celeste disoours! Reponse favorablel"
"Allens, marohons, oourons".

Even the vocabulary chosen reinforces the contrast between static and 

active: ao6 "jugement blen sain"; so7 "aliens, marchons, oourons". Thus
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the same actlve/paasive contrast of soenea is found in this arample as 

in the former, hut it is engineered in a different *ay (in the struoture 
of the alexandrine) and performs a different dramatic function 
(revelation of character). Also in this play, as a direct result of 

the plot, one finds a number of juitaposed contrasting scenes 

corresponding to whether or not Alphonse is wearing the magic ring,
(He manifests diametrically opposed attitudes which tend to occur in 
successive scenes).

More than just one contrast may he revealed, as in La Diane, Act II 
8c3 & 4# where the passive/aotive opposition (monologue vs, dialogue 
with intermittent door slamming) is accompanied hy a thematic contrast. 

In the monologue of scene 3, Lyslmant is free to speak the truth, hut 

in conversation with Grants it is to his advantage to lie. The thematic 
question of the horderline between appearance* and reality is trou^t 

into focus hy opposing the two concepts in successive and contrasting 
scenes.

Act I 8o2 of Les Occasions Perdues is an srample of the passive/aotive/ 
passive progression ocou^ng in one scene. The scene opens with a 

pastoral evocation of the beauties of nature, to he followed hy a 

sword fight, to he followed again hy & long reolt. The use of 
contrast within one scene happens frequently in Rotrou and gives each 
scene a balanced and symmetrical shape, Bach scene thus engineered is, 
structurally, a complete and self-contained unit, with its own beginning, 
middle and and (eg, Cleagenor et Dorlstee. Act I 8c3), In this respeot, 

the structure of the scene is a miniature of the play as a whole, 

itself a movenent from an initial status quo, throu^ action and 

confusion, to a settled conclusion. The technique of dynamic contrasts 

is thus a hierarchical principle, operating at all levels of dramatic
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struoture to oreate an organleed. and ooharent whole.

The opening two eoenes of L'Heureuse Conetance ezploit the paaelve/ 

active contrast to a number of levels of significance, with the result 
that, in retrospect, they come to be seen as representative of the 
whole play. The highly philosophical scene 1 shows us Man the thinker, 
civilised and spiritual. Set in opposition to this is Kan the animal 
(so 2), with animal instincts and physical, earthly desires. At one 

level, I/Seureuse Constance is a dramatic enquiry into the human 
dichotomy between the spirit and the flesh, and In the opening two scenes 
this dichotomy is crystallised for us. The king's reflective seriousness 
(sol) vanishes at the sight of a pretty girl (8c2) who arouses in him 

the male instinct for the chase. Philosophic and spiritual values are 

thus associated with oalm passivity and subjugation of bodily Involvement, 
whereas man's animal instincts are related to action^ The passive/ 

active contrast in the structure of these two scenes is thus used to 
symbolise the two primary and opposed facets of bumA* nature. Dramatic 

structure is an integral part of thematlo purpose,

b,"Juxtaposition of character types.

Contrasting character pairs of many types are to be found in Eotrou; 
kings and gentry; rich and poor; philosopher and fool; master and slave; 

virtuous and immoral; cruel and benevolent. Sometimes, as in the 
obvious case of Alphonse (la Bafrue de I'Oubll). the oontrast occurs 

within one person who will display two opposing personalities. As an 
indication of the Importance Rotrou attached to the prlnolple of 

contrasts, we find that in eaoh of these opposing pairs the dlfferenoe 
is always as extreme as possible, with the result that we seem to be 

dealing with archetypes rather than three-dimensional flesh and blood
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characters# Pushed, to such eztraoies of opposition, for the sake of 

emphasising the contrast between them, Rotrou's characters in these 
early plays are very reminiscent of the vice and. virtue figures of 
Mediaeval dzrama.^ Psychological verisimilitude la sacrificed, not only 

to the demands of plot and action^ but equally to the demands of 

structure#

An ezoellent eiample of dedication to the principle of dynamio contrasts 

Is found in Les Mmeohmee where, in translating from the original,

Rotrou has oompletely altered the bharaoter of Mmeohme Sosiole in 
order that It may better fit his dramatic scheme# In the original 
Plautus, Mmechme Sosiole is scarcely distinguishable from his brother, 

both men being morally lax and fond of casual seocual esoapades# Rotrou 
turns Mmechme Sosiole into the paragon of virtue, self-abnegating 
brotherly love, devotion to duty, and nobility of spirit# He becomes, 

in fact, readily Identifiable as the "virtue" figure in the play, set 
in direct opposition to his brother who is then the one "vice" figure# 

Erotle, in Rotrou, becomes an honourable widow Instead of a common 
prostitute, and all the characters are pushed to extremes# These 

"types" are then set in contrast with each other, with a number of 
possible permutations: the contrasting types of hunger shared by 
Ergaste and his master are underlined through juxtaposition; the master/ 

slave relationship is explored; the brothers' moral values are 

contrasted. The contribution made to this play by its leading characters 
is rendered principally in terms of a highly stylised and creative 
manipulation of contrasting perspeotlvee. Rotrou's structural 
principle is fundamental to this play, not only with regard to organising 

it into a coherent vAole, tut also in temmi of dramatic purpose - the 
presentation of themes and ideas# All the major effects of the play 

are achieved through the use of contrasts.
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Ei^ly oontrastive pairs are an obvious potential source of humour, 
and lie at the heart of Eotrou's comio technique# Knutson has written 

an eroellent study of this topic and desoribes Rotrou's approach to 

humour as "a play of opposing perspectives within the dramatic fiction"# 
Rotrou*s primary comic tool is irony which "has no point unless it is 
true, in some degree, in both senses",^ Thus the opposition of 

polarised characters is a dramatisation of the process of irony - 

presenting eztrame versions of the argument, both sides of which are 
in some (comic) sense seen to be true. This popular concept of humour 

is thougiit to have been "la premlwe formula de la oom«lle baroque, qul
juitaposait des maltres passlonnMet serieur d'un cote et dee valets

8golnfres et ridicules de I'autre," From the opposition of these 
polarised eoctremes (eg# Ergaste and Mmeohme, or Lelle and Ergaste in 
la Soeur) one comes to realise that there is something to be said for 

both sides, but that the ideal lies someehere in between the two#

If Rotrou's apiwoach to comedy is throu^ irony, itself a process of 
contrast (often the ideal as opposed to the real), then hy exaggerating 

the characters to such polarised extremes he is able to Intensify the 

ironic effects. This is a dynamic process, since moving backwards and 

forwards from one extreme to its opposite, Rotrou is tacitly inviting 

us to make one further intuitive move to a point somewhere in between 
the two where, he implies, common sense is to be found, Rotrou's 

philosophy begins to emerge at this point. Whether we have the extremes 
of aotlon/inaotlon, virtue/immorality, serlous/oomlo, reality/illusion - 

whatever the dichotomy may be (but most especially in the region of 
character types), it is extremism itself which emerges as the undesirable 

quality, Ry implication, therefore, the proper course for man (a 
creature mid-way between Heaven and Hell) lies always in the mid-way

area between two possible extremes# Rotrou's structural prinolple, edildh
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unifies hie dirama, embodies by implication a philosophic pirlnolple 
with which to organise one's approach to life. This will be dealt with 

at greater length in chapter 7*

o. Contrastive Attitudes,

When Rotrou considers a moral or ethical question concerning some aspect
of social behaviour, he will often hint at the desiiable happy medium

by dramatising contrastive extremes# One issue to which he returns in
more than one play is the position of women in society and the question
of their moral ri^ts and duties# In L'Heureuse Constance, the

unhappy Roselle finds herself either used as a pawn in her brother's

political ambitions or else adored as some kind of divine object by bar
would-be suitor, Paris. Neither man really sees her as anything but

an object. To Tlmandre she is a family responsibility Who must,
according to duty, obey him as head of the household. She has no ri^ts
as an individual and her personal feelings are of no account. But,
paradoilcally, she is in the same invidious position with Paris to whom

she is not a real person but the idealised object of his passion. To

the former she is nothing but a convenient psiwn to be used; to the latter
she is everything, a divine object to be worshipped. These contrastive
extremes lun concurrently throughout the play and are frequently
compared in successive scenes. In Act I 8c3 Roselle bitterly aoknow—
ledges her subjugation to Timandre:

"Selon votre d6sir, disposes de mon ane,
Vous seul la pouvez rendre ou de glace ou de flaimme;
Vous savez que je suis incapable de choir,
Pulsque I'obelssanoe est aveugle et sans voir,"

In the next scene, Act II sol, Paris speaks of the same wwnan*

bien, vous avez vu oe mlraole d*amour" &
"J'adore Roselle,,,." &
"Que cette delta,

The two polarised attitudes towards woman, lAllst being so diametrically
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opposed, are strangely alike. Both fall to see Rosalie as a human 
"being, presenting "both extremes and contrasting them continually 

in juxtaposed soenes, Rotrou is presenting an Ironic parody of the 

neo-platonio "amour oourtois" on the one hand, and male-dominated 

cave-man primitivism on the other. Through the techniques of contrast 
both "ideals" are seen to be far from Ideal and positively harmful.
The audience has no choice but to infer that the desirable attitude 
lies somewhere in between.

The same technique is used to explore a number of moral and social

problems. Some examples are* the perennial "generation gap" problem
in la Diane, where Rotrou looks at both the parents* and the child's

point of view; in I'Heureuse Constance, in addition to exploring
women's ri^ts, Rotrou also views the uses and abuses of sovereign

gpowers in a number of plays, including Hercule Mourant and les 
M&ieohmes, Rotrou considers the social position of the married woman 

whose husband is unfaithful.

These contrastive attitudes, however, seldom occupy a very prominent 

place in the drama. Rather, they are subsidiary issues which arise 

as a result of one of the major themes being presented, Rotrou's 
thematio preoccupations are themselves always expressed in terms of 
contrast - reality and illusion being among the first of these. When 
Rotrou dramatises constancy, for example, its opposite, inconstanoy, 
is equally dramatised to provide the necessary structural contrasts and 
a sense of balance. Arising directly from this we find small cameos, 
like the ill-used married woman, which serve to illustrate the problem 

and also allow Rotrou to branch off and look at other related questions. 
Thus, in L'Eenreuse Constance, the major theme of ccnstanoy/lnoonstancy

leads Rotrou to examine, firstly, the constancy of Alcandre'a love for
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Roselle, and secondly, (and somewhat tangentially), the extreme attitndi 

taken hy other men towards RosAie, Rotrou's particular development of 

the major theme in terms of contrast allows him to pursue the minor 

theme, of society's attitude towards women, also in terms of contrast* 

Rare we have a further instance of the hleorarohioal nature of Rotrou's 

stmotural technique*

d* Stylistic Contrasts*

Lehegue descrlhee Rotrou's style as fundamentally "prMieui", in that 

he startles the audience linguistically "en ezprlmant une idee banale 

sous une forme neuve et Inattendue.Again we have a reference to 

an aspect of Rotrou's drama which depends on contrast. He can exploit 

the abundant paradoxes, ambiguities and oontradiotlons inherent in 
preciosity and develop a rich and poetic style, (For example, a 
lover's eyes become "des mei^rlers innocents")*

Rotrou explores the banal metaphors of the sun or the eyes from all 

possible contrastive angles, moving from one idea to another until he 

has built'up a total poetic and Imaginative concept* In this way he can 

imply certain nuances of meaning each time the metaphor is used. For 
example, the sun* woman is human and physical ("oe solell dans mon lit") 
or divine and to be worshipped (laure is thus referred to as "solell"); 

the sun in the literal and idiysical universe provides light and heat, 
just as in the abstract and conceptual universe it may signify the light 
of understanding; the sun is the home of a mythological deity, but on the 
other hand is just another feature of the natural world* The sun as 

metaphor is like a musical melody, wandering through a variety of 
harmonic variations and oontinually reappearing in contrastive form to 

provide both the pleasure of the familiar and the surprise of the new*
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Suoh rich and eitensive development of metaphor suapenda the operation 

of our reaaon aa atyllatio oontraata expand imaginatively into apace 
and time.^^

In Lea Ocoaaiona Perduea the imagea of light and dark run throughout 

the play and form a complex weh of inter-related meanings. The play 

is divided, temporally and aymhollcally, into day and night. Forceful 

repetitions and references create a dramatic Inslatence upon whether 
it is light or dark, light, daytime, the presence of the aun, are 
consuhatantial with the eyes, sight, truth, reality, aeourlty, and 
understanding) the darkness of night brings impaired sight, moral and 
physical blindness, stupidity, self-deception, illusion, evil. When 

any one of these concepts is mentioned, all are implied. Thus the action 
of the play is Imbued with rich slgnlflcanoa, Clorimand, in Act II 8o2, 

insists that Cleonte read the letter for himself so that he may 

believe the truth of his own ey@s« Ironically, the letter contains a 
deliberate illusion. Act III scP takes plaoe at night, where the 

darkness hides the true identity of Clorlmand's mistress. He bemoans 

the lack of light which prevents him from seeing Isabelle* in fact it 

prevents him from discovering Helene, Ths nature of illusion in this 

play is dictated by the presence or absence of light. During the day 
deliberate illusions are planned (Act II ecS)* at night man is the 
involuntary victim of Illusion (Act III sc3)# However, it is through the 

events of the night that the gods are able to unravel man's oonfusion 
and restore his tranquillity of mind, thus acoompllshing good through 

apparent misfortune. Out of the darkness comes light:
"Quel heur inesperel quelles metamorphoses!
One cette obscure nuit fait voir de belles chosss", C^ot V sc9)

The metamorphosis has really been accomplished in purely poetlo terms 

and the play persuades us by means of poetio rather than rational loglo,

A pattern is woven, with nearly every scene in the play contributing a
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further strajid to tho *eh of oontraats and meanings surrounding the 
concept of Ll^t, creating finally an imaginative whole where each 

part can he traced in its relationship to all the others.

The alezandrine line is also subjected to this process of antithesis.
We have already mentioned (4,1a) the use of regular lines in one scene

and broken lines in the neit to create the contrast of passive/active.

Within a single scene, and more particularly within one speech,

antithetical aleiandrines convey the same kinds of inuendo and shades of
meaning, on a lower level, as are found on a higher level in contrastive
scenes, characters or images. Here we are dealing with the most basic
constituent feature in the structural hierarchy. In the opening scene
of la Diane, the heroine bemoans her unfaithful lover*

^De I'objet inconstant que j'alme et qui me laisse", &
"Qui m'a longtemps voulue, et qui ne me veut plus".

These lines perfectly sum up the paradoies of human love which the play
sets out to explore. In Hercule Mourant the enigma of death is captured

by Alcmene, who holds the ashes of the dead Sercule and says*
"Ceci fut la terreur de la terre et de I'onde,
Bt je ports celul qui soutlnt tout le monde." (Act V 8c2)

There is both pathos and irony in these two lines which convey so

magnificently the power of the flesh in life and its frailty in death.

Thus even in individual lines one finds Rotrou using the same contrastive
principle in the same imaginative (and essentially poetic) way,

e. Parallelism,

So far we have looked only at those contrasts which are total* the 

nature of a whole scene in comparison with another, or one type of 
character contrasted with its complete opposite. Superimposed upon 

this structural process is one of parallel scenes or events where, for
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example, a specific situation between two people is duplicated, in a 

later scene between different characters. The effect is of seeing a 

mirror image of what went before. In a play like la Diane, the process 
is repeated several times so that the reflections stretch out, one after 
the other, receding into the distance. It is like the nest of 

diminishing images produced by opposing mirrors, such as one ml^t 

experience at a fair ground. However, unlike a mirror image idiioh is 

a total reduplication, parallelism in Rotrou involves a significant 

change in one factor whilst the others remain constant. For example,
Act I scl of L'Hypocondriaque features a man and a woman, Cloridan and 

Perslde, in a lovers' lament caused by their immlnmt parting. Scene 2 
repeats the situation in all respects apart from attitude - Clwnice 
wants Llsidor to leave her. Both scenes concern an intimate relationship 
between two people, and both concentrate on the man and the suffering 
that love causes him, but in scene 1 Cloridan is sad because he imst 

leave his mistress, and in scene 2 Lisidor is sad because his mistress 

is telling him to go. The misery of love is viewed from two opposing 

positions.

Parallelism is thus another means of using contrast creatively; semes, 
situations, and even specific lines used in this way are at the one time 
both "equal" and "opposite". Despite the example already quoted from 

L'Hypocondrlague, it is unusual for this technique to be used in 
consecutive scenes. It gains in impact and dramatic significance from 
being used in a discontinuous fashion across a number of scenes or acts. 

In Act V sc3 of Cleagenor et Dorlstee, Theandre tricks Dorlstee into 
believing that Cleagehor is dead wh@i he is really alive. In scene 6 he 

plays the same trick on Cl&genor, The trick, situation and effects are 

the same in both scenes, the only difference being that in the second 
case Theandre is not lying out of evil intent. Types of motivation are
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contrasted by reduplicating the situation and allowing different 

emotional factors to predominate. Scene 6 is an echo of scene 3 and 
takee the audience back to an earlier stage in the drama. The echoing 

effect is very important; it establishes dramatio continuity across 
the expanse of a number of scenes (or even aots) instead of relying 

upon oontinuity from suooessive scenes. Simple linear progression is 
rejected in favour of a more oomplei dramatio progression of 
discontiguous relationships. In Act III 8c5 of la Ba^ue de I'Oubll. 
Idliane wears the magic ring and treats the king with disdain; In 

scene 1 Alphonse had treated her in exactly the same way for the same 

reason. Dramatic continuity is here preserved across four intervening 

scenes, built upon the assumption of continuity of memory in the audience. 
Both dramatically and aesthetically, scenes past are revived and 

restated in scenes present; the drama is cyclic rather than unilinear.

la Diane has a disccntinuous exposition which stretches over four acts. 
The opening scene of Acts I, II, III and V is a monologue Introducing a 

new character who has travelled from oountry to town in pursuit of a 
loved one. In each monologue we learn progressively more of the 

background situation which led up to the action of the play. The 

method of opening each of these four acts is the same, the situations 
are the same, the purposes and feelings the same. The contrastive 
difference lies in the relationship to the loved one, Diane, in Act I, 
is seeking her unfaithful lover, whereas Damon, in Act II, is looking 
for his foster ohild. With the opening of each act the audience is 

reminded directly and deliberately of earlier instances in the play. 
This is the multiple image effect. The same situation is presented 

over and over again, and each time is viewed from a slightly different 
angle.
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Direct contrast and parallelism Including contrast work together to 
form a olosely woven struotural patterning which is complex but 
aesthetically satisfying^ Act III scl & 2 of les Occasions Perdues 

present the contrast of reality and illusion. In scene 1, in a 
monologue, Selene anticipates the coming meeting with Clorimand and 

reflects upon the reality of her situation. Because of her rank she is 

forced to woo her lover under an assumed persona. Scene 2 presents 

the meeting which takes place at night under the cover of darkness. 
Honeety vanishes and all is illusion as Ellens pretends to be someone 
else and Clorimand is completely duped. This entire episode is 

repeated in Act V 80$ & 6, this time between Isabelle and Adraste, with 
the same contrast of reality and illusion between the two scenes, "The 
latter episode is a parallel of the former, with a monologue scene 

followed by a nocturnal rendezvous with the unsuspecting male lover - 
but there is an important dlfferenoe. Act V contrasts with Act III in 

that, contrary to our expectations, it is Isabelle and not Adraste who 
becomes the victim of illusion. The contrasts and complsxitlss are 
thus compounded, dramatically the tables are turned, and again a certain 
human situation is viewed from a number of angles. Contrastive techniques 

are Rotrou's means of exploring various aspects of his subject in a

dynamic and lively way. The audience is entertained by the continual
\changes and surprises which result from contrast, whilst Rotrou has the

structural flexibility necessary to subject his ideas about human
nature to poetic rather than rational examination. In terms of
overall dramatic structure, as well as style in a narrower sense, it is 

12true to say that*
"de tous les dramaturges de la premiere moitle du dii- 
septieme siecle, o'est Rotrou qul a revels Is talent Is 
plus poe^lque,"
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4.2 OONCIAJSIONS.

Structural unity throu^out all of Rotrou'a early playe le achieved. 

l)y a oompleoc pattern of inter-related contrasts operative at every 

dramatic level. The technique is found to he hierarchical, beginning 

with the play as a ahole which will eccplore certain themes contrastlvely, 

down to contrastive acts, scenes, characters, Images and even 
individual lines. The interdependence of each of these levels is 
assured by contrastive relationships between them, and is responsible 
for the tight structural cohesion found in the plays. Each play is an 

organic whole, with its parts intrloately related to each other and 

developing from each other as a direct result of this structural 

principle. An idea, eocplored in terms of contrast, will modulate 

into a tangential but related idea which is in turn subjected to 
eocamlnatlon by contrast. The proce8s,repeated at all levels, ensures 
an Integrated structure.

In this (diapter we have dealt with some of the major contrasts, althou^ 

it is an easy matter to find others which will be seen to adhere to 

the same Overall structural scheme. The disguise motif is an obvious 

example, involving ususally a change of seit. So all-pervasive is 

this technique that the drama is a continual succession of changes and 
surprises. Contrast and change create a sense of movement, of fluidity 
within form which helps to carry the drama along and to create a 
feeling of eipansiveness. Instead of the drama being enclosed and 
restricted by its structural shape, it seems to overflow into unlimited 
space and time, rather like Baroque painting whose sinuous lines seam 

to invite the Qre to step beyond the bounds of the canvas into infinity. 

Such effects are well suited to Rotrou's approach to drama. In 

trying to recapture the primitive dramatic eiperienoe, Eotrou develops
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a moving, eipanelve atructure which accords well with the wide horizons 
and timeless themes of his dramatlo vision, Struoture is another means 
hy which Rotrou invites his audience to wander in imagination through 
the limitless realms of make-helieve.

Because of the direct opposition of contrasts, dramtlo progression in 
these early plays is non-linear and discontinuous, (logical, causal 

progression as in classical structure is unilinear and depends upon 
the sequential development ofA^B^C^D etc,) In Rotrou's work 

linearity is absent. Instead, two related types of progression 
operate together to produce nhat we have called a cyclic rather than a 
linear drama. Firstly, the direct opposition of contrasts. This ig 

found mainly in the immediate jurtaposition of scenes of opposing 
types: actlon/lnactlon; serlous/comlo and so forth, producing an 

effect of movement (rhythm or beat) and offering shades of meaning 

which become apparent only because of the contrast. This la what
Morel calls "une esth&tique du disoontlnu" which he describes as: 13

"la relation intellectuelle entretenue par deni sc&nes sans 
doute plaisantes chacune par elle-mame, mais dont le seul 
volsinage fait appara$tre la signification r^elle,"

Secondly, the use of parallelism. Scenes, situations, and even phrases

will be repeated at different stages throughout a play, creating a kind

of dramatlo echo or mirror image of what went before. Dramatic
continuity is thus more compleoc than the relatively straightforward

logical sequence of A ^ B ^ C, and depends upon a cross-correlation
spanning a number of scenes or acts. Dramatically, this puts an
exaggerated emphasis on past events and scenes which are recalled and
restated, perhaps with a slight change each time, thus attesting to
the eternal infusion of the past into the present. Aesthetically this
is a very imaginative process, where reality and human eocperlence are

subjected to poetic rather than logical examination. Consequently
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"liaison de $owe" may be aeen ae inappropriate and contrary to 
Rotrou'e aims* he wants contrast and not continuity# His technique 

is dynamic and ensures continual surprises and variety for the audience, 
while philosophically it may well he that structure reflects the 
underlying metaphysio of the plays.

Very little is known about Rotrou as a man, and almost nothing about 

his thoughts, beliefs or aims in drama. Consequently it has been left 

to history to infer and impute, and moat of the conclusions about the 
nature of his drama have involved superimposing upon the plays 
preconceived viewpoints drawn from what is known of the Intellectual 
climate of the seventeenth century. This thesis, however, suggests 
that the actual structure of the plays reveals something of their 

philosophic oontaat. We have shown that the structure of the early 

plays is diaracterised by a oomplez system of inter-related contrasts, 

amd it is significant that these contrasts are generally earbrernes, 

polarisations of character or attitude. When adapting source material, 
it is noticeable that Rotrou always changes any character differences 
from their original mild form to one that is as eztreme as possible# 
(For example, in la laure Persecutee. laure - with respeot to Grantee - 

is changed from a married woman and mother to a virgrln maid, and 
similarly in Les M&iechmes. Menechme Soslole is changed from a sezual 

adventurer to a paragon of virtue and thus the complete opposite of his 
brother), Everywhere in Rotrou's dirama these extremes abound, with one 

eztreme contrasted with another in such a way as to hl^llght the 
absurdity and irony (and even danger) of such polarised positions# 

Through contrast, extremism always emerges In an unfavorable light as 
an unsatisfactory approach to life, and thus Rotrou leaves the audience 
no other choice but to infer that the ri^t attitude should be the 

happy medium, lying somewhere in between two extremes# Hotlce that.
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ironioally, even here Rotrou is using contrast: moral attitude emerges, 
by implication, as the direct opposite of dramatic structure. The 

only ^characters" who ever succeed in the realms of the absolute are 
the gods, the fates, or whatever supernatural agencies are being evoked. 

So again, by implication, the right course for man is the via media,

Man has thus a positive but necessarily humble role to play, 
acknowledging both his abilities and limitations, and so acknowledging 

also, by the same token, the superior forces of the divine,

Man himself is a paradox, a creature of contrasts - the flesh and the 

spirit in conflict within the one body - and so by nature neither one 
extreme nor the other. In order to subdue the conflict and live a 
harmonious existence, neither "half" of man can be allowed to dominate 

and so aggravate the other. Moderation is the only harmonious course, 
and this is symbolised in Rotrou's constant final motif of marriage, an 

Institution both spiritually and physically recommended. The 
structural system of contrasts is by implication a plea for moderation.

So far we have looked only at Rotrou's early work to try and establish 
techniques and attitudes towards drama. In the next chapter we shall 

see to what extent the conclusions of this and preceeding chapters are 

confirmed by and relevant to the work of Rotrou's mature years.

NOTES.
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Jose Corti, 1954*

2. Rousset, ibid,, page 232.
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5, imAMATIC CONTINUITY.

The three previous chapters have examined, the structure of Rotrou's 
earliest plays. We shall now consider the later plays^ in an attempt 

to discover any constant structural principles or artistic precepts 

underlying them all. This would encourage us to regard Rotrou's entire 
dramatic output as a canon - a unified theatre of hl^ly individual 

plays, each reflecting different cultural influences and illustrating 
different stages in the development of the author's technical skill, 
but all evincing a consistent and enduring vision of drama and the 
dramatic eocperlence. We suggest that a proper understanding of 

Rotrou's particular dramatic vision can he reached only after an 
initial appreciation of the significant levels of coherence to be 
found througgiout his work (which, it must be remembered, does cover a 

period of over twenty yeaiM:, during which the theatre in France 
underwent a number of not inconsiderable changes,) It is from an 

examination of the individual plays, and the enact nature of the 
similarities between them, that an idea of the drama as a lAole, and 

certain conclusions about the artistic principles and philosophy 

underlying it, begin to emerge.

Three things were found to characterise Rotrou's early plays* the 
repeated use of symbolic folk motifs as the basic building blocks of 
the drama, a hl^ly functional but imaginative attitude towards the 
visual medium as an integral part of the dramatic eiperience, and 
structural coherence from the dynamic Interplay of contrasts. It is 
interesting to discover that all three occur also in all the later plays, 

where they are just as fundamentally important - even in the very last 
plays which are generally considered the most classically regular. In 
this chapter we shall look at the work of Rotrou's mature years, and.
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in the li^t of our observations from the early plays, examine the 
iramatio continuity to he founi throughout the whole of Rotrou's 

theatre,

5,1 FOIZ MOTIFS,

Raving discussed, the significance, for the early plays, of Rotrou's 

use of themes and images from folklore, it is Important to restate 
here that their appearance in his drama is primarily an affirmation 
of the non-rational universe. In their various ways, the motifs all 

proclaim the deep nystery of being which the human mind cannot 
rationalise away but must recognise and accept in order to participate 

fully in life. The doubles motif suggests an alternate state of 
consciousness; fairytale heroines and magicians delict our Imagination 

simply beoause they defy reason; the madman is a glimpse into an 
alternative moral universe; the mask of disguise reminds us how 
ephemeral is that whloh we proudly call our individual identity; the 
"happy-ever-after" ending is man's eternal search for Paradise,

All the motifs used in the early plays appear, in different 

combinations and permutations, in Rotrou's work lublished after I64O, 
and are a continuing assertion of oosmio mystery. However, in Post- 

Renaissance Prance, at the dawn of the Age of Reason, Rptrou must have 
sensed a certain intellectual opposition. He could see the doctrine 
of Classicism growing from the application of reason to drama, and 
Corneille (for all that Rotrou admired his s^ll as a dramatist) 

presenting the New Man to the theatre - the self-sufficient hero whose 

destiny lay squarely in his own hands. Consequently, possibly in 
deference to those who sou^t a logical explanation for everything, 
Rotrou gradually began to tone down his explicit dramatisation of
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"le merveilleui"* By combining subtle eugg^tione of magio with 

outwardly reasonable happenings, he could succeed in not offending 
the rational intellectuals, whilst at heart continuing to present 

the same view of the universe and appealing to the same intuitive 

members of his audience,

"On s'installe done dans I'lnvraisemblable, on s'en 
fait gloire, on en fait jouir le speotateur. Puis 
on I'ecrplique irationellement, on donne de la 
vralsemblance oe qui semblait d'abord n'en pas avoir." (2)

A good eiample of this "toning down" in Eotrou's explicit use of 
folklore is his manipulation of the invraisemblable motif of disguise. 
Formerly the predominant version of this motif was a woman disguised 
as a man (or vice versa) who always succeeded in fooling everybody 

about her identity, regardless of how unlikely the situation (see pgl3). 

In later plays, however, this unsubtle representation virtually 
disappears, Althou^ we may still find it in plays like la Laure 

Perseoutee, la Belle Alphreie and les Deu% Pucelles, all published 

in 1639, from I64O onwards it makes only one appearance (Florimonde, 
Tirsis).

Instead we find Botrou making increasing use of "within secc" disguise* 
a man disguised as another man, or a woman as another woman. This is 
superficially more credible and lends itself to rational explanation. 
When Tyndare pretends to be his master Philoorate in order to escape 
from prison (les Captifs). we can eccplaln away his success. If we must, 

in terms of the Intimacy of the two men, their thorou^ knowledge of 
one another, and the fact that, after years in Philocrate's service, 
it would be surprising if Tyndare could not do a passable Imitation of 

his master. But for all this, the device is still the same, emd we 
see again Rotrou exploring the tenuous borderline between illusion
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and reality, using illusion as a positive v^icle in the revelation of 
truth. Significantly, Tyndare refers to his disguise as illusion and 
role playing (Act II sc4: "la piece a commencS, ma scwe se prepare"), 

and it is a paradoxical result of his indulgence in unreality that he 
discovers his true identity and hirthri^t (Act V sc2). Here we are 

far from the rational universe.

Similarly, in Clarice, we have a perfectly plausible explanation for 
the fact that no-one recognises the former noble, leandre, in the 
servant Sortense:

"ITon, car mon nom change, le poll qul m'est venu,
Et les travaui scufferts pendant ce long servage,
IT'ont presque rien laisse de mon premier visage. Act I 8o2 
Toi-m&ne sals qu'hler, renoontr^ sur mes pas,
Tu voulais passer outre et ne me connus pas,"

Sere Rotrou even goes to the lengths of providing the rationalisation

for the audience, to save them the trouble. In la Soeur the situation
is doubled: Sophie pretends to be Aurelie but discovers that she is
really Erozene, Even with this entanglement, Rotrou attempts to
provide plausible explanations for both the disguises (Act I scS and
Act V sol). Finally, in St,Gene8t, we have the ultimate justification:

a theatrical performance, which everyone knows to be an Illusion

anyway. But in all these cases, however credible is the reason for

disguise, the actual process of pretending to be someone else and the
results from so doing are seen to be quite outside the logical universe:

"II arrive que le degulsement livre son secret a sa mani&re, 
c'est—a-dire, par le deguisement: c'est en se travestlssant 
qu'on devient sol-mBme; o'est le peraonnage qul est la 
personne; c*est le masque qui est la verlte, Dans le monde 
du trompe-l'oell, il faut le detour de la feinte pour 
attelndre la realite," (3)

The disguise motif maintains its function and significance throu^out 

Rotrou's drama, but now achieves its effect with less ostentation. We 

no longer see deliberate exaggeration of the Invraisemblable, such as 
oharscterlsed all the disguise situations in the early years, but
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eiaotly the game fantasy world, is nonetheless evoked, and the same 
imaginative response is required.

For ohvious reasons, magic is used in a similarly more subtle fashion 

in the later plays. The supernatural marvels of fairytale are a 

blatant defiance of all that is reasonable, and cannot be adequately 
accounted for by the rational mind. Hence we no longer find an 
abundsmce of magic rings, magic potions, mystic formulae or magicians, 
all of whose activities could miraculously transform chaos into order. 
Instead, a new character is introduced late into the action of a play 
accompanied by a perfectly plausible reason for his sudden appearance 
(generally in the form of a lengthy rgoit), and -hey presto, chaos is 

miraculously transformed into order. The implication is magic, the 
effects are magical, and the result, in terms of the action of the play, 
is a thorou^ly "deus ei machina** reversal of the situation. Again, as 
with disguise, plausible reasons are provided for the introduction of 
the motif, but the ensuing effects are frlmly rooted in the world of 

fantasy.

Such unclassical d&iouements can be seen in the following plays:

Antigone - the prognostications of the seer Teiresias in Act V; Les 

Captlfs - the revelations of the criminal Stalagme in Act V sc2;
Iphigenie - the sudden manifestation of the goddess Diana to the mortals 

in Act V sc3$ Clarice - the late arrival of Anselme in Act V sc] to 
tell of a death-bed repentance removing all obstacles to the happiness 
of Leandre and Clarice; Celle - the appearance in Act V of Don Rodrigue 
to Interpret the divine laws and dispense justice fairly; etc. All 

eocamples involve a new oharacter introduced late into the play 
(althou^ not necessarily as late as Act V), whose appearance and 

message are painted with a thin film of plausibility, but basically



represent the intervention of the miraculoua into human affaire in 
order to guide them into the framework of traditional folk patterns. 

In the early plays we enoountered eocpliclt magio; in the later plays 

we more ofter find the subtle intervention of the covert magioiam.
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In addition to this superficial rationalising of folk motifs in the 
later plays, we also see a closer correlation and interdependence of 

individual motifs. Since the covert magician is now quite often an 
ordinary person associated in some way with the major characters in a 
play, we find a closer link between this and the motif of the dominant 

female. In the early plays it was observed that the dominant female 

was both human and divine, a multi-dimensional figure who suffered the 

same mortal woes as her fellows, but equally moved among them like a 
fairy godmother curing all ills and securing their happiness (see pg27 ), 
Fow, with the modification of the ''mervellleui", she is even more 

markedly a multi-dimensional figure, dominant in the sense of governing 
all events, and magical in the sense of bringing about the denouement 
in just the same way as the covert magician. For eccample, lydie in 

la Soeur is the oonfidente of Eroiene, and a servant girl taking, one 

would ima^ne, a relatively minor role, Ait la Soeur was published in 

1646 at a time when the role of the confident in French drama was well- 
established, and so we see lydie, a mere servant, as the dominant 
female of the play, Fevertheless, she only a servant and of lower 
social rank than her mistress. At no time do we forget this, and the 
exaggeratedly unsophistloated wooing episode (Aot V 806) is a comic 
reminder that she is indeed very simple and ordinary. However, lydie 
alone holds the key to the d&iouement, and in Aot V scl she steps into 

the role of covert magician to reveal the secret of Eroiene's true 

identity.
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A similar mingling of these two motifs can be seen in, for eiample, 
Inhifehie (the speoial relationship between Iphigenie and. Mana) and 

Celle (the symbolio signifioanoe of the double title: Celle ou Le 

Vic»-Roi de Ifaples, and the Influenoe of these two characters upon the 
action of the play). Also, as we have seen, the oovert magician often 

brings news about someone's true Identity, and thus the "discovered 
parentage" motif is introduced amid the others, Sophie disguised as 

Aurelle in la Soeur turns out, as a result of lydle's revelations, to 
be the real Eroiene (and so discovered parentage becomes Intimately 

linked with an aspect of the disguise motif - Involuntary disguise); 
Iaure.(Ia laure Persecutee) is not really a humble peasant girl but a 

princess; Tyndare (Les Captifs)i8 not a lowly slave but an Etolian 

nobleman and the son of H^ee, It is often the case in Eotrou's drama 

that the oompleocity of the action is a direct result of the degree of 
interdependence of the constituent motifs.

The Inherent relationship between the doubles motif and that of madness 
(as seen in the early plays) is deepened and enriched in the later drama 

through being linked with a number of others - for eocample, disguise and 

corrupt sovereignty^ The different manifestations of the doubles theme 

can be discovered in; Crlsante« luhlfranle, Bellsalre. Celle. Don 
Bernard de Cabrere, Vances las, and Cosroes, As we found in the early 
plays, underlying each occurence of the doubles motif is the suggestion 
of man's dual nature: body and soul (see pg34)« Rotrou's response to 

the newly emergring rational, scientific man of the seventeenth century 
is to increase his dramatisation of the double - that powerful symbol, 
found in folk belief and legend throu^out the world, affirming the 

coexistence and interdependence of the physical and spiritual worlds.
If we look at Rotrou's dreunatisatlon of the double in one of the above 
plays, for ezample Cosro^, we shall discover the significance of its
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time and. the way In whioh it la ineitrioahly llidced with a numhar of 
other motifs,

Throu^out CoaroGS our attention is drawn to a number of aimilaritiea, 

if not direct parallels, between Siroea and hia father. The people are 
encouraging Siro&a to commit the same "crime" as CoaroM himself 
committed in the past (Act II ao4); Siroea is completely dominated by 
hia wife (Act III ac^) just as Coaro^ ia dominated by Sira; the 

problem of reconciling the irreconcilable (Act IV 8c2, Act V 80$) ia 
one that Siroea must face aa hia father faced it before him. In many 

ways we come to see that Siro^ ia ao like hia father aa to be 

virtually indistinguishable from him. He ia Coaroea in mnbryo, a 
reincarnation of his father and thus doomed to follow in his path.
Whereas Beliaaire, for eouimple, was seen as the alter ego of Juatinien, 
hia better half ("un second moi-m&me"* Bellsaire, Act I 8c6 & Act II 8c4)* 

incorporating all the qualities lacking in Juatinien himself, SiroW in 

comparison ia identical to Coaroea, a duplicate ego housed in a new 

human frame but reflecting and repeating the original pattern of doom.

In Act V 8c8, as Siroea rushes off to try and save his father, we see 

in hia despair the beginnings of the madness suffered by CoaroM in later 

life. The wheel ham come full circle, and in every respect history has 
been repeated. In Coaroes the doubles motif ia used primarily to evoke 

this idea of the cyclic wheel of history, spinning the same patterns 
throughout time and repeatedly presenting humanity with the same lessons 

which it invariably fails to learn. The historical stagnation from 
which man ia unable to lift himself is what constitutes the tragedy of 

the play.

There is nothing to be gained in looking for a paychological drama in 

Cosro^. As in all Rotrou'a plays, the characters are emblematic.
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repreaentationa of abatraot concepta or faoeta of human nature,

Slro^^ emhoiiea the oonfllot in man between inatinctive feeling and 

oold ambition, Naraee dramatiaea natural feelinga juat aa Coaroe^ 

illuatratea the results of ruthleaa ambition, and the two of them are 

external manifeatationa of the conflict within Siroea, Sira represents 
demonic lust for power which consumes itself in its own evil. The 
Coaroea/Siroea double overshadows all other symbols in the play, ^ust 

as the inevitable doom which it represents overahadowa the feeble efforts 

of each character to assert himself against it. The play is the working 

out of all these symbola into a pattern of meaning quite unrelated to 

causal laws but which is aesthetically and intuitively true.

Because of the strange doubles link binding Siroes to his father, the 
fear is ever-present that he too will commit the unnatural crime of 

patricide and be punished with madness; Coaroes ia the constant 
reminder of this (Act II acl). The doubles motif is thus used to imply 

the inevitability of madness; the relationship between the two motifs 
is illustrated in the relationship between father and son. From fear 
of committing unnatural acts, Siroes is tempted to follow his family 
feelings and la readily persuaded by Narsee (Aot III 8c4) to show mercy 

to her mother Sira, Barses represents the argument from nature, that 
Natural laws are absolute and that the bonds of blood and humanity are 
defied at one's peril. However, in Aot IV sol (the very next scene), 

Siroes learns with bitter irony that Narsee is in no way related to 
Sira, but is really the daughter of Palmiras, substituted as a baby for 
the real Narses to oonoeal from Sira the death of her own child. The 
juxtaposition of these two scenes, and the Irony of Nars^e's flesh and 

blood pleas for a mother in no way related to her, serve to undermine 
and destroy the argument from nature, leaving Siroes no further reason 
to sacrifice his ambition for the throne since natural feelings for a
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parent are an Illusion. Discovered parentage is the motif used to 
bring about this reversal of attitude. But to Sirota, the alternative 

to self-sacrifice is the necessary sacrifice of his father in a political 

coup to seize power, and with that comes the fear of patricide and 
madness. Thus discovered parentage forces Siroes back to the doubles 
bond with his father from which there is no escape, back to the threat 

of madness which must inevitably ensue, and back to the paths of a 
corrupt sovereignty which will destroy him. Four powerful folk Images 
converge at this point. It is folk motifs which forge the shape of 

the drama, and from the patterns woven by their combined symbolism, we 
see within the structure of the play the wheel of history gradually 
revolving to trace out again in the path of Cosroes the fate of his 
son Siroes.

We have seen in this section the continuing importance of folk motifs 

as the basic building blocks from which Rotrou constructs his drama.
It is impossible here to discuss every occurence of every motif in 

detail, but of course many more examples can be found than have so far 
been quoted. They are all used in the same imaginative way and form 

the heart of Rotrou's drama. Madness can be found in a number of plays 

other than Cosroes - for example, Les Spsies. Bellsaire and Crisante. 
Happy endings with marriage occur in les Captifs, Clarice, La Soeur. 
Venceslas, Florimonde and Don Lope de Cardone. Corrupt sovereignty also 
features in Don Bernard de Cabr^re and Antigone: dreams and premonitions 

play an Important part in St.Genest and Venceslas etc. The list is 

very long. In every case, as the heart of Rotrou's drama, the motifs 
are a direct link to the non-ratlonal universe where men and miracles 
coexist. Rotrou's reactionary response to the new scientific naturalism 
of the Renaissance suggests a profound disturbance at the presumptfousness 

of modern man. We are reminded of a remark in Shakespeare which
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perfectly eims up this ieepalr*^

"They say miracles are past; and «e have our philosophical 
persons^ to make modern and familiar, things supernatural 
and causeless. Hence it is that we make triflea of terrors, 
ensconcing ourselves into seeming knowledge, when we should 
submit ourselves to an unknown fear,"

All's Well. Act II 8c3.

5,2 THE VISUAL MEDIUM,

In Rotrou's later plays we observe the continuation of the trend, 

firmly established in his earlier work, away from the visually 

spectacular and "panoramic" towards small gestures and movements 
invested with a high degree of symbolic significance. Visual effects 
are now a highly Integrated aspect of Rotrou's theatre, essential to 
our appreciation of a play, and forming a medium through which are 
developed alternatives and contrasts to the ideas being expressed 
verbally. Certain tensions are created from the controlled interplay 

of aural drama and visual drama which increase our understanding of 

a situation and intensify the overall theatrical experience.

There are, of course, still some examples to be found of the visual 

extravagance so popular at the beginning of the seventeenth century and 
which we noted in many of Rotrou's earlier plays. It appears to have 

proved difficult in practice to wean the public away from this "gout 
du spectacle", despite the growing influence of blenseance and 

vralsemblanoe, although in Rotrou's plays published after I64O such 
visual flamboyance hardly ever occurs, les Sosies (l638) has some 

spectacular stage effects, with Mercury "descendant du ciel" in Act III 
8c5 and Jupiter "en I'air" in Act V 8c6, In addition we hear thunder 

rolling and see the entire cast faint from shook. Act V sod* In 

Iphlgenle (I64I), the goddess Diana appears at the end of the play
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(Act V 8o3), and from the stage directions it sounds a thoroughly 
mechanical event ("he ciel s'ouvre, Diane apparo$t dans un nuage" and 
"Diane disparo^t, et le ciel se referme"). Given the appropriate 

facilities, it would presumably have been produced in the manner of a 

"piece a machines"# Des Deui Pucelles (1639) has a lot of sword 
fighting on stage (eg. Act IV 8c4) and La Speur (1646) uses Turkish 

costumes to add colour to the play and to exploit the spectator's 
fascination with the exotic and strange, Crisante (l639) is one of 

Rotrou's most horrific plays and is full of "spectacles d'horreur" with 

swords, stabblngs, blood, death and vlolenoe in scene after scene.
Here, Rotrou deliberately exaggerates the horror, both verbally and 
visually, in order to produce a final effect of overwhelming misery and 
evil. The play is aptly described by Cassis in Aot II 8o4* "Qnel 
spectacle d'horreur se presents a mes yeux".

However, these examples represent a small fraction of Rotrou's visual 

drama in the later plays. The fact that there are so few of them 

suggests a movement in public taste - however slow - towards more subtle 
dramatic effects, and a growing preference for the visually significant 

rather than the visually spectacular. This was precisely the attitude 

that Rotrcu seemed to be fostering in his early drama, especially in 
his extensive use of mime scenes, paving the way for the concentrated 
effects of Classicism by emphasising small, signifloant, spatially 

confined gestures with a high Information content. The practice 
continues in the later plays to become Rotrou's primary visual 

technique. The eye is drawn to an object, expression or gesture which 
becomes the focal point of attention and colours our interpretation of 
everything happening on stage during that particular scene or act.
Thus the visual medium can be used to contradict what is being said or 

to support it, although as we have seen in the earlier plays, Rotrou's
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preferenoe is for the former. It is from contrast and contradiction 
at every level that his drama draws its strength - hoth as dynamic 
entertainment which holds the attention and as a medium for the 
eipresslon of ideas. Contrast and contradiction consequently lie 
behind most of the ezamplee we find of highly significant gestures 

dominating a scene.

In Act I of Venceslas the personality of ladislas is revealed to us 

in a series of gestures which helle his words. Although he says 
nothing to interrupt his father in scene 1, he fidgets and moves 
about in a way that shows how annoyed he really feels ("ladislas 
temoigne de I'lmpatlence"), and in scenes 2 & 3* after stating that 

there is hatred and rivalry between himself and his brother, we see 
him embracing Alexandre and apparently displaying brotherly affections 

In this act Eotrou is using contrast, Blsewhere in the play we see 
inner feelings confirmed by the actions a character makes, Theodore's 
distress is so great that she is forced to lean on L4onor for support 
(Act IV so2); ladislas, in a state of shock, eollapses into a chair 
(Act IV scS); the weariness and despair which overcome Venceslas can 
be clearly seen (Act IV sc^). The reaction of one character to another 

or to some external event is crystallised for us in revealing gestures 

which provide immediate "situational definition". Without any lengthy 

explanations, we know immediately how a character feels or what the 

significance of an event really is. Further examples of this may be 
seen in Lea Deux Pucelles (nearly every scene has some important visual 

focus and the play ends with a mime scene such as we observed in many 
of Rotrou's earlier plays), Don Bernard de Cabrere and Bellsalre (where 

the visual medium is more thoroughly and imaginatively used than in any 
other play by Rotrou), Les Captifs and Clarice (where the visual medium 

is used primarily for comedy).
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Althou^ Rotrou's particular visual techniques may have served, to 
accustom the public to a more sophlstloated. and oompler form of drama» 
it is still basically very "unolassloal" drama, and we see this as 
clearly in the use of the visual medium as we did in the use of folk 

motifs. The faot that it is still necessary in Venceslas for visible 

actions to express inner states is one indication of this, A more 
revealing indication is in the way Rotrou dramatises the dilemma 

monologue - for example, Crlsante, Aot II so4 and Iphlfmle, Act I sol. 

Cassle, in Aot II 8c4 of Crlsante, is torn between his desire for 
Crlsante and his sense of honour as a Roman, The inner conflict is 
externalised, partly by his words, but more significantly, by his 
movements about the stage which form a visual statement of the struggle 
taking plage within. Re moves towards Crlsante's door when swaysd by 

passion, and backs away from it as if in horror on remembering his 
reputation and sense of honour. What it is Important to notice is that 

both his actions and his words result from the ebb and flow of 
oonfliotlng passions and show no sign of any rational prooess taking 
place. The dilemma monologue in Rotrou is never rational, never a 

dialectical prooess, and his characters never argue their way out of 

the dilemma by employing logical arguments. There is no sense of 

rational enquiry into inner motivation and no attempt to learn from the 

situations On the contrary, the dilemma monologue la always an 
emotional prooess in which the speaker allows first one feeling then 
another to hold temporary sway over him, and in the and either yields 
to the stronger (as does Cassle) or abandons the conflict altogether in 
favour of a tangential course of action (eg, Don Antoine, Aot I 8o2 of 

Les Deux Pucelles), The dilemma is never actually solved. The actions 

made by a character whilst going through this emotional crisis 
illustrate the particular feelings reigning at the time. In Iphlg&le, 

.Act I scl, the visual focus is on the letter which at first Agamemnon
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tears up but, overcome by the instinctive desire to protect his 
daughter, begins to write again. The letter itself signifies the 

triumph of love over duty.

Mime scenes such as we observed in La Bamue de I'Oubli, Act II 8c6 

and Sercule Mourant. Act V sc3 (see pg54), occur in the later plays 

also, often in the final act to add depth of meaning to the denouement. 
Some eiamplea are* Les Deux Pucelles, Act V 8c6 & 7; Iphigenje, Act V 
8o3; Lon Bernard de Cabrere, Act I soB, Act II sc3 & 5, and many more; 
Beiisaire, Act I sc6 etc. Consistently throughout the whole of Rotrcu's 

drama we find mime scenes adding an a-temporal dimension to the events 
taking place on stage. The visual medium, as distinct from the verbal, 

directs our attention to those primal, unchanging aspects of human 
nature which organise themselves into a prediotable pattern of 
behaviour and take on a timeless ritual significance. At no time does 
Rotrou lose Interest in this mimed visual drama, and it is another 

aspect of his later work which marks it as so unolassical and, 
fundamentally, so similar to the early plays. The only observable 
differenoe between the early and late mime scenes is that as the years 

go by Rotrou uses fewer stage directions. In fact, this is true 

for all aspects of Rotrou's visual technique, especially regarding 
comedy and buffoonery, where dialogue makes it clear that considerable 

visual dramatisation oduld be used (eg, in Clarice, Act I 80$, Act II 
8c2, Act IV 8o6 & 7, and in Les CaPtifs, Act I so3, Act III 8c4), Prom 

what characters actually say and the nature of the situations they are 
in, we must conclude that Rotrou Intended appropriate gestures and 
expressions to be used, but no longer bothered to "choreograph" each 

action quite so thoroughly - an indication that this particular 
characteristic of Rotrou's drama was now so thoroughly acknowledged and 

well-established that he no longer had to "spell it out" to the actors
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tut oould safely assume they would, understand hie Intentions,

/
The power of the visual medium in thW theatre can lie either in its 

approach to realism - the idea of art mocking nature - or in its 

poetic stylisation of reality, where symbolism and artificiality 

enclose a multiplicity of meanings which in some mysterious way 
induce a spontaneous understanding, Rotrou's visual technique embodies 

just such a degree of artificiality. His actions and gestures are 
seldom realistic, but stylised (almost visual cliches) and full of the 

symbolism of human striving. The language of gesture is very 
immediate and universally understood, and encapsulates certain truths 
about the human condition which words are inadequate to convey. Eenoe 

Rotrou develops a oomhination of aural and visual drama, gradually 
rejecting over the years the Pre-Classioal tradition of epeotaole and 
ornamentation for its own sake in favour of a more oomplei and integrated 

theatrical eiperienoe. The spectator's eye le made to reoelve as much 
information as his ear. Preference for concentrated symbolism rather 

than empty spectacle suggests that Rotrou was trying to align the 
techniques of visual drama with his use of folk motifs, so as to evoke 

a direct,primitive response from the audience with the strongest 

possible emphasis on the Immediate dramatic erperlenoe itself.

5,3 STRUCTURAL URITT,^

We established in Chapter 4 that structural unity in Rotrou's early 

plays is achieved through a oomplei system of dynamic contrasts, 
apparent at every level of the drama and shaping each play into a self- 

consistent organic whole, whose parte are Intimately related to each 
other hy means of symmetry and halanoe. The principles behind this
aesthetic rather than rational. Despite the growing influence of
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reason upon drama, Rotrou oontlnuea with this same prinoiple 
throughout the whole of hie work.

Inevitably, since Rotrou does make some oonoessions to classical 

formality in the later plays, we notice a diminution in the use of 

certain types of contrast, "Liaison de scene", for example, when 
strictly adhered to, excludes the possibility of juxtaposed contrastive 

localities in the same act. However, this is more than compensated 
for by the increase in certain other types of contrast. The 
polarisation of oharaoter types, for example, is more marked in the later 

plays, the use of the doubles motif increases, and the thematic 
preoccupations of the later drama are expressed exclusively in terms 

of conceptual polarities. Extremes of every kind are set in opposition 

to each other in such a way as to highlight, through contrast, the 
absurdity and danger of such polarities and to produce a resultant 
sense of equilibrium - both as a philosophic tenet (moderation and the 

via media) and as a structural mechanism which generates a satisfying 

dramatic experience. We shall first of all look at the variety of 
contrasts to be found, and then consider in more detail the signifioanoe 

of their continued use.

Folk motifs are an important source of contrast: the extreme opposites 
of personality in the doubles motif and in disguise, the rags to riches 
(or vice versa) implication of discovered parentage, the contrast of 

magic and ordinary everyday normality, madness as the alternative to 

sanity. Inherent in all these is the basic thematic contrast of 
illusion and reality. In Lea Sosles, Amphitryon's servant discovers 

he has a double, and becomes so oonfused between his real self and the 
illusory one that he loses all sense of identity. The same happens to 
his master. In Act IV sod a comic stiohomythlc repartee underlines the
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"iaioublGment": one statement made by t«o halves of "one" person - 

with half a line eaoh. The motif is used in such a way as to erode the 

traditional distinctions between illusion and reality and hence 

undermine one's confidence in absolute distinctions of any kind,
Cassie (Crisante) is the classic doubles figure; "the representatiom 

by one and the same person of two distinct beings"^ - distinct and 

opposite, to the eitent that the play is virtually divided into two 
halves, Acts I & II presenting the negative, evil side of Cassie, and 
Acts III & IV the nobler, more civilised side striving to subdue the 
animal instincts which lead him astray, Cassle's "split personality" is 
thus eitemalised into the actual division of the play into scenes and 

acts. Use of the alter ego can also be found in Bellsalre, Celle, Don 

Bernard de Cabrere and Cosroes, Nearly always It is accompanied by the 
motifs of disguise and madness, and all combine to create powerful 

contrastive forces at work in the body of a play. These are then 
developed and extended by other levels of contrast, for example; 
between character, between scenes, and in the use of language.

Between character types we find a great variety of contrasts; serious/ 

comic, master/slave, virtuous/evil, positive/negative, human/divine etc. 

The most frequently occuring of these is undoubtedly the master/slave 
relationship (always involving the contrast of serious and comic). It 

is depicted in a number of different ways, all denoting, over the years, 
the gradual domination of slave over master, resulting 0,1645 in the 

eventual supremacy of the confident. The master becomes the servant of 
his slave, and his nobility of rank and social standing are ironically 

contrasted with his plaintive dependence upon the superior wit and 

ingenuity of his theoretical inferiors. The mirror^llke reversals and 
inversions, the paradoxes and ironies of the situation provide a richly
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textured fabric, woven entirely out of contrasts, against which to 
unfold the action of the play. The culmination of this reversal of 
roles Is to be found In Celle and la Soeur. both published In I646.

Contiast of tempereunent distinguishes leocadle and Theodose In 

Les Deux Pucelles, Lwcadle epitomises hatred, selfishness, anger and 

all the passions of violence and evil, whereas Theodose displays the 
exact reverse of all these: devotion, selflessness. Inner calm, 
compassion and humility. Symbolically, Leooadle corresponds to the 
animal (Hell) side of Don Antoine, and Theodose to the virtuous (Heaven) 

side, the two of them thus depleting the Inner struggle of base and 

nobler Instincts taking place within Don Antoine - himself, therefore, 

a personality divided by contrasting extremes of motivation. The baser 
Instincts of Don Antoine would obviously choose a woman like L^cadle, 

and, onothe same principle, his more virtuous nature would appropriately 
be drawn to a woman like Theodose, The dramatic conflict of choice 
between these two women gives rise to the action of the play.
Contrast of temperament similarly divides Antigone and Ism^e (Antigone), 

Whilst Antigone stands for all the positive qualities of self-assertion. 

Independence of thou^t and action, spiritual awareness: and conviction, 

her sister Ismene Is held back by an extremely negative personality - 

she is passive and weak, easily frightened, a conformist with no 
independence of thou^t and totally tmable to act from fear of becoming 
Involved, The two personalities are characterised linguistically. The 

language of Antigone Is full of active verbs, whereas that of her sister 
contains largely passive verbs: "oeder", "restant" etc, (cf. Act III scS), 

In Les Captlfs we find the contrast of liberalism and prudishness 
between the two sisters, Phil'enle and Olympie, and in Iphlg&ile, the 

contrast of spiritual fervour and earth-bound preoccupation with self 
in the contrast of Iphlg^e and her mother Clytemneatre,
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Jiirbaposed. contrasting soenes abound in every play and lend a kind of 
rhythm to the progreas of the action. The contrasts of monologue/ 

dialogue, action/refleotion, serious/oomio, major characters/mlnor 

characters, etc, propel the play along in a "stop-go-stop" jerky 

fashion which is dynamic and full of life. Each play has a kind of 
revitalising inner heart beat baaed upon the immediate jurtaposition of 
opposites from scene to scene. The process was noted in the early plays 
(pg.77 )and is continued in the later ones. Also continued is the use 

of parallelism, where a scene or situation is repeated at some later stage 

in the play with but one significant difference. The effect of this 
technique is to give exaggerated Importance to past events, forcing our 
memory back to earlier stages in the play and linking past, present 
and future in a cyclic rather than linear fashion. Some ecMmples of 
this are* Iphlgaiie, Act III so2 & Act IV 8c2$ Les Deux Pucelles,
Act II so3 & Act IV 8c2; Celle, Act TV 8c5 & Act V 8o3* etc. The 

combined effect of parallel acenes and juitapoaed contrasting scenes 
is a poetic interpretation of reality rather than a logical, causal 

interpretation.

Rotrou us^ language as a further level on which to explore contrastive 

extremes. Extensive use of imagery occurs throughout the whole of 
Les Deux Pucelles, predominantly concerning the contrast of nl^t and day, 
dark and li^t, and all the symbolism related to these two polarities 
of nature, (bllndness/si^t, secrecy/openness, confusion/clarity, moral 

blindness/moral awareness, evil/good, hypoorlsy/truth etc,) The play 

opens at nl^t and this is stressed in a number of ways* references in 
the dialogue to the darkness, clothing appropriate to night-time and 

sleeping, a lantern carried around to shed light in the dark, and so 
forth. Act I and Act II, during which all the major confusions are 
introduced upon which rests the action of the play, take^ place at nl^t.
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Then as the play prooeedg and. night gradually gives way to day, so the 
confusions of night are gradually resolved in the olear li^t of day. 

The symholism can hardly he missed, especially since every scene 
contains some verbal reference to either night or day, A similar 
effect is created, althou^ only for the duration of one act, in 
Venceslas, Act IV, with the use of highly loaded adjeotlvea to tell 
of the murder in an atmosphere of chaos, darkness and despair. The 
imagery of dark and light becomes the language of the entire act. Yet 
another eiample of this can be found in la laure Persebutee (Act I sc?, 

Act I sell. Act III 8c6, Act IV 8o8 etc). Also in this play we have 

the paredoi of words being used to say one thing but indicating Emother, 
Grantee's obsessional repetition of the word "laure", in Aot IV 8c2, 

suggests eiaotly the opposite of what he is trying to convey; by 
repeating laure's name so many times he proves that he has by no means 
forgotten her despite his attempts to prove otherwise. Antithesis 
within the alexandrine line sucoinotly captures the essence of paradox, 
and is used to convey the love/hate tormentnf confused romantics* for 

example, Thacdore in Aot I 8c3 of Belisalre and Phll6ile in Aot I scl 

of Les Captlfs, This succlnot use of linguistlo contrasts is found in 

abundance throu^out Rotrou's work.

Contrast is also a source of humour, especially the slap-stick kind of 
farce associated with fanfaron types - the military braggart or the 

oafish doctor. The humour arises largely from a sense of incongruity, 
emd this is achieved with the techniques of visual and verbal parody.

In Clarice the two oomio figures are the fanfaron captain Rhinooeronte 
and the idiot doctor Hippocrasse, These two characters strut about the 

stage displaying exactly the characteristics one would Imagine from such 
names, and in each little episode in which they appear we can see Rotrou 
developing a sustained parody of te chivalric code of heroism (eg. Act III
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80$, Act IV 8c6 & 7)# The mock heroic battle of Act IV 8o7 is the 

final visual culmination of the comedy built up from their first 
appearance on stage in Act I, and the dialogue increases the sense of 

incongruity, with mythological references to the heroes of antiquity. 
Comedy in Rotrou is generally achieved throu^ some process of contrast,^ 

whether the subtle humour of irony or the broader comedy of the fanfaron. 

It is yet another medium througii which to reinforce the web of 

contrasts within each play.

Many more contrasts than those so far discussed are easily discovered 

from a careful study of almost any play by Rotrou, We have already 
mentioned the use of visual effects in opposition to dialogue, and a 
close look at the themes of any play will reveal further dimensions of 
contrasts, this time in the realms of philosophy or ethics. Should man 

dispense justioe or mercy, how can he reconcile the two concepts, are 
instincts and natural bonds more important than social responsibilities, 

does man have free will or is his destiny predetermined? Questions 

such as these pervade all Rotrou's drama, and are worked out in various 

ways throu^out the course of a play by means of all the other contrasts 
at the writer's disposal. We begin to see that each of Rotrou's plays 

is a massive oomplei of interweaving and interdependent contrasts, 
operating within any one level and aoross different levels. There is 
both horizontal and vertical symmetry, and the combination of the two 

accounts for the tight structural cohesion to be found in the plays.
They are (mostly) very skillfully Integrated units with an impeccable 

internal geometry which controls and shapes. It is because structure 
is internally developed from the gradual build-up of contrasts, and is 

not eztenuilly imposed upon the material, that the plays have such a 

strong sense of freedom and spontaneity.

As we observed when examining the early plays, Rotrou's particular
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approach to struotiire relnforoes our impression that we have here a 

dramatist whose work recaptures the primitive dramatio experience of 
ritual,^ The audienoe should become subliminally aware of the patterns 

woven by the contrasts, but consciously react to what is apparently 
spontaneous, unsophisticated drama free of formal restrictions. In 

Rotrou we see the subordination of structure to the Immediacy of the 
dramatio experience itself. One of the most important continuing 
characteristics lAich distinguish Rotrou's drama is this principle of 

gradual internal development of structure from the Interplay of contrasts. 
It is quite different from the classical approach which externally 

Imposes certain restrictive patterns upon the material. In Rotrou, 

form grows from within. The principle is so distinctive, and such a 

marked characteristic of Rotrou's work, that we feel we must disagree

with Professor Enl^t's observation that Rotrou* "seems to have no
8manner truly his own". Observation of the plays reveals just the 

opposite,

$.4 CORClUSIOlfS.

All the basic oharacterlstios of Rotrou's dramatio technique 

established in the early plays are found to occur consistently 
throu^out his later work as well. Despite the climate of change in 
French drama during the mid-seventeenth century, Rotrou*s work at 

heart remains unchanged. He displays throu^out his writing life a 
feeling for drama which looks back beyond theoretical sophistications 
to the simple universal Impulse to enact meaningful rituals. The folk 
motifs are the sanantic foundations of this primeval drama - simple and 

direct, they crystallise basic problems of the human condition in 
powerful Images buried deep in the subconscious of all people. The 

visual medium is Integrated to produce a fully three-dlmmslonal
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dramatic eiperience, and Eotrou's particular approach to structure 

ensures that each play is a coherent unit, aesthetically shaped hut 

not too rigidly formalised*

We therefore claim that to his death Rotrou continued to write a very 

Individual and distinctive type cf drama, whose content and form were 
uniquely appropriate to the erpression of the writer's personal 

dramatic vision*

However, we must not Ignore the fact that the 1630'8 and 40*8 were 

Important years in the maturing of Rotrou from a young inexperienced 

writer to a very successful dramatist and responsible public official. 

They were also of supreme importance for French drama as a whole; in fact, 

the years from I63O to I65O were probably the most important twenty 
years in the entire history of the theatre in Prance (cf, Scherer^ and 

Garapon^°), We are therefore dealing with a unique period of time which 

fostered not only the development of Rotrou as an individual dramatist, 
but also the maturing of French drama as a whole, from its unformed 

youth in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to the classical mastery 

of seventeenth-century Hi^ Tragedy* It would consequently he 
surprising if Rotrou the individual were not in some way affected and 
Influenced by the genetral climate of change surrounding him, and if this 
did not appear in some way in his work. Although he does not alter his 
own inner vision of the place and purpose of drama in society, he does 
make certain modifications, in the light of new ideas, to aspects of his 

technique*

In Chapter 6, therefore, we shall look at Rotrou's gradual incorporation 

of some of the principles of Classicism into his plays, and assess the 
extant and importance of this*
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6. CIASSIGAL PEATURIS.

At various stages throu^out this thesis, Rotrou's plays have heai 

compared, either implicitly or explicitly, *ith classical dramaturgy. 
It is now perhaps time to try and put Rotrou's eocact relationship to 

classical drama into reasonable perspective. Our main source of 
information about the development of Classicism in France will be 
Scherer* la Dranmturfde Classiaue en Prance} Corneille's Trols 

Disooure and la Pratique du Th^tre"^ by the Abbe d'Aublgnao.

Scherer oonslders that the Important developmental yean: of I63O-5O 
should all be called Pre-Classloal, and that Classicism as a diamatlo 
epoch does not truly begin until after the Frondes - that Is, after 
1652.^ Consequently, slnoe Rotrou died in I650 and wrote his last 
play probably a year or so before his death, his drama oan never 
strictly be called classical, and we should not eocpeot to find in it 

much more than tendencies towards those features whioh, in later years, 
would constitute the principles of Classlolsm, Eere, then, is one 

reason why we should not seek to find much olasslcal regularity in 
Rotrou's work.

The second reason is derived from our observations in Chapters 4 & 5, 
that the kind of drama Rotrou was writing and the particular dramatic 
vision he held were totally unsuited to the rigid formality of 
classical doctrine. We may also add here that the major revolutionary 

Impetus behind Classicism was undoubtedly the new cult of reason, and 

this resulted in the widespread promulgation of two concepts 
(ultimately derivable from Aristotle) - "le vraisemblable" and "le 

nwessalre" - as being the fundamental logical tenets of drama, 
Rotrou's view of the universe, however, as far as we can asiertaln 

from the plays themselves, is one where the symbolically signifioant
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Is a far more powerful Influence than the reallstloally oreilhle 
(viz# the continuing importance of folk motifs), and where causal 

necessity is frequently violated hy the sudden intervention of the 

supernatural in the affaiirs of man to disiupt his ordered view of the 
world and to bring about events which cannot be rationally explained# 
Eenoe, underlying Rotrou's drama we find the opposite concepts of 
the "Invraisemblable" and the "imprevu", - another reason why his 

work could not accommodate much in the way of logical classical rules#

A further point to be bom in mind is that Rotrou was not a theorist# 

He wrote plays, assisted in their production and was a practical man 

of the theatre, but as regards dramatic theory he kept utterly silent# 
This was quite unusual# The developnent of Classicism in Prance was 
the cause of unceasing theoretical disputes, and nearly everyone who 
wrote plays (and many who didn't) had something to say about this 

particular rule or that particular interpretation of Aristotle#
The "Querelle du Old" in 1637 typifies the ferment of ideas being 

aired about drama, its theory and practioe,"^ Rotrou's sllsnoe at 

such a time forces us to the conclusion that he was little concerned 

with new ideas and theoretical rules, and more interested in getting 

on with the practical business of writing successful plays that 
pleased the public and worked as drama - regardless of whether they 
"obeyed the rules" or not# Re was interested in what did work, and 

not what ou^t to work. If this assumption has any truth in it at all, 

then we would hardly eorpeot Rotrou to rush into experimenting with new 

ideas, but would rather eccpeot him to display practical caution and 
admit ary changes slowly and only when they had been proved valuable# 
This accounts for the fact that, althou^ Corneille may have referred 
to Rotrou as his master^, in practice Rotrou lagged behind Corneille in 

the use of classical pirlnolples, and was possibly prompted into
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considering than more closely only after seeing with what skill and. 

success Corneille was able to put them into effect.

Finally, we must examine the influenoe of Aristotle upon Classical 
thought - the confused interpretations about his statements in the 
Poetics and the anomalies which subsequently arose. If we then bring 

Rotrou's drama and dramatic principles into this arena, an interesting 

discovery will be made. It is by now a generally accepted fact that 
Renaissance critics of Aristotle severely misinterpreted Ideas 
contained in the Poetics and also misunderstood the significance of 

the document as a wholei
^It is still, perhaps, necessary to begin by emphasising 
that it is not a manual of instruction for the would-be 
playwright, Aristotle's main intention was to describe and 
define what appeared to have been most effective in the 
practice of the best poets and playwrights, and to make 
suggestions about what he regarded as the best procedure.
The misconception, still to some extent current, that he 
was laying down a set of rules for composition arose with 
the Renaissance critics. For example, it was Castelvetro 
who, in his edition of the Poetics published in 1570, 
formulated in rigid terms the 'Aristotelian rules' of the 
three unities - the unities of time, place and action.
In fact, Aristotle only once mentions time in relation to 
dramatic action."

He does not mention unity of place at alll The confused ideas about 

what Aristotle was thought to have said and was thought to have 
oonsidered Important were passed down over the years. Hence, in
d'Aubignao, we find the idea that "a single revolution of the sun"

8must mean day-light time only - about ten hours (never mind Aristotle's 
qualification of "or thereabouts" which he never even considers). The 

ten hours he then manages to reduce, by application of logio, to about 
three. Surprisingly we find similar thinking in Corneille's third 
Piscours, although he does at least refer to the qualifying "or 
thereabouts",^^ The most amazing thing of all is that the unity of time 

principle is made into such a theoretloal issue, when Aristotle mentions
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it only onoe, amd. then almost in passing, in a paragraph dealing 
primarily with epic poetry. Such over-concentration on what were 
obviously in Aristotle just passing observations, typifiee Post- 

Renaissance confusion over the whole idea of theories in drama. The 
principles of Classicism appear to have been, in the main, a combination 

of disproportionately formalised ideas from Aristotle and an eroessive 
application of unimaginative rationalisation. It was only thanks to 

the practicing playwrights, especially Corneille, that any degree of 

common sense and fleilbillty was introduced into the system at all.

The gulf between theory and practice widens when we look at Rotrou's 
drama, which rarely conforms to any of the rigid tenets of classical 
theory. Row as we have seen, many of the so-called "Aristotelian 

rules" were in fact the mistaken formalisations of mere passing 
observations and speculations made by Aristotle about the drama of 

his day. They were not rules and not rigid concepts, and in fact 
were not issues that he discussed much at all. Perhaps in this respect 
Rotrou was right to absent himself from theoretical debates and maintain 
silence. There is, however, one issue about drama which Aristotle deals 
with at some length and obviously considers, from the am^bunt of space 

he devotes to it, to be of central Importance. This is the matter of 
primacy of action in drama. .Aristotle's view is that in life character 
is subordinated to action because it is the product of action, and thus 
similarly, in drama, character can only be manifested in action and 
must therefore play a subordinate part to it. In discussing Sophocles, 
Aristotle remarks*^^

"In another sense he is like Aristophanes, in that they both 
represent men in action, men actually doing things. And 
this, some say, is why their works are called dramas, from 
their representing men doing things."

Primacy of action over character drawing is thus Inherent, for

Aristotle, in the very concept of drama. He goes on to eipand this
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idea, when talking specifically of tragedy: 11

"Of these elements the most important is the plot, the 
ordering of the incidents; for tragedy is a representation, 
not of men, hut of action and life, of happiness and 
unhappiness - and happiness and unhappiness are hound up 
with action# The purpose of living is an end which is a 
kind of activity, not a quality,,.,.. Tragedies are not 
performed, therefore, in order to represent character, 
although character is involved for the sake of the action.
Thus the Incidents and the plot are the end aimed at in 
tragedy, and as always, the end is everything.

Aristotle is being quite clear here. Tragedy is the representation, 

not of men, hut of action and life. It is not performed to represent 
character, hut to depict the meaningful deeds and activities in which 
man engage® and which shape and define a man's identity. The focus 
is thus on external, visible actions and not on internal psychology.
It is strange to find that this one principle which is important and 
is clearly stated in the Poetics should be one of the few Aristotelian 

precepts that classical drama did not follow. Dedicated observance of 
the three unities, "bienseance" and "vralsemblance" conspired in time 

to channel classical tragedy into the representation of a psychological 
crisis point, with emphasis mainly on character and Internal 
psychological motivation, (the tragedies of Racine, for example). 

Classical concentration tends to result in a theatre that is inward

looking, rather than dramatically representing life as Aristotle 

recommends.

Thus we have a paradox. The major theoretical issues of Classicism 

centered around points which Aristotle either never actually made or 
made only "en passant", whereas one of his more fundamental arguments 

was contravened as a result of over-zealous adherence to the "en 
passant" observations. In contrast to this we have Rotrou, who paid 

little attention to the finer points of unity of time and action etc,, 
but wrote instead a drama that entirely observed the Aristotelian 

principle of primacy of action. In seeking to capture the ritual
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spirit of primitive irama, we have seen that Rotrou emphasises actions, 

gestures, expressions, all the external manifestations of men "doing 
things", for it is in what they do and the patterns they weave in 

doing that an interactive dialogue with Life is established and the 
Individual defines himself and his place in the scheme of things. 
Individual character la seen as largely irrelevant to this pattern of 

meaning - hence Eotrou's use of symbolic types. Self-knowledge comes 
through action, not introspeotion, and the actions themselves are more 

revealing than the personal motivations behind them. We thus find that. 
Intentionally or not, Eotrou closely follows the spirit of Aristotelian 
drama (a spirit which can only be fully understood by reference to 

others of his works, especially the Ethics - this will be further 
discussed in Chapter 8), We do not know if Rotrou had any first 

hand acquaintance with the Poetics, or any other work by Aristotle, 
but it is ourlous to discover the degree of consonance that exists 

between their basic attitudes to drama in its relation to life.

The above points have been made to put into proper perspective the 
real relationship between Rotrou and Classicism, They underline 

what a tenuous relationship it was, and reveal the absurdity of 

trying to judge Rotrou's plays purely by traditional classical 
standards. However, by bearing these points in mind, we are now in a 
better position to examine and evaluate those features of Classicism 

which do begin to make an appearance in the later plays,

6,1 UNITY OP PLiCE,

Rene Bray warns against treating the three unities "en bloc" as one 
dramatic rule since "en reallte, elle n'a pas I'unlte historique et

logique qu'on lui suppose." Our observations of the confusions and
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oontradlotions mirrounding the unity of time alone would, tend to
12support Bray's idea, and so we shall treat each unity separately. 

Certainly with Rotrou's plays this is most appropriate, for he 

clearly considers them to he separate Issues and, whilst gradually 

adopting modified forms of the unities of time and place, always puts 

unity of theme above any kind of unified action.

Corneille remarks^^ that unity of place is not an Aristotelian or 

Eoratian ooncept, but that it developed as a logical oonsequence of 
unity of time and the need for vraisemblanoe. Any single action taking 
place in twenty four hours or less must necessarily be restricted to 

a limited area, and the stage on which that action is depicted can 

logically represent only one specific locality, Scherer agrees with 
this sequential development}^ pointing out that whereas unity of time 

was being discussed and put into practice before I63O, unity of place 
does not occur until well after I63O, and then only Imperfectly, 
However, in Rotrou we observe the reverse sequence. Chronologically, 
he first gradually reduces the diversity of locations used (l635-40), 
ther^ifter consistently representing only one town, or one street, or 
one palace (I64O onwards); then, in consequence, he cuts down the time 
duration accordingly (164O-50), althou^ not necessarily to as few as 
twenty four hours. After I64O, every play by Rotrou observes a 
modified form of unity of place, but not all of them respect unity of 
time. For Rotrou unity of place seems to be the primary issue, not 
for any theoretical reasons, but as a result of the "mlse en sc^e".

We observed in the earlier plays (see Chapter 3) that a wide variety 

of localities would occur in just one play, taking the action from 

town to country, across seas to foreign lands, into prisons and palaces, 

and covering a colourful cQnvas of places that encompassed, in their
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ilveraity "touta 1*atendue de la terre",^^ A good example of this Is 

La Belle Alphreie. Although Rotrou had eicellent artistio and thematlo 

reasons for thus varying the locality of the action, the practice 
presented a number of production problems for "decor simultane^ (see pg^l). 

For practical reasons some modifications were called for so as to give 

the actors more freedom to move about the stage without appearing to 
travel through France, London and the Orient in so doing. Since Rotrou 
was a practical dramatist and not a theoretician, and since any 

reduction in the variety of locations used was really a measure 
contrary to his aims in drama (which were to portray man against a 
wide universal perspective), we can only conclude that he did gradually 

adopt greater unity of plaoe for thoroughly practical reasons such as 

the one suggested here. Hence, by I64O (and in soma oases, before then, 
eg^ Les Sosies and Antigone), we find that all Rotrou's plays observe 
a modified form of unity of place like that described by Corneille:^^

"Je tiens done qu'il faut chercher cette unite ezacte 
autant gu'il est possible; mais oomme elle ne s'accommode 
pas aveo touts sorts de sujet, j'accorderais tree- 
volontiers qua ce qu'on ferait passer en une seule 
villa aurait I'unite de lieu."

nothing so extreme as strict "unite exacts" is aver found in any of 

Rotrou'8 plays (even in Cosrois, it is impossible for all scenes to 
take plaoe in just one room), but the more flexible "unite de ville" 

is a reasonable description of the kind of restriction found in his 
later work. We are told in Don Bernard de Cabrere that "la scene est 
a Saragosse, dans le palais du roi", and the action takes place in 

various parts of the palace; in Antigone the action is confined to the 
city and city walls of Thebes; Bellsaire takes plaoe in and around 
the Emperor's palace at Constantinople; for Don Lope de Cardone the 

action returns to Saragosse, including the town streets, the palace and 
a prison tower in the palace; Florlmonde takes place entirely in the 

countryside, in some unidentified open spot surrounded by a wood; etc*,.
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In aaoh case, althou^ Rotrou has considerahly confined, and. localised, 

the action, he has still preserved, some degree of variety in the 
contrasts hetween outdoors and indoors, palace and prison (St, Genest, 

for example), open fields and dark woodland. These contrasts he 

develops and exploits in much the usual #ay, thereby seeming to have 
lost very little in terms of continuity of dramatic effect, hut having 
gained appreciably in practical terms by opening up greater acting areas 
on the stage and, to some extent, "deoompartmentallsing" the stage.

Rotrou does not really seem to have been following a unity lule. His 

fundamental dramatic principle of contrast could not admit strict 

unity of place anyway, and in fact necessarily requires a variety of 
locations from which contrast may be derived. Thus the theory behind 
unity of place is alien to his dramatic approach. It is more fruitful 

to see this apparent move towards greater classical formality as a 
practical measure taken for practical, not theoretical reasons, and 
resulting in no real change to Rotrou's overall "unolassloal" conception 

of drama. Re restricts the diversity of localities used in any one 

play in such a way as to leave himself, in practice, with nearly as 

much scope for variety as he had in the early plays, and thus his basic 

technique remains unchanged,

6,2 URITT OF TIME,

Rotrou seems to have been rather less convinced of the need for unity 
of time, althou^ once having limited the localities of the action, he 
was presumably not averse to restricting the time duration accordingly. 

However, he by no means regarded it as an unbreakable rule and, when the 
subject matter dictated, was quite ready to Ignore the limitation of 

twenty four hours in favour of extended time. In Belisalre. for example.
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it is quite clear that the action couli not possibly take place in 

as little as a day; it is more appropriate for the play's theme to 

consider the time span to equal, not one revolution of the sun, but 

one revolution of thei^heel of Fortune — however long that may be#
In la Soeur it is deliberately not mentioned, leaving to our 

imagination alone any time scale that we might wish to impose upon 

the events of the play.

However, since unity of time was a much discussed issue in the late 

1630's and 40'8 (its alleged violation constituted one of Chapelain's 
criticisms ' of le Cid, for example), one imagines that Rotrou must 

have sensed a certain pressure to conform, or at least to make some 
public acknowledgement of the eiistenoe of the "rule". Also there is 
the fact that in his later work Rotrou does begin to show a preference 
for less oomplez action composed of only one or two "fils", compared 

with earlier plays which sometimes, as in the oase of Lea Occasions 

Perdues, had as many as four "fils". The simpler action, as well as 

being easier for the audience to follow, could more believably be 

contained in twenty four hours, or at least a fairly short period of 

time. Thus it is that, after I64O, we find a number of Rotrou's 
plays which clearly take place well within a day, and some before 
1640 (like Crisante and La Laura Persecutee) which, it is implied, 
have a very short time span.

In some of the plays where Rotrou keeps to twenty four hours or less, 

he makes sure that we are left in no doubt of the fact. It is as if 
he had a rather "tongue in oheek" attitude to all the fuss being made; 
he responds to the rigorous demand for unity of time by an equally 
rigorous and exaggerated obedience, which consists of continual and 

unneoessary references by various characters throughout the entire
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course of the play as to eiactly what time of &ay it is. Clarice is an 
excellent example of this. In Act I sol we are told that it is very 
early morning: "he jour commence a poindre, et la lune palit", and in 
the next scene dawn breaks: "le jour crott". In Act II scZ an 

arrangement is made for later in the day, and the phrase "des ce soir" 

is repeated four times. Act IV scS takes place in the evening with 

references made to the morning's arrangements; "Ouhliez-vous le soir lea 
propos du matin", Act V 8o2 reminds us that it is still the same evening, 

and Act V soli takes place rather later, at about midniggit. The final 
scene of the play. Act V sclS, verifies the by now hardly surprising 
conclusion that all the action has in fact taken place in the space of 
only one day:

"Quel bonheur est le mien! 0 dieux! en m^e jour 
Voir a tant de mepris suooeder tant d'amour!"

This rather amusing behaviour on the part of Rotrou is to be found in a
number of other plays also, and suggests that he had a sense of the

ridiculous, Els practical preference for dealing with the time issue

was clearly to avoid mentioning it altogether and to leave it to the
imagination of his audience. This solution was more in accord with his
technique in the earlier plays of expanding the time dimension to such an

extent as to create a sense of timelessness. Hence, after a period of

experimenting during the 1640*8 with different ways of dealing with unity
of time, he seems to decide finally to ignore the issue and, in La Soeur,

Don Lope de Cardone and Florimonde for example, the action neither
blatantly exceeds twenty four hours nor is particularly contained within

twenty four. Instead, the time dimension is ignored, deliberately left
vague and made irrelevant, creating the desired sense of timelessness.

6.3 UNITY OF ACTION.

Althou^ we find that some of Rotrou's later plays (especially Cosroes
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and. Vencealas) do observe unity of action, it is still perhaps more 

meaningful to look for thematio unity in these plays, and as *e did 
with the earlier drama, to replace the criterion of unity of action hy 

that of unity of theme* The former occurs sporadically and only in 

the later plays, whereas the latter is appropriate for all Rotrou's 
work. In a drama which represents the symbolically significant rather 

than the realistically credible, it is the overall theme rather than 

the specific action which focuses our attention. The Incidents of the 
plot are so arranged as to disclose a theme that has a significant 

bearing on experience*
''a theme that can be taken out of the particular action 
and universalised in the form of an important judgement 
on some aspect of human life," (l8)

The specific action of a play (whether unified or not) are subordinated 

to the universal truths they are intended to dramatise, and this is so 

for every play by Rotrou,

Ekphasis on unity of theme in Rotrou accords well with our other 
observations: the fundamentality of folk motifs; characters who are 
emblematic, not realistic; general absence of verisimilitude; a 
preference for some form of miraculous d^ouement etc. Although in 

Cosroes, for example, the action may be said to be unified in the 
classical sense, we have already seen (Chapter $,1) that the play is 

better understood on the grounds of thematic unity as exemplified by 
the interdependence of folk motifs. It is only by looking at the play 
in this way that we begin to see the cyclic pattern of history within 
which Slroes is trapped. Unity of action may well serve on a purely 
practical basis to eliminate Irrelevant episodes which could detract 
from the overall "flow" of the play, but it is by no means a central 

principle of Rotrou's drama and is unnecessary to the accomplishment
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of the writar'e alme.

The question of irrelevant episodes raises another problem where 
Rotrou's plays are oonoerned. The olassioal rule regarding unity of 
action insists that*

"aucune action aooessoire ne doit pouvoir Gtre supprimee 
sans rendre partiellement inezplioable I'action principale." (1$)

Any incident which can be removed without disrupting the central

action is thus deemed to be irrelevant to that action and hence to
20the entire play, (This was the conclusion reached by Chapelain 

regarding the role of the Infante in Le Cid), Most of Rotrou's plays, 

both early and late, contain Irrelevant episodes in the strictest 
sense of this rule and may be said to offend against unity of action 
in this respect. In fact, certain plays like Belisaire, Clarice and 
Don Bernard de Cabrere seem to be composed entirely of disconnected 
episodes, any oue of which could be removed without rendering the play 

meaningless. One of Rotrou's methods for dlsolosing thematio 
significance is to dramatise a series of small cameos, each representing 

aspects of the theme and linked together, not causally and sequentially, 

tut by a common thread running through each, such as a recurring 
character or situation. Thus in Don Bernard de Cabrire we find the 

theme of universal order where each individual has his appointed place 
and his destined role to play, Don Dope de Dune represents man 
fighting against this sense of predetermination by trying to move 
outside his appointed station and attain a social position which is 
not meant for him. The play consists of a variety of "cameo" incidents 

in each of which Don Lope tries and falls to break free of his 
destined role in life. The reverse attitude of quiet acceptance 
is seen in his friend Don Bernard who, although ploying a minor part, 

voioes the philosophy of the play and therefore features in the title.

The two friends ani their respective attitudes to Destiny form the
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linking element between the different Inoidente of the play. There 
is no real action in the olaeslcal sense and. the play reaches no real 

daiouement. Instead the five acts are an aesthetic dramatisation of 
a theme which is presented in a purely artistic style, the incidents 

of the play being developed in the manner of fugue variations.

There is another way in which Eotrou makes use of apparently 
irrelevant episodes. The idirase "0! le dour passe-temps" is used 
in Eotrou'8 comedies and tragl-comedies to herald an "irrelevant 
episode" or scene which interrupts the flow of the main action and 
ezlsta solely as a oomlo Interlude, a brief respite for audience and 
actors to Indulge in a little light relief before proceeding with the 
serious business of the play. One or more such "dour pass^-temps" 

scenes may occur in the course of a play and they are deliberate 

breaks in the continuity of the action. Even the characters admit as 
much. Act III sc? of Am ell e is classed as a oomlo interlude by s, 
version of the key phrase spoken by AmAle (eg, "L'aimable passe- 

temps"), and the incident is closed by a statement suggesting that 

this was only a temporary break before returning to the main concerns 

of the play:

"Ce passe-temps eat douz: male il est tard, adieu;
Et demain, du matin, soyons tons en ce lieu."

Some other aocEunples of "douz passe-temps" scenes are: Les Captlfs,
Act III 8c4 & Act V 8c4; Clorlnde, Act III soS & Act V scS; Les Sosles, 
Act III 8c2; Clarice, Act IV sc? & Act V sc^; Florlmonde, Act II 8c2, 
There are also a great many of these scenes in the earlier plays, Thoy 

indicate a deliberate disregard for unity of action and are used for 

the purposes of comedy and comic contrast.

Classical unity of action is to be found mainly in Eotrou's later 

tragedies where he seems to be aiming for a stark, concentrated effect
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with which to hei^ten the tragic eocperienoe (for example: Crisante,
Iphigenie. Vanceslas, Cosroes), However, Rotrou's is not a tragic 

universe, and. a very small proportion of his plays are really tragedies, 
(Of the four plays quoted above, it is an easy matter to make out a 

case for luhlgenie and, more particularly, Venceslas as being tragi

comedies, not substantially different from plays like la laure Persecutee 
and I'Innocente InfidellteL) The vast majority of Rotrou's plays 

depict a more subtle cosmic system than the one implied in tragedy, 
and suggest a complex web of interrelationships between human and 
divine which, to a certain extent, is reflected in the multiplicity of 
actions contained in each play. Philosophically and artistically 
tragedy is a genre alien to Rotrou's drama and he usee it seldom.

Multiple actions disclosing a unified theme is a more appropriate 
description of his work, and even in thetplays share we find unity of 

action, it is thematic unity that predominates and is the key to our 

understanding of the play.

6,4 LIAISOR DE SCENE,

liaison de sc&ne really developed as a logical consequence of unity of 
plaoe, since absence of liaison implied (from experience with the 

Pre-Classioal theatre) a change of locality in the middle of an act. 

Both Corneille and Chapelain supported liaison de scene as a good 

dramatic practice, and it brought the oontingent benefits of continuity 

of action (d'Aubignac insisted that "la theatre ne devrait jamais 6tre 
vide"^^^ and sufficient time for a new actor to enter in a dignified 

manner and make his way to the front of the stage, liaison de scene 

began to be used generally between 1630 and I64O, was established as an 
excellent practical technique resulting in better theatre, and after

the Frondes was used nearly all the time.
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We have already 8e8n(p^27) that Rotrou'e interest in unity of place 

was as a praotical measure to overcome some of the produotion difficulties 
inherent in "decor simultane", and that consequently it was the one 

unity rule which he applied consistently after I64O. Not surprisingly, 
therefore, we find the gradual use of more and more carefully liaised 

scenes during this same period, with a hesitant start in the late 
l630'8 and early 1640*8, Improving to complete and unbroken liaison de 

scene in the last few plays* Liaison of scenes saved much time 
previously wasted while the audience looked at an empty stage and 

waited for new actors to enter after the previous group had ezited,
Ebpty periods were a serious fault in the theatre (there could be 
several in one play) and indicated a dramatic weakness which presumably 

Rotrou was to some eztent aware of and anilous to overcome, Crlsante 
(1639) la a four act tragedy with comparatively few scenes per act 
(4,4*6,$), Unfortunately there is a break in liaison de scene at least 

once in every act, and with so few scenes these empty periods would be 
very noticeable. They are particularly injurious in this case since in 
every other way Rotrou goes to great lengths to build up a suffocating 

atmosphere of tension and horror, with unremitting violence and misery 

building up to the culminating peak of tragedy on whichi^ie play ends.

The stress is upon continuity of horror. The empty breaks in each act 

through faulty liaison de scene severely mar this effect by introducing 
points of discontinuity where the action is temporarily Interrupted,
The tension is broken and so too is the spell oast by the play.

Crlsante is a fairly early ezample of the consequences, in terms of 
dramatic effect, of an imperfect dramitlo technique; published in 1639, 

it was probably first performed 0,163$, Similarly flawed is les Spsles, 

The Plautus original has all scenes perfectly liaised, but on the grounds 

of blensSanoe Rotrou was forced to alter much of the Amphltmo. and it
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la where he has added new aoenea or changed the order of others that 

the breaks in liaison ocour. These breaks spoil the overall oomlo 

effect. There is no play published before I64O in which Eotrou manages 
complete liaison de so&ie throughout, although oue or two are very 
nearly complete (Antigone has 4 breaks* Clorinde has 2; Amelie has only 

one break plus a number of awkward 6-line scenes to act as liaison 
scenes).

The first play by Eotrou to observe complete liaison de scene is 
lohigenie. and after that there is a gap of several years until 
Venceslas, Cosro^, Plorlmonde and Don Lope de Pardone which %ually do 

so. The intermediate plays like St, Genest and Clarice have at least 
one break (and sometimes more), Eevertheless, on average there are far 

fewer breaks in liaison in plays written from about 1637 onwards 
compared with Rotrou's earlier work, and this is obviously related to 

his preference for greater unity of place which begins to occur at 

about the same time.

The topic of liaison de seme forces us to look again at Rotrou's last 
published'play* Florlmonde, published in 1653« Viollet le Duo considers 

that it was probably ftrst performed before Don Done de Cardone, but 
nevertheless still after Rotrou's death (i,e,after I650), and also draws 
our attention to an old edition of the play which statm* ''e'est le 
dernier ouvrage de Rotrou".^^ Hence, while recognising that in certain 

ways Florimonde is more like the very early plays by Rotrou, Viollet 
le Due does not really question its later orlgplns but just implies that 
it is some kind of dramatic anomaly, Scherer, on the other hand, does 
question the play's date of origin. Although published after Rotrou's 
death, he considers that it was probably written and first performed 

many years eeupller, suggesting an approiimate date of 1635 the latest,
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thus grouping the play with others that it apparently reseembles eg.

Le Filandre. la Plane, la Cellmene, and so forth,Scherer supports 
this hy pointing to all the archaic aspects of the play which occur 

only In Rotrou's earliest work and. certainly never after I64O, The 
play Is a pastoral comedy eraotly like le Fllandre, with the typical 
pattern of ''cha^nea d'amoureui** pursuing each other through a pastoral 

landscape and Indulging In frank sarual escapades. There Is little 
regard for the proprieties of hlenseanoe, all the characters are simple 

country folk, the language is full of lyrical outbursts and preciosity, 

and in eveiy respect the play seems to belong to what Scherer calls
» 26"la dramaturgie ardhalque".

.The above observations are superficially accurate, and we could add 
even more features which apparently mark the play as an early work 
(for example, a very hi^ visual content with emphasis not so much on 
small significant gestures as on spectacular activity filling the stage). 

However, despite all this evidence, a closer look at the play reveals 
a number of features which indisputably mark it as a late work, post 
1640, and possibly one of the last plays that Rotrou wrote. Liaison 

de sows is one of the major keys to this contention. As we have already 
seen, none of Rotrou *s plays before I64O show complete liaison between 
scenes, and it does not occur regularly until the second half of the 

decade; Plorimonde has perfect liaison de seme in every act, A 
modified form of unity of place begins to occur in Rotrou's plays in 

the mid 1630'8 and every play after I640 observes the gmeralised "unite 
de vllle" - as does Florimonde. The early plays tended to be full of 
Imgthy monologues and recits (what Scherer calls "longueurs") which 

slowed down the pace of the action. (La Diane has 25 monologues). In 

his later work Rotrou eliminates all these "longueurs" in favour of 

short "apartS" comments in the middle of a scene full of action.
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Florimonde has hardly any monologues* Instead the information is 
conveyed to the audience either in short asidee (Act I 8c3, Act V 8c6) 

or hy resourceful use of the scenery (with characters hidden on stage 

and able to overhear a conversation, eg. Act III 8c4, Act IV 8c2& 3# 
Act V 8c4)«

The above points all concern dramatic technique and indicate that 

Plorimonde is a relatively late play by Rotrou, since these particular 

technical modifications belong exclusively to his later work. Further 
evidence may be found from the play's contents (theme and attitude) 

which appear so similar to many of the early plays but in fact express 
quite opposite points of view. Florimonde, like le Pilandreand 
La Diane, is a comedy in the pastoral tradition, with lyrical 

evocations of the beauties of nature, a rural setting and country 
characters - but the pastoral idyll falls. The natural evocations do 
not create an aura of idyllic romanticism, but Instead are regarded 

with scorn and contempt as something superficial and, above all, 
artificial and hence meaningless, (For example, Act I 8c2 & 3), ]Prom 

the beginning of the play to the end pastoral conventions are used to 

undermine" and destroy the pastoral ethos, Plorimonde is tinged with a 

certain cynicism and bitterness, unusual In Rotrou's work, and there 
seems to be no place for the trite artifices of Arcadia, Theaste, the 
Arcadian lover, is subjected to scorn and ridicule. Is forced to suffer 
the humiliations of reality, and is used and abused by everyone (eg^Act 
I 8o3, Act II 8c2, Act III scl, Act V sc2 & 3), The play as a whole 

seems deliberately to be stripping life of its artificialities and 
meaningless conventions, with the accent on true naturalism rather than 

all the stylised versions. As Rousset points out:
"Tout dans la pastorale 6mane d'une tradition, Rien de 
plus conventlodkd que cet appel a fuire les conventions; 
rlen de plus masque que ces coeurs simples; le combat
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contra I'artlfloe sa llvra a grands coups d'artifica,"^^

In Flcrlmonde alona Rotrou saams to tira of tha convantiona and of 
thair Inherent hypocrisy, and arguee instead for openness and honesty. 

This is reflected at the thematic level also, where the customary 
illusion/reality relationship is changed, Normally in Eotrou's theatre 

we see illusion represented as a vehicle for the revelation of truth. 
When a character Indulges in disguise (eg,Tyndare in Les Cantlfs) or 

some other form of deliberate illusion (eg,Gene8t acting the role of 
Adrien in St,Geneat) he enters upon the one path which paradoiically 

leads him to self-discovery and the eventual revelation of some hitherto 
undiscovered truth. Illusion is a positive, necessary factor in this 
process and, by virtue of its special relation to reality, becomes a 
kind of truth in itself, Florlmonde, however, is the one play by Rotrou 
which contradicts this philosophy. For the first and only time 
Illusion remains what it is, the false, the unreal^ it does not lead to 

any discovery of truth, it has no part in reality, and it is seen as an 

obstacle which the characters must overcome in order to reach the truth, 
likewise reality remains idT^aot - there is no borderline in the play 

where the two intermingle. They are seen as distinct, separate and 
opposed. In Act V a variety of pretences are brought to light which 

are all seen to have failed in their purpose, for as Florimonde herself 
observes, "la feinte" cannot be turned into "I'effet" simply by 

wishing it so:
"Admires, Cleonie,
De oe presomptueui I'aveugle tyrannle*
II veut que malgre mol je brule de see feuz;
II veut, la force en main, s'attrlbuer mes voeuz,
Que je sois en effet ce qu'll m'a vu paroltre,
Enfin etre valngueur parce qu'il a cru I'Btre,
J'al fait mentir mes yeuz; il est vrai qua j'al feint,
Mals je I'en avertis avant qu'il fut atteint;
Je n'ai pu rebuter son ardeur vlolente;
II s'offrit A payer les mepris de Cleante; , . ^ ,Et s'^tant fait tromper, enfln mal satisfait, °
Me veut faire passer de la feinte a I'effet,"
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This attitude is unique in the whole of Rotrou's theatre. As well as 
attacking the artificiality of the stylised romantic poses of the 
pastoral tradition, Rotrou questions the value of all forms of role- 

playing, seeing them all as artifioial and contrary to the nature of 

truth. The changed attitude perhaps suggests an older man disenchanted 

with the naivety of youth, although at test we can only speculate on 

this. Basically Florimonde must remain somewhat of an enigma in 
Rotrou's drama, Sowever, we feel we can state with some certainty that 
his handling of the pastoral conventions and the illusion/reality theme 

in the play has nothing in common with the spirit of his early work, and, 
along with the formal modifications we have already noted, suggests a 
very late date for the play, many years after the 163$ date proposed hy 

Scherer,

6,5 BlaiSEANCES.

The doctrine of fitness, or literary propriety, although discussed hy 
Aristotle, is really a Eoratian dramatic principle. Every part and 
every aspect of a work must be appropriate to the nature of the work as 

a whole, and nothing unnecessarily revolting or unnatural should appear 

on stage. The gradual development of concern for "les bienseancee" on 

the French stage was due largely to the increasing number of respectable 
middle class women frequenting the theatre, and there arose during the

years I63O-I64O ^une Prise de la conscience morale dans le theatre pre-
28olasslque," Much Greek and latln source material was substantially 

altered and "toned down" to render it Inoffensive to refined senslbllltlea, 
although as Scherer points out, the modifications generally only went 
as far as surface appearances (linguistic nlcetiee) with the result that 

very risque subjects continued to be presented under the veneer of
polite language,^^
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It took a very long time for the hleneeanoea to eocert any real power 
over the French theatre, and. during the years that Rotrou was writing 
we notice only a sli^t moderating effect. However, he was aware of 
this moralising conscience in the theatre as early as le, Hague de 
I'Ouhli. for in the "Epltre au Roi" he writes:

"J'al tant travaille a la rendre capable de plalre, 
je I'ai rendue si modeste et j'ai prls tant de peine 
a polir ses moeurs que, si elle n'est belle, au moins 
elle est sage, et que, d'une profane, j'en ai fait 
une religieuse,"

The statement is aunusing , since there are a number of grounds on which 
the play could be criticised for impropriety, but it does show Rotrou 
deliberately making some attempt to acknowledge changing public taste. 
However, in general, all the early plays contain something to which 

objection could be made on the grounds of bienseance: frank serual 

references, horrific scenes of bloodshed, violence and murder, sword 
fighting, scenes from "la via quotidienne" etc. The fact that these 

features appear in such abundance testifies to the fact that whatever 
change was taking place in public taste, it was slow to gain ground and 
met with the natural resistance of human inertia. For example, 
throu^out the first half of the seventeenth century, bians^nce proved 

virtually.powerless to combat the influence of "le gout du spectacle 

horrible". Continuing fasciimtlon with the macabre and horrific accounts 

to a certain ertent for the great success of Crisante. which was wall 
received by the public and not thou^t to be particularly offensive to 
anyone's taste, despite the fact that it is really quite a gruesome 
play.

Blenseance particularly objected to the representation of acts of 
dally life on stage (sleeping, eating, dressing etc.), but this too 

proved somewhat resistamt to change. It is Interesting to note that

Rotrou's Les Sosles, Act II 8c3 retains the Plautlan "nous lav&mes
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contrast, thirty years later, Mollere feels ohllged. to respeot 
propriety rather more, and. substitutes the more modest "ensemble 
nous soupames", (Amphitryon. Act II sc3)#
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In a number of plays (eg, AgSsllan de Colchos, Aot III; Les Deui 

Puoelles, Aot II 80$; le, Soeur, Aot II 8o2) Rotrou plays with ideas 

like Inoest emd homoseiuality to the limits of permissibility, always 

avoiding total impropriety by letting the audlenoe know that such 
things belong to the realms of illusion and in reality all is chaste 
and honourable, Nevertheless the innuendoes are perfectly clear, and 
La Soeur was published in 1646, Eotrou adopts the same principle as 

other writers of the time, and uses correct euphemistic phraseology to 
describe in the moat discreet terms a number of thorou^ly indlsoreet
situations - what Chapelaln so aptly called "envelopper lee ordures".U 30

Basically Rotrou's work was not much affected by the restrictions of 
literary propriety, since it predated the era when bienseiance had much 

real influence (l,e,po8t I650), In some of the very last plays, like 

Venceslas and CosroM, we do find a relatively higii degree of dramatic 

propriety - murders committed off-stage, restrained language, etc, - but 
even then Rotrou seems unable to resist the power of visual horror and, 
in Act IV 8c5 of Venceslas, he introduces on stage the blood-stained 

sword idilch killed Alexandre, In this Rotrou is following his instinct 
for what constitutes good theatre, not in a detached. Intellectual 

sense, but in purely practical terms. His concern is to create, as 
powerfully and as immediately as possible, a specific atmosphere of 

suspense And fear, and the visual medium is his oholce. In the same 
sense as a picture is worth a thougeind words, for Rotrou the visual 

medium nan evoke Impressions and sensations i^ich words are powerless
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to oonvey# Sensitivity to the medium with which he is working 
overrides more aoademlo and oulture-hound oonoems for what is and is 

not thought proper for people to see at the theatre# The same guiding 

principle lies hehlnd Rotrou's approach to all the other aspects of 

Classicism which we have looked at. If a new idea about drama results - 

in practical terms - in better theatre, and in no way conflicts with his 
personal vision of the place and function of dreuna in society, then 
Eotrou shows himself to be amenable to change and innovation. If, on 

the other hand, those tww criteria are not met, thai at most he pays 
only lip service to theory and continues in his own way, guided by 
past experience and the artistic sensibility for what will "work" on 

stage. To those critics who would point to continuing classical 

Irregularities even in Rotrou's very last plays, and would voice the 
contempt of Mollere's lyeidas (la Critique de I'Ecole des Femmes, so6),

Rotrou would probably reply in much the same spirit as Dorante*
"Vous Stes de plaisantes gens avec vos r^lea, dont vous 
embarrasses lea Ignorants et nous etourdlssez tous les 
jours,,,,, Je voudrais bien savoir si la grande r%l6 
de toutes les r^les n'est pas de plalre, et si une 
pi we de thSStre qul a attrape eon but n'a pas suivi 
un bon ohemln,"

31

6,6 "LE VRAISEMBMBIE" AND "hE RECESSAIRE".

The twin principles of "le vraisemblable" and "le neoessalre" 
constitute the underlying rationale of classical doctrine. One might 
translate them by the concepts of plausibility and consistency. In 
application, so that every aspect of a play may be strictly plausible 
and follow, as a matter of logical consequence, one upon another, it 
becomes necessary to derive from these two first principles such 
corollary adjuncts as strict unity of time (with dramatic time as close 
to real time as possible), strict unity of place (since it is 
Implausible that one stage should represent more than one locality), and
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a host of similar rules which must inevitably combine to rob the 

theatre - by definition a medium of imagination - of all that is 

imaginative. Such uninspired reasoning is exactly what we encounter 
in d'Aublgnao's ideas on dramatic theory, although thankfully he 
represented one of the more erkreme points of view in the seventeenth 
century. Feveithelees, many of the classical disputes in the mid- 
seventeenth century were at root disagreements about how far one could 
logically extrapolate from the underlying principles of "le vralsemblable" 

and "le n^essalre", (For example, was it plausible in le Old for so 

many events to take place in the space of only twenty four hours? Was 
it dramatically credible - as well as morally acceptable - for Rodrigue 
to get right into Chlm&ne's room moments after killing her father? )

Of the two ooncepts, vralsemblanoe was probably more basio to the 
olassical aesthetic in that it appeared to incarnate the new spirit of 
reason. Its opposite, delibeirate invraisemblance, defied the dictates 

of reason and clearly bordered upon an Irrational, supernatural view 

of the world which could not be circumscribed by rules and logic, Eence 

it was that, on the grounds of invraisemblanoe, classical theofy 

objected to "speotaoles merveilleui^, all forms of magic and the 
marvellous, denouements of the "deus ex maohina" type, certain forms of 
unlikely behaviour and action, and so forth. However, as we have already 

seen, Rotrou's drama, being in spirit a reaffirmation of the non- 
rational universe, retained throughout an underlying core of 
invralsemblable elements whilst spperflcially adopting, for some of 

the later plays, a veneer of plausibility. The classioal ideas that 
Rotrou took seriously appear in his work as practloal modifications 
designed to produce plays that flowed more smoothly in performance.
Any other olassical elements make only a superficial appearance and in 

no way affect the basio spirit of the drama, Vralsemblance is a
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oonoept in every respect alien to Rotrou'e understanding of drama and 

the dramatic eiperience# Although In later work we find less 
overt magic and an apparent concession to verisimilitude in the 
plausible explanations accompanying the "covert" magician, the folk 

motifs remain essentially the same, the denouements are illogical and 
amazing, characters are emblematic and full of cosmic significance, the 
most unlikely and implausible events occur, and the drama is at heart 

lure fantasy.

In perpetuating a drama of the Invraisemblable, Rotrou was not only 
fallowing an artistic sensitivity for the primal experience of folk 
ritual. He was also responding to an undercurrent of popular feeling 
in the mid-seventeenth century which, regardless of rules or reasons, 
felt a spontaneous affinity for plays featuring the Inexplicable, The 

danger Inherent in Classicism, as in any other code of practice derived 

from complex and highly debated theories, was of being hi^ly elitist, 

to the extent of exoludlng the people it was designed to entertain, and 

thus representing only the cerebral predilections of an intellectual 
minority, Rotrou was not a theorist and had little time for Intellectual 

debates oh the theory of drama. He felt with and for the people who 
responded from the heeurt, and seems to have recognised consciously, as 
they did unconsciously, that the dramatic experience was essentially one 
of spontaneous imaginative faith, and not a prooess of cerebral 
rationalisation. In 1637 an unknown "bourgeois de Paris", author of 

a pamidilet on Le Old entitled Le Juganent du Old, expressed exactly this 

popular, primitive response to drama
"Des pi^es comme Le Cid seront infallliblement courues, 
principalement de nous autres qul sommes du people,, et qul 
almons tout ce qui est bizarre et extraordinaire, sans nous 
souoler des r^les d'Aristote,"

All Rotrou's plays, both early and late, are permeated by the spirit of
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the invraisemblahle, Even hie meet olaseically regular plays,
Coero^ and. Venceslae. are, aa we saw when looking at the folk motifs, 

in essence dramatisations of the humanly inecrplicahle. They are both 

plays proffering a non-olassical view of the human animal and. his 

motivation. The ending of Venoeslas is a sudden twist, a "coup de 
th^tre" not psychologically justified by the characters as given 

and a triumph for emotion over duty. The relationship between 
CosroM and Slro^ is not rationally justifiable either; rather it is 

a kind of haunting. The "bizarre et extraordinaire" are everywhere in 
Rotrou's work. They remind us that as a dramatist he was a writer of 
the people, and as a thinker he was a Pre-Renaissance spirit in lafew's 
modem scientifio world^ which made "trifles of terrors" and reasoned 

away the "unknown fear",

6.7 CORCLUSIORS,

In this chapter we have examined the major tenets of Classicism and 

their relevance to Rotrou's later drama idiich, in date, was contemporary 

with the beginnings of the period of supremacy of classical doctrine 
in France', Bearing in mind what we have discovered of Rotrou's 

dramatic technique from his early plays, it becomes evident that, 

althou^ he was sensitive to new ideas and flexible enou^ to 
incorporate them where appropriate, he made no changes unless they 

brought Immediate practical benefits in terms of stage performance amd 
at the same time did not conflict with his overall aims in drama or his 
particular conception of the dramatic experience. There were probably 
two major reasons for this. Firstly Rotrou was a practical man of the 
theatre and not a theorist. Consequently he would be Interested in 
the practical Improvements a new idea would bring amd not in the 

theoretical perfections it ought to bring. Secondly the rational
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aesthetio of Claasloiam was basioally allm to Rotrou's view of rwin 

and the universe and thus also alien to his sensitivity as an artist. 
Hence it is inaccurate to speak of his later plays as being more 
classical, since this suggests an artistic "volte face" in later life, 

as if Rotrou suddenly started to write "Classical Drama" and to adopt 

a rationalist philosophy quite contrary to that informing his early 

work. In fact, there is no such violent change of attitude to be 

found anywhere in Rotrou's work. Rather, the most startling thing 

about his drama is the high, degree of philosophic and artistic 
consistency that we find througgiout. Any concessions to Classicism 
take the form of practical innovations adopted with a view to 
improving a play in performance. The aesthetic underlying and shaping 

the play remains distinctly non-classical.

One might well accuse Rotrou of being "canny". He took what he felt 

to be the best aspects of classical drama and used them to perfect his 
own technique, while at heart retaining his Individuality as an azrtist 

and his integrity as a thinker. He used the principles of Classicism 

for what they could add to his dramatic technique and Ignored the rest 

as being irrelevant to his dramatic vision. It is thus to misunderstand 

Rotrou as a dramatist to think that in any way he became "more 
classical" in later years.

Looking back over this chapter we find the repeated occurence of I64O 
as the significant "break-point" in Rotrou's drama. Only in plays 
written after I64O do we find complete liaison de scene; it is from 
1640 onwards that we find a modified form of unity of place being used 
regularly, etc. It is no coincidence that the year I64O also marks a 
"break-point" in Rotrou's private life. In I639 he abandons the
literary scene of Paris and returns to his native Dreui to take up a
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publio administration post, and. settles down in I64O to married life 
with puhlio and family responsihilities. At thirty he is already a 

dramatist of oonsiderahle professional arperienoe and repute, free now 

for the first time to "take stock" of all he has learnt and to write 

at a leisurely, unhurried paoe# The intellectual freedom to reflect 

that Dreui affords him is a major factor in the maturing of Eotrou's 
drama.

The other major influence must surely have been Corneille, Although 

there is great doubt as to the eitent of their friendship, common 
sense tells us that there must have been considerable professional 

respect and admiration between the two men. Their plays competed for 

popularity, Rotrou'a at the Hotel de Bourgogne and Corneille's at the 
Th^tre du Marais; they were both among Ricda^elieu's "cinq auteurs"; they 

were both very popular and successful playwrights; Rotrou pays tribute 

to Corneille in Act I so5 of St.Genest, and Corneille considers that, 
entirely on their own, "M,Rotrou et moi ferions subsister das 
saltimbanquas,"^^ It seems hi^ily likely therefore that in Dreui 

Rotrou reflected not only on his own past experience in the theatre, 

but also on Corneille's different but equally successful talent as a 

dramatist. Many of the modifications we find in Rotrou's work after 

I64O are in line with the practical, moderate position later to be 
advocated by Corneille in I66O (in the Trols Dlsoours) and found in his 
plays well before that date, (For example, the gpenerallsed "unite de 

villa" - rather than the strict and impossibly constraining unity of 
place - that is manifest in le Old,)

The year I64O brings the two factors together* the intellectual 
freedom of Dreui in which to reflect upon the changing dramatic 

olimate in France, as exemplified in the work of Corneille, Thus it
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is that, although! we can trace the hegirmlnge of a number of changes 
to Rotrou'e dramatic technique in plays of the middle and late 1630's, 

it is not until the l640's that we find these modifications adopted as 
an integral part of the drama and used with ease^ confidence aM 
success (eg, the use of liaison de scene).

Saving looked in Chapter 5 S't the underlying stzructural and philosophic 
continuity throu^out Rotrou's drama, and in Chapter 6 at the later 

modifications made in the li^t of new classical ideas, we come to see 
that there is a significant artistic coherence at the heart of his 

work which leads us to see all the plays as a unified dramatic cancn. 

This will he examined in Chapter 7#
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7. IHB ELAYS AS A CINQN.

The tearm "o&non," when applied to musical oomposition, refers to a 
pleoe of music with different constituent parts each taking up the 
same theme successively. It is in this sense that we now feel 

justified in describing Eotrou's work as a canon, l.e. a dramatic 
output of different constituent parts (the individual plays) each 

manifesting the same coherent attitude towards drama, its composition, 
function and significance. Erom a detailed textual analysis of how 
the individual plays work, as practical drama intended for stage 
performance, we have been able to reach an overall appreciation of:

(a) the basic artistic precepts informing all the plays,
& (b) the assumptions about Man, Life and human behaviour

which emerge from the plsys.

These two factors shape Eotrou's work into a dramatic canon unified 

by its unchanging artistic vision and metaphysical viewpoint.

In Chapters 5 &nd 6 of this thesis we have discussed the two major 

features ofiRotrou's work. Firstly, its "deep structure" consistency 

from play to play, and secondly its "surface structure" modifications 
over the years, reflecting the gradual development and maturation of 
Rotrou's technique. The former we may attribute to certain enduring 

philosophic beliefs and artistic sensibilities in :Rotrou the man, 
and the latter to temporal changes in the state of the art plus the 

influence of Rotrou's own practical experience. Thus in order to 
understand the particular conception of drama and human life that 
Rotrou brings to his work, we must look to the area of consistencies 
- of "deep structure universals," to borrow a term from Linguistics - 
for it is here that we find the conceptual foundations upon which 

the Individual plays are built.
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[Pram &n examination of both early and late plays we have found two 
:recurring principles which form the tight. Internal infra-structure 
of Rotrou's work. The first is an artistic principle which sees 

drama as essentially a ritual experience of mystic significance and 
which is reflected in the use of folk motifs and in the stylised 
visual drama that Rotrcu develops. The second principle is philosophic 

in nature and emerges by implication from the structural juxtaposition 
of oontrastive extremes.

{Thus, as :regards "deep structure universals," we find two fhndamentale 
iniRotrou's work which appear in play after play - folk motifs and 

structural contrasts - and these point us respeotively to a particular 

artistic feeling for drama and a particular philosophic attitude.
Ife shall look at each of these in turn.

7.1 EOTROn'S CONCEPTION OF DRAMA.

As this has been dealt with earlier (in Chapters 2 and 5.1,) shall 

here briefly recapitulate the most important points.

Oonsimtently throughout all his work Eotrou repeatedly uses a number 
of simple folk motifs - deeply rooted themes and images from ancient 
fdUcculture - as the building blocks of his drama, i^e have been able 
to shew that this is as true for and as fundamental to a late play 
like Cosroes as it is to a relatively early work like le. Bague de I'Oubll.

The folk motifs oonstitute a set of stylised and highly artificial 

conventions which the audience must accept without question in order 

to be able to enter fhlly into the spirit of the drama. Eeason and 
common sense, those sophisticated adult faculties, have no place in
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this process and must be abandoned in favour of a childlike acceptance 
of whatever rationally unlikely things may happen. Rotrou uses the 
folk motifs deliberately to undermine the spectator's critical faculties 

and encourage a silling imaginative participation in a world of fantasy 

and make-believe.

That the'motifs should have this subversive effect on the spectator's 
reasoning powers is explained by the existence* in primitive folk 
(Cultures throughout the sorld* of a number of common - and hence* 
universal - images and themes concerning the attempts of early man 
to come to terms with himself and his relationship with the Cosmos. 

Ifith the passage of time and the oivlllsation of soolety, these 

symbols have passed into literature* to be perpetuated in the motifs 

of fairytale and legend told to ohlldren the world over. It is 
precisely these fairytale elements which constitute the basis of 
Eotrou's drama* and their appeal is two-fold. They reawaken in the 
adult audience something of the spontaneity and ingenuousness of 
ohildhood, when anything was possible and everything could be magical 

- and herein lies their power to lull reason to sleep. But more 

importantly, they are a link with mankind's remoter past when the 
dramas were enacted meaningfully* not just symbolically.^ The 

inotifs lihk]Rotrou's drama with an ancient and world-wide tradition 
which has timeless appeal and significance. Rotrou draws away from 
all that is local and specialised in the drama of his day (viz. his 

attitude to classical theory) and works towards uncovering & primal 

dramatic structure that any human audience could respond to and find 
meaningful. The motifs are the semantic foundations of this primeval 

drama, cryetallising basic problems of the human oondition in powerful 
images buried deep in the subconscious. These images, descendants of 
the original, powerful attitudes of primitive man towards the Unknown,
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are a part of our human heritage, and in a civilised era* although 

apparently less relevant, are no less powerful.

Drama has its birth in ritual - a gathering of the people to engage, 

through words and significant movements, in a spontaneous enactment 
of some religiously or humanly meaningful ceremony,^ and it is in 

this sense that drama for iBotrou is a ritual experience. His overall 
approach to the theatre, his use of folk motifs and mime sequences, 
hi* evocation of primitive, spontaneous responses, all link his drama 

to this age old experience. The play*, in spirit and technique, are 

very close to the unsophisticated hut direct traditions of folk drama. 

In ritual we see the origin of the symbolic motifs, and begin to 

appreciate the power with which they were once invested. Rotrou 
uses them because they are sc basic to the human psyche,and in 
order to regenerate the primal ritual experience.

In noting the repeated appearance of folk motifs in alliRotrou's work, 

the particular ways in whloh they are used, their inter-relationship 
with one another and with the visual elements of a play, particularly 
their Importance to the overall structure and effect of a play, we 
have ultimately been able to derive the significance of their appearance 
in terms of a statement about Rotrou's conception of drama and the 
dramatic experience. The idea of drama as a ritual experience, and 
all that such a concept implies, entirely divorces Rotrou's work from 
the iratlonal classical ethos with which it was, to some extent, 
contemporary. Equally, it is inadequately described as "baroque," 

since the underlying tensions and anxieties that are associated with 

baroque restlessness are absent in Eotrou. His work is neither 
olassloal nor baroque because it is ultimately resolved, and resolved 
in a supernatural and almost superstitious faith in the interdependence
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of the strivlDgs of Msm and the strivinga of the Nun^. Aa in ritual, 

Eotrou'a dra^na ia a drama of faith, appealing more to Faacal'a "eaprit 
de fineaae" than to the "esprit de geometrie." It ia quite tangential 
to the olaaaioal (and, one might add, the Poat-Renaiasance) view of Man 

in the same Pasoalian aenae; that: "le ooeur a sea raiaona que la 
iraison ne oonnalt point." ($) .Aa we noted in Chapter 5*1, JRotrou 

seems to react to Renaissance humanism ty a reaffirmation, in terms 
of ritual drama, of a non-rational universe where reason is inadequate 

in the face of miracles and mystery^

7.2 RCORCU'S PHILOSOPHT aPlMODaRArDIN.

We have been able to show (Chapters 4 and $.3) that structural unity 

throughout all Rotrou's plays ia achieved by & complex pattern of 
inter-related contrasts operative at every dramatic level. The 

technique is hierarchical, beginning with the play as a whole which 
iwill explore certain themes oontrastively, down to oontrastive acts, 
scenes, charaoters, images and even individual lines. The inter
dependence of each of these levels is assured by contrastive 
relationships between them, and is responsible for the tight structural 

oohesion found in the pl^ys. Eaoh play is an organio whole, with its 
parts intricately related to each other and developing from each other 
as a result of this structural principle. ^An idea, explored iu terms 

of contrast, will modulate into a tangential but related idea which 
is in turn subjected to examination by oontrast. The process, repeated 
at all levels, ensures an integrated structure.

It emerges, from studying a number of Rotrou's plays, that the structural 
principle of dynamic contrasts is also, by implication, an argument for 

moderation as a moral attitude. Significantly, the contrasts JRotrou uses
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jire generally eztremes of one sort or another, polarisations of oharaoter 

or attitude or behaviour. These extremes are then contrasted against 
each other in such a way as to highlight the absurdities and dangers 
of such polarised positions. Through the techniques of extreme contrast, 
it is extremism itself which appears in an unfavorable light, and in the 

realms of human behaviour is seen as an inadequate and dangerous way to 

approach life. The audience is left no choice but to infer that the 

proper attitude lies somewhere in between the two extremes - the 
"happy medium." In the plays, the only "characters" who are ever seen 

to suoceed in the realms of the absolute are the gods, the fates or the 
other supernatural agencies of power who, by definition, are omnipotent. 

Man, with all his necessary human limitation, must play a more moderate 
role and adopt less absolute attitudes towards moral questions about 
which he can never have absolute knowledge. Thus in Venceslas. for 
example, we see the dramatisation of the Justice and Mercy theme in 

terms of contrasting extremes. On the one hand the King must adhere 

:rigidly to the letter of the law in all cases, and on the other hand 
is tempted to ignore what is thought to be right, for the special case 
of his own son, thus himself appearing to be criminal and unjust in 

his disregard for the law. These irreooncilable opposites of morality 
find their only resolution, Sotrou suggests, in the tangential path 
of humility and self-sacrifloe* For Venceslas, the extremes of justice 
and injustice are equally abhorrent to his sense of humanity, ;and only 

the mid-way solution of mercy, offered at the price of his own abdication 

from power, can avoid the pitfalls of the two extreme alternatives.

"When looking at the early pl^ys, we oonsidered a number of examples of 
Rotrou's moderate philosophy as it emerged from the structural juxta
position of contrastive extremes (see Chapter 4*) We shall look at 

a few more examples of it in his later plays in order to demonstrate
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how fundamental to Rotrou'a work, both early l&te, this inoral 

philosophy im^y be regarded to be.

In Cosroes we see a number of extreme states embodied each in a 

separate character; Sira represents lust for power, an intense energy 
source ruthlessly and exclusively dedicated to the fulfilment of her 
own ambitions; Narsee argues for the supremacy of natural Instincts and 

feelings as exemplified in family love; Cosroes is mad and sees the 

world through the tortured vision of a madman; Siroe^ is an idealist, 
incapable of compromise, and torn between the two extremes of justice 
and filial love which be cannot reconcile within himself. The action 
of the play can be desoribed as the turmoil which results when so 

many extreme and mutually exclusive imoral universes come into conflict. 
Specifically through the structural juxtaposition of contrasts we begin 
to see how subjective and relative are each of these assumed absolutes, 
land hence how larong it is for Man to confer the objective authority of 
a Ihur upon that which is really an internal, subjective inclination.
The jNarsee episode ^iot III so4^ andJict ly sol,) which ooours late in 
the play and (in the classical sense) is irrelevant to the main action, 

is a typicdl example of Rotrou deliberately using the structure of the 
play to Illustrate his opposition to extremism. Instead of didactically 
preaching about moderation, he allows it to emerge as an inevitable 
conclusion from the nature of the dramatic structure. Slro&s, as we 

have said, represents the oonfllct of two extremes of behaviour, and 
Narsee embodies one of these - the Natural law of instincts and family 

love for which she argues vehemently in Act III scA* But when, in 
.Act IV sol, it in revealed that she is not Sira's daughter and is in 

no way related to Sira, our faith in the Natural Law is undermined.
It ceases to be a perfect absolute and beoomes, like all the moral 

extremes of the play, just another subjeotive interpretation of the universe.
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jLs 8uoh, it is just as fallible a guide for human behaviour as the 
individual who believes in it. By contrasting in these two juxtaposed 
scenes the extremes of fanatical devotion to the ties of blood and the 
total absence of any such blood relationship, Botrou exposes the 
limitations of human understanding and thus implies that a more 

moderate approach to the problems of life would be appropriate.
Underlying Cosroes is the moral message that one cannot abandon the 
mid-way path of judicious common sense for the pursuit of any absolute 

and extreme principle, since absolute objectivity is not the province 
of ]Wan. jWbrality in humsn behaviour la a relative ooncept - different 
for each individual—and one cannot (as Siroes tried to do) plaoe the 

responsibility for one's own actions at the feet of an external Moral law.

^Moderation, the "via media," implies by definition a certain balance, 

a point of equilibrium between two extremes. Dramatically, Eotrou uses 
structural contrasts to achieve a sense of eesthetio equilibrium 
within each play; philosophically, contrasts are used to suggest a 
universal principle of balance and order, where all things have their 
appointed plaoe and harmony is maintained by the avoidance of extremes:

"Quand d'un ceil trqp ardent le soleil voit la terre, 
le del s'en obscurclt, il s'en forme un tonnerre,
Et par I'exoes d'ardeur qu'll a mal employe,
L'objet qu'll caressolt est souvent foudroyeV 
Beu de pluie en saison rend la terre fertile,
Ou trop d'eau la submerge et la rend inutile."

Don Bernard de Cabrere. .lot V so?.
In a universe which observes such judicious moderation in all things,
Man has no right to interfere with the natural order by provoking the 
chaos of imbalance which must follow from extremism.

]aotrou is equally happy presenting his argument through comedy. In 

la Soeur we find him mocking the fashion for preciosity and bienseance 
as social constraints upon female discourse by suggesting, through the
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oharaoter of Eroxeno, t]%t the logical result of so many linguistic
Mstiriotions on the subject of love is total silence.

"Le silence parfois est un docte entretien;
Et le voir de ma part, sams lui pouvoir rien dire,
C'est lui faire sur moi connoitre son empire;
C'est d'un style eloquent et digne de ses voeux 
Expliquer mes soupgons, mes soupirs et mes feux.
0 sexe malheureux et oh^tif que le nAtre,
Ou 1* amour se trouvant naturel comme 'h. 1'autre.
Son pouvoir Mdoutable et see suoc^s douteux,
L*aveu n'en est pas libre et s'en trouve honteux,

I'on permet d*aimer, non d'avouer gu'on aime, 
du la pudeur travaille autant que 1'amour m&ne."

Act H sc 3*
The absurd and extreme lengths to vhich preciosity will go in restricting 
what a lady may say is, for Botrou, tantamount to forbidding her to 

speak at all. In fact, since her words can convey so little, her 
silence is probably a great deal mere eloquent. A less extreme attitude 
to lingulstlo propriety might at least make speech a worthwhile activity.

Grime as a negative moral absolute which society must expunge is a 
concept that Rotrou explores in a number of plays (e.g. Venceslas,
St. Genest, La Soeur, Antigone.) Antigone explores the differences 

between divine and hirnimn interpretations of the concept "crime,"
This involves the distinction between absolute and relative. The 

play makes it olear that the absolute is the prerogative of the gods, 
and that human values must of necessity be relative and inqperfect. 
Hence, human behaviour should be suitably moderate, avoiding the 
presumptlousness of extremism. Antigone and Bolynlces are both 

extreme and die for their extremism. %)hl3e is the only voice of 

moderation in the play, and in retrospect was probably right, but 
the play is a tragedy ( a universe "r%i par la loi du tout ou rlen"^) 

and because of their eoctremlsm the oharaoters must die. Here we have 
another z-eason why so few of Rotrou's plays are tragedies. His is not 
a tragio universe, but one of moderation and compromise where mercy
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tempers justice and happiness can always be found somehow by modifying 
one's behaviour. The happy ending which rounds off most of his plays 

is guaranteed by the intervention, towards the end of some potentially 

tragic and extreme situation, of the voice of moderation, either in 
the form of Providential guldanoe or simple human wisdom from a 
character who can restore a sense of perspective and balance. In 
L'Innocente Infidelit^^ for example, Evandre is the voice of moderation 
between the extreme passivityland fatalism of Parthehle and the egoism 

of hermante. he oombines a high degree of self respeot and self 

confidence with quiet spiritual humility, and thus avoids the extremes 

of either.

[Both at the comic level and the serious level there are very many 
examples, throughout the whole of iRotrou's work, of the use of 
contrasting extremes specifically to denigrate extremism and suggest 
the mid-way path of moderation. Rotrou's attitude to the "via media" 
tears a close relationship to.Aristotelian ethical philosophy, both 
in terms of conceptual content and presentation of an argument. Both 

:man are concerned with how we can achieve happiness in life, and both 

believe the answer lies in a oourse of moderation between extremes. 

.Aristotle, although a pupil of Plato, eventually came to reject 
Platonic idealism. Plato bad taught that goodness exists independently 
of man, and remains to be discovered if man can be properly trained, 
for goodness and other such moral qualities are absolutes. Thus a 
course of action is either right or wrong in an absolute sense and 

independently of anyone's opinion. .Aristotle could not accept the 
idea of objective moral absolutes, but instead saw morality as a 

relative matter, concerning the way people actually behave In a 
given social context. What we think of as moral virtues are not 
"a priori" objective absolutes, but qualitative directional habits
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which take on a degree of reality and become part of our ethical

system by means of the process of repeated use. In rejecting moral 

extremism at the conceptual level, Aristotle also rejected all 
extremes of behaviour, and advocated the path of moderation as the 
way to happiness for man. This, in the Nicomachean Ethics.^ he 

called the Doctrine of the Golden Mean. The mean is itself a 
relative concept, and is different in each case and for each person.
It is the responsibility of the individual to discover by his actions 
his own modearate position between any two extremes.

"The man who knows his business avoids both too much 
and too little. It is the mean he seeks and adopts - 
not the mean of the thing but the relative mean." (8^

"Moral excellence is a mean. It is namely a mean between 
two forms of badness, one of excess and the other of 
defect, and is so described because it aimA at hitting 
the mean point in feelings and actions."

Thus we can see that there is a philosophic consonance between Eotrou
and Aristotle which consists in the following major points:

a) morality is not an objective absolute but a subjective 
relative defined by individual behaviour in a given 
social context,

b^ our behaviour should therefore be governed by the equally 
relative principle of moderation between the extremes of 
excess and defect, and

c) since moral qualities are defined in and by action, it 
follows that we forge our own moral character in the 
things we do, and are thus to some extent defined by 
our actions and must bear responsibility for them.

These are the major ethical points that emerge from both Rotrou and

Aristotle, although even on specific issues we find the same kind of
agreement between them. For example, Aristotle's distinction between
deliberate criminal intent and involuntary error finds its expression
in Rotrou in plays like Venceslas and La Soeur with such remarks as:

"7ous n'avez point peche; I'erreur n'est pas un crime"
la Soeur. Act IV sc^.

Also, both men advocate pity and compassion for genuine error, and not 
harsh punlsh^nt.
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The degree of oonceptual affinity between Botrou and Aristotle is 

matched by the similarity of their method of dramatising the argument 

for moderation. Aristotle Illustrates his meaning in a very concrete 
way, with little character drawings of extreme "typ@8" who closely 
resemble some of the types we find in Rotrou and who, when contrasted 
with their opposite, leave us in no doubt as to the nature of the 
mean. (For example, his Illustration of the extremes of avarice 

and prodigality.) One of the more amusing types that Aristotle 

paints so clearly is the braggart, and in this description we see 
the ima^r^f&nfaron" captains of Rotrou's drama:

"The man who is over-bold is called:rash. Jde gives 
the impression of over-acting the part, and his 
courage is a little suspect. At all events he would 
like people to believe that he is animated by the 
same feelings as the brave man when danger threatens.
So he imitates him whenever he can. For this reason, 
most rash men are of the forcible feeble type. They 
swagger a good deal when things look bright, but make 
themselves scarce in the presence of actual danger." (10)

.Aristotle gives us many such clear and succinct word-paintings, and it
is this incamatlonal aspect of his dialectic, plus the use of contrasting

extremes, that enables us to draw parallels between his technique in the
Ethics andiRctrou's technique in the plays.

It would be possible to find many more points of affinity between the 
ethical philosophies of Rotrou and.Aristotle, although such an 
undertaking is beyond the scope of this thesis ;and would areally 

merit a separate study. It has been our intention here simply to 
highlight the major points of similarity in order to establish an 
important relationship between Rotrou and Aristotelian thought.
Through the struotural composition of his plays, Rotrou gives dramatic 

life to an ethical system which constituted the supreme influence on 
European thinking from the Middle Ages to the dawn of the Renaissance. 
Ife thus feel justified in dlsagrweing: with Geoffr^ Erereton^^ who
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finds that Rotrou:

"vm.8 hardly a great enough dramatist to create a world 
of consistent values, however artificial, and to search 
for this in his varied productions, partially rewarding 
as that process is with Corneille, would be a futile 
task with Eotmu. One can find recurrent features and 
even a development of them Arom play to play, but little 
on which to oonstruot an ethical or social background of 
the kind which can be deduced from the work of a truly 
major writer."

7.3 CONGUJSIONS

Prom a detailed consideration of all Rotrou's plays as dramatic 
constructs intended for the stage and for performance before an 
audience, we have been able to observe a number of consistent features 

occurring repeatedly in play after play and which are found to be 
fundamental to the drama. By appreciating the ways in which there is 
consistency throughout twenty years as a dramatist, we have arrived 
at an understanding of the unchanging assun^ions about Man, Life and 
the function of drama which helped to shape Rotrou's work and which 

underlie the individual plays. It can be seen that the plays form a 
dramatic canon, unified by a coherent ethical philosophy and a vision 
of drama as.a primitive, ritual experience. The conceptual integrity 

of Rotrou' 8 work withstands all the vicissitudes of seventeenth-century 

theatrical innovation and forms the enduring base upon which are built 
so many different individual plays.

The two principles underlying Rotrou's drama - one artistic and one 
philosophic - oombine to reflect a different conception of Man and 
the universe Arom that capable of being conveyed by the classloal ethos.
Moderation as an ethical precept conflicts with the egoism of classical

12heroic morality, and the falthf-orlentated ritual drama looks back to 
a time before the rational spirit of the Renaissance. Despite being



a contemporary of Corneille, despite writing at a time of major 
changes In drama, and despite all the cultural and Intellectual 
effects of the Renaissance, In a very fundamental sense Rotrou's 
drama Is mediaeval In spirit and stands witness to a world of 

faith, humility and wonder.
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8, CONCHJSIOirS.

In this thesis we have looked, at Rotron's total dramatic output as 

a collection of individual plays intended for stage performance, and 
have therefore tried to judge whether or not the plays would work 

successfully in the theatre, and whether there is evidence of any 

coherent and consistent approach to the art of drama to he found 

underlying the plays.

Prom a close analysis of individual plays, we have discovered a number 
of recurring features which come to be seen as "hall marks" of Rotrou's 

work, characterising it as hlgiily distinctive and unified. The 
repeated use of elements from folk culture, an imaginative and 
functional use of the visual dimension, and structural unity through 
the use of contrasts are the unchemging characteristics of all Rotrou's 

work which lend it depth and slgnifioanoe-while at the same time 
ensuring that each play will be visually spectacular and appealing to 

the ahdience.

We observed, in the later plays, the gradual development and maturation 
of Rotrou's skill as a playwright* He shows himself to be a practical 

man of the theatre, sensitive to changes in dramatic theory and 
sufficiently flexible to modify his own techniques where necessary in 
the ll^t of new ideas. However, we have shown that any changes which 
do appear in his work over the years are of a strictly practical nature, 
designed to overcome some of the problems inherent in early theatrical 
stage-craft, and are likewise adopted for practical and not theoretical 

reasons. Rotrou makes no changes to dramatic technique at the expense 
of his dramatic vision. We have argued that the rationalism underlying
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olaaslcal doctrine is fundamentally alien to Rotiron'e nystical view 
of life, and that the egoism of olassioal man offends against his 

belief in moderation and humility, Senoe it is wrong to think of 
Rotrou as heooming more "olassioal" in later years, just heoause the 
plays appear more "regular" in the olassioal sense, Rotrou adopts 

certain aspects of classical theory for the practical benefits they 
bring, while preserving in all his work the same un-classical views 
about life and the function of drama in life. Re uses some of the 

techniques of classicism in a drama which is basically at odds with the 

classical ethos.

Thus we have found that there are two aspects to Rotrou*s work: deep 
stiucture consistency stemming from a committed philosophic position, 
and surface stzuoture develoimient of techniques due to Rbtrou's 

practical sense of good theatre. The drama has its roots in an 
ancient and world-wide tradition of ritual, symbolism and folk mystique 

which is then translated into successful seventeenth-century theatre by 

using Imaginative and skilful techniques reflecting the growing 

sophistication of the French stage.

In Chapter 7 of this thesis we considered Rotrou's dramatic 
philosophy and his ethical philosophy, both of which have Important 
similarities with Aristotelian thou^t. The ritual symbolism of the 
plays lies, to a certain erbent, in the meaningful gestures and actions 
made by the characters and in the patterns of significance woven by 

these actions. As we saw in Chapter 7, the stress upon action as the 
chief characteristic defining both drama and human personality is 
directly in line with Aristotle's concept of drama as the representation 
of "men doing things"} As well as capturing the spirit of Aristotle's

Poetics, the plays also translate Aristotle's doctrine of the 'Golden
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Mean" into the moral plea for moderation which emerges hy implication 

from the structural juxtaposition of contrastive extremes. Thus the 

thinking behind the Ethics is also germane to Rotrou's work.

The principle which links the Poetics and the Ethics is that of action . 

Aristotle's view that in life and in drama character is subordinated to 

action because it is the product of action. Our natures are not formed 
solely by reference to some absolute and external moral law, but 

principally by the things we do. We become what we are by the repeated 

exercise of certain qualitative directional habits which, Ideally, 
should avoid the extremes of excess and defect in order to assure our 

happiness. If the drama is defined by action and our characters are 
formed in action^ it follows that, in a sense, our whole life is a kind 
of prolonged drama of self-seeking, with the gradual acquisition of 
self-knowledge from action. The degree of freewill Inherent in this 

ethical point of view brings with it a like degree of responsibility, 

both for ourselves and our deeds.

Wot surprisingly, a similar althou^ more mystically orientated 

relationship oajq be seen between Rotrou's dramatic and ethical 

philosophies. In ritual drama, the supernatural - in one form or 
another - constantly Intervenes in the affairs of man. It is seen 

from the action of the plays that there is continuous interaction 
between the human and the cosmic, with the superior powers of the 
latter aiding rnmn in the arduous business of life. This is quite 
different from the classical view of man's situation:. The individual 

is thought to be totally self-reliant, and human nature is exulted to 
the peak of sublime grandeur, for there is nothing that the human will 

alone cannot achieve and overcome. This is an extreme view of human
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potential* ani advocates an equally extreme mode of behaviour* In 

contrast to this* in Rotrou's ritual drama man has no need to strive 
alone, and therefore has no need to adopt such an extreme position 

towards life. It is made clear that extremism is the prerogative of the 

gods, and man is urged to follow a course of moderation between extremes* 

Like Aristotle, Eotrou exposes the subjective and relative nature of our 

moral behaviour, thus making us responsible for our own actions, and 
revealing the folly of trying to devolve that responsibili"^ upon an 
abstract law* In the ritual drama the cosmic will hear man and will 
receive his supplications provided that he does not over-step the 
bounds of moderation* All Rotrou's extremists are punished and made to 

suffer in some way,for their extremism is presumptlous and threatens to 

trespass upon the province of the divine. With the stress upon 
meaningful symbollo actions in ritual, it beoomes clear that the link 
between Rotrou's dramatic and ethical philosophies is moderated action - 

the process of doing and discovering, interacting and becoming. The 
moderation oonsists in responsibility for one's own deeds and humility 

before God, Self-knowledge oomea from action and knowledge of the 

divine comes from faith*

Raving found important similarities between Rotiou and Aristotle at the 
philosophic level, one is left wondering about the exact nature of 

Rotrou's metaphysical standpoint, Aristotle, we know, developed his 

ideas about the primacy of action into a metaphysical system of 
teleology. He saw the universe as characterised by the notion of 
purpose - a vast complex of organisms each striving to attain the end 
assigned to it by Rature* Extrapolating from the idea that our nature 
is formed in and by action, he came to believe that there is a natural 
tendency (or teleology) which leads each and every object to seek the 
achievement of its natural goal, or final form. The alterations that
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every otjeot uniergoea cannot be understood, except in terms of the 
active purposes involved^ The consistent vision running throughout 

Aristotle's many works was a major influence upon the thinking of the
Middle Ages, and was particularly attractive to the theologian, Thomas

2Aquinas, who argued for a Christianised teleology in which the 

motivating force behind the universe was God, Aquinas made many 

translations of Aristotle and attempted, against the advice of 

traditional Christian inteUactuals, to reconcile Aristotelian thinking 
with the major affirmations of the Christian faith. His synthesis was 
only partially successful, in that he tended to describe God always in 
abstract Aristotelian terms such as "Unmoved Mover" and "First Cause", 
and in so doing made cold and impersonal the Being that Christians liked 
to regard as pure, unbounded love. However, as a theologian, he 

nevertheless became the most important thinker in Europe for many 
hundreds of years after his death.

Having posed the question of Rotrou's metaphysical beliefs, and having 
seen in his drama such clear evidence of strong mystical leanings, we 
suggest here that his plays may be seen as a dramatisation:of aspects 

of the Thomlstlo dootrine, and that Rotrou's link with Aristotle may 

well pass through Aquinas, Since the plays seem to manifest a 
theological consonance with Thomism and a philosophic consonance with 
Aristotellanlsm, one is led to wonder whether Rotrou was not in fact 

attempting the same 82rnthe8l8, throu^ the medium of drama, as Aquinas 
had himself attempted in prose. The whole issue of Rotrou's 
metaphysical beliefs is outside the scope of this thesis, but it is 
nevertheless an important question to be answered since it is inevitably 
raised the moment one begins to consider the nature of the similarities 
between Rotrou and Aristotle, We have suggested it here as a possible



line of enquiry and put this forward for future research.
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